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UNIT - 1 / PROSE

His First Flight
( Liam O' Flaherty )

About the author 
Liam O’Flaherty (1896-1984) was an Irish novelist and short story writer and a major 
figure in the Irish literary renaissance. He was a founding member of the Communist 
Party of Ireland. A native Irish-speaker from the Gaeltacht, O'Flaherty wrote almost 
exclusively in English, except for a small number of short stories in the Irish language. 
He spent most of his time in travelling and lived comfortably and quietly outside the 
spotlight.

Summary
Introduction :
The story ‘His First Flight’ by Liam O’ Flaherty, is about a young sea gull who is afraid to 

fly. All his younger siblings flew fearlessly. He could not gather the courage to fly. He was sad 
when he saw his parents perfecting the art of flying with his siblings. His parents scolded him 
for not attempting to fly. They called him a coward. They also threatened him to leave him 
alone to suffer in hunger.

Seagull’s plight :
The young sea gull was left all alone. He was feeling hungry. To seek the attention of his 

parents, he went to the brink of the cliff and pretended to fall asleep. He saw his mother tearing 
a fish and whetting  her  beak on a rock. Seeing food, he got mad as he had not eaten anything 
for a day. 

The plunge :
On seeing his mother coming to him with the fish, he got excited. But noticing that the 

mother stopped midway, he took a dive to catch the fish. He fell deep down into the empty 
space above the ocean. His wings stretched. He found himself floating. 

Final moments :
Finally he took his first flight. All the family members celebrated his first flight by cheering  

and cackling around him. Thus he overcame fear. He realised that everything can he achieved 
if one attempted to do it.

Warm up - ÝòˆîŠðì™
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  Prose - His First Flight 7

Marco Polo, Christopher Columbus, Ibn Battuta, Amerigo Vespucci, Xuanzang, 
Ferdinand Magellan, Bartolomeu Dias, Herodotus, Captain James Cook, Vasco Da 
Gama.
ñ£˜‚«è£«ð£«ô£, APv«ì£ð˜ ªè£ô‹ðv, ÞH¡ ðÇ†ì£, ÜªñK«è£ ªõv¹A, »õ£¡ 

²õ£ƒ, ªð˜®ù£¡´ ªñè™ô¡, ð˜†ªì£«ô£I«ò£ ìòv, U«ó£«ì£†ìv, «èŠì¡ «ü‹v 
°‚, õ£v«è£ìè£ñ£.
 What is common among these individuals? Browse Internet or refer books and share 

some information about them.
All the above were explorers. Marcopolo was a venetian merchant. Ibn Battuta was a 
Moroccan scholar. Xuanzang was a Chinese Buddhist monk. They travelled around the 
world for various reasons. The Greek scholar 'Herodotus' travelled the whole of Persia in 
his times. Rest of the explorers were interested in exploring  new countries and sea routes 
to different countries.
Þ‰îˆ îQñQî˜èOì‹ è£íŠð´‹ ªð£¶õ£ù î¡¬ñ â¡ù? Þ¬íòˆ «îì™ Ü™ô¶ 
¹ˆîèƒèœ Íô‹ Þõ˜è¬÷Š ðŸPò îèõ™è¬÷Š ðA˜‰¶ ªè£œÀƒèœ.
«ñŸè‡ì Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ¹Fò «îêƒèÀ‚°Š ðòEˆîõ˜èœ. ñ£˜‚«è£«ð£«ô£, æ˜ Þˆî£Lò 

õEè˜. ÞH¡ ðÇ†ì£, ªñ£ó£‚«è£ ï£†´ ÜPë˜. »õ£¡ ²õ£ƒ Yù«îêˆ¶Š ¹ˆîñîˆ ¶øM. 
Þ‰î Íõ¼‹ ð™«õÁ è£óíƒèÀ‚è£è ªõš«õÁ ï£´èÀ‚°Š ðòí‹ ªêŒîõ˜èœ. A«ó‚è 
ï£†´ ÜPë˜ U«ó£«ì£†ìv ªð˜Cò£ º¿õ¶‹ ²ŸPò ðòE. ñŸø  ïð˜èœ, èì™õN«ò ¹Fò 
ï£´è¬÷‚ è‡´H®‚è «õ‡´‹ â¡ø Ý˜õˆF™ ðòí‹ «ñŸªè£‡ìõ˜èœ. 
 Discuss, why it was considered as an adventurous and dangerous thing to travel in 

those days?
It was considered as an adventurous and dangerous thing to travel in those days because 
there were lots of difficulties while travellìing such as weather, food, shelter, etc., During 
their voyages they had to face dangers because the places were new to them. They would 
have a curiosity about what was going to be next. Moreover, their involvement in learning 
about new  places made it adventurous and dangerous.
Ü‰î‚ è£ôˆF™ ðòí‹ ªêŒõ¶ â¡ð¶ bó„ ªêòô£è¾‹, Ýðˆ¶ I‚èî£è¾‹ ã¡ è¼îŠ 
ð†ì¶?
Ü‰î ï£†èO™ ðòí‹ ªêŒõ¶ å¼ ê£èêñ£ù ñŸÁ‹ Ýðˆî£ù è£Kòñ£è‚ è¼îŠð†ì¶. 

ãªùQ™, õ£Q¬ô, àí¾, îƒ°Iì‹ «ð£¡ø ðòíƒèO™ G¬øò Cóñƒèœ Þ¼‰îù. Üõ˜èO¡ 
ðòíƒèO¡«ð£¶ Üõ˜èœ Ýðˆ¶è¬÷ âF˜ªè£œ÷ «õ‡®J¼‰î¶. ãªùQ™, Ü‰î Þì‹ 
Üõ˜èÀ‚°Š ¹Fò¶. Ü´ˆ¶ â¡ùõ£è Þ¼‚°‹ â¡ø Ý˜õˆ¬î Üõ˜èœ ªè£‡®¼‚è 
«õ‡´‹. «ñ½‹, ¹Fò Þìƒè¬÷Š ðŸP ÜP‰¶ ªè£œõF™ Üõ˜èO¡ ß´ð£´ ê£èêñ£è¾‹, 
Ýðˆî£ùî£è¾‹ Þ¼‰F¼‚Aø¶. 
 Mahatma Gandhi, Che Guevara, Guru Nanak and Gauthama Buddha are some of the 

famous personalities and thinkers who made extensive journeys to understand life. 
Do you think journeys can be life changing?
Yes. Journeys can be life changing. Our personality and thinking skills develop while 
meeting different personalities around us. These great thinkers made their journey 
fruitful by learning about the world. Journeys can teach us both sides of life ie., success 
and failure and  will teach us morals to understand what is life.
ñè£ˆñ£ è£‰F, ªê °õ«õó£, °¼ï£ù‚ ñŸÁ‹ ªè÷îñ ¹ˆî˜ ÝA«ò£˜ ñQî õ£›‚¬è¬òŠ 
¹K‰¶ ªè£œõîŸè£è c‡ì ðòíƒèœ ªêŒ¶ ¹è› ªðŸø C‰î¬ùò£÷˜èO™ Cô˜ Ýõ˜. 
ðòíƒèœ õ£›‚¬è¬ò ñ£Ÿø‚ Ã®ò¬õ âù c G¬ù‚Aø£ò£-?
Ý‹; ðòíƒèœ ïñ¶ õ£›‚¬è¬ò ñ£ŸP Ü¬ñ‚è‚ Ã®ò¬õ. ï‹¬ñ„ ²ŸP»œ÷ ªõš«õÁ 

ÝÀ¬ñè¬÷„ ê‰F‚°‹«ð£¶, ïñ¶ ÝÀ¬ñ ñŸÁ‹ C‰F‚°‹ ÝŸø™ à¼õ£Aø¶. Þ‰î„ Cø‰î 
C‰î¬ùò£÷˜èœ àôèˆ¬î ÜP‰îî¡ Íô‹ îƒèœ ðòíˆF¡ ðò¬ù Ü¬ì‰î£˜èœ. ðòí‹ 
ïñ‚° õ£›‚¬èJ¡ Þ¼ ð‚èƒè¬÷»‹ Üî£õ¶ ªõŸP¬ò»‹ «î£™M¬ò»‹ èŸH‚è‚ Ã´‹. 
«ñ½‹, õ£›‚¬è â¡ø£™ â¡ù â¡ð¬îŠ ¹K‰¶ªè£œ÷ ï™ô å¿‚è ªïPè¬÷‚ èŸH‚°‹.
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8 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

Share a memorable trip from your life.
My memorable trip was to Kodaikanal with my family. I visited Kodaikanal with my 
family last summer. I went to a place called Pillar rock. There were some tall rocks shaped 
like pillars. I ran near them to see closely. Someone standing next to me pulled my hand 
back. If he hadn't done so, I would have fallen into the valley of 500 feet deep.
àƒèÀ¬ìò õ£›‚¬èJ™ Þ¼‰¶ G¬ù¾Ãóˆ î‚è ðòíˆ¬îŠ ðŸPŠ ðA˜è.

ï£¡ å¼º¬ø ï‡ð˜èÀì¡ ªè£¬ì‚ è£ù½‚° å¼ G¬ù¾ Ãóˆî‚è ðòíˆF™ ªê¡Á 

Þ¼‰«î¡. Üƒ° H™ô˜ ó£‚ â¡ø ÞìˆFŸ° ï£¡ ªê¡P¼‰«î¡-. ÜšMìˆF™ ªêƒ°ˆî£ù 

àòóñ£ù É‡èœ «ð£¡ø ð£¬øèœ Þ¼‰îù. ÜõŸ¬ø Ü¼A™ Þ¼‰¶ ð£˜‚è «õèñ£è æ®«ù¡. 

âù‚° Ü¼«è Þ¼‰î ò£«ó£ å¼õ˜, âù¶ ¬è¬òŠ H®ˆ¶ â¡¬ùŠ H¡¹ø‹ Þ¿ˆî£˜. Üõ˜ 

Üšõ£Á ªêŒF¼‚è£M†ì£™, ï£¡ ä‰ËÁ Ü® ðœ÷ˆF™ M¿‰F¼Š«ð¡.

 Have you ever been on an adventurous journey? If yes, share your experience.
Yes. I had been on an  adventurous journey with my friends to Courtallam falls. We went 
for trekking in the hills. I got separated from my friends. I lost my way for some time. I 
was afraid. But after some time I found them. This gave me a chilling experience and I 
would never forget the incident. This became an adventurous journey for me.
c âŠ«ð£î£õ¶ bó„ªêò™ I‚è ðòí‹ ªê¡ø¶ à‡ì£? Ý‹ âQ™ à¡ ÜÂðõˆ¬îŠ ðA˜è.

Ý‹; ï£¡ â¡ ï‡ð˜èÀì¡ °Ÿø£ô c˜i›„C‚° ê£èêŠ ðòíñ£è„ ªê¡«ø¡ ï£ƒèœ 

ñ¬ô«òŸøˆFŸ°„ ªê¡«ø£‹. ÜŠ«ð£¶ ï£¡ â¡ ï‡ð˜èOìI¼‰¶ õN îõPŠ HK‰¶ M†«ì¡. 

Ýù£™, CP¶ «ïó‹ èNˆ¶ ï£¡ Üõ˜è¬÷‚ è‡´ H®ˆ¶M†«ì¡. Þ¶ âù‚° ªñŒCL˜‚°‹ 

ÜÂðõˆ¬îˆ î‰î¶. «ñ½‹ ï£¡ Ü‰î ÜÂðõˆ¬î å¼«ð£¶‹ ñø‚è ñ£†«ì¡. Þ¶ å¼ 

ê£èêŠ ðòíñ£è ñ£Pò¶. 

 “That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for mankind.” Neil Armstrong - 
Discuss.
These were the words uttered by Neil Amstrong when he landed on the moon and set his 
first step on it. That step is considered to represent, the human struggles to land on the 
moon safely. This was a great achievement.
“å¼ ñQîQ¡ å¼ CPò è£ô®, ñQî ÞùˆFŸ°Kò å¼ ªðKò î£õ™ Ý°‹” â¡ø c™ 

Ý‹v†ó£ƒA¡ ÃŸ¬ø MõK‚è.
c™Ý‹v†ó£ƒ, GôM™ îù¶ ºî™ Ü®¬ò ¬õˆî«ð£¶ ÃPò õ£˜ˆ¬îèœ Þ¬õ: 

GôM™ ð£¶è£Šð£è‚ è£ô® ¬õ‚è, ñQîŠ «ð£ó£†ì ïìõ®‚¬èèO¡ HóFGFˆ¶õñ£è Ü¶ 
è¼îŠð´Aø¶. Þ¶ å¼ ê£î¬ù. 

 Have you ever seen a bird making its first ever attempt to fly?
Yes, I have seen. There was a bird chirping among the branches of a neem tree in our 
garden. After a few days the mother bird was feeding the little bird with food. Then the 
mother bird stopped feeding it. It peeped first and hesitated to fly. Then oneday it started 
flying boldly.
å¼ ðø¬õ ºî¡ºîô£èŠ ðø‚è ºòŸCŠð¬î cƒèœ âŠªð£¿î£õ¶ è‡ì¶ à‡ì£?

Ýñ£‹; è‡®¼‚A«ø¡. âƒèœ i†®½œ÷ «õŠðñóˆF¡ A¬÷èÀ‚° Þ¬ìJ™ å¼ 

ðø¬õ °…² ªð£Pˆ¶ Þ¼‰î¶. Cô ï£†èÀ‚°ˆ î£ŒŠðø¬õ ÜîŸ° àí¾ ªè£‡´õ‰¶ 

á†®ò¶. Üî¡H¡ Ü¬î GÁˆFM†ì¶. îò‚èˆ¶ì¡ â†®Šð£˜ˆî °…²Š ðø¬õ, ºîL™ 

ðò‰î¶. Üî¡H¡ å¼ï£œ Ü¶ ¶E„ê½ì¡ ðø‚èˆ ªî£ìƒAò¶.
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  Prose - His First Flight 9

Glossary
ledge (n)  -  a narrow shelf that juts out from a vertical surface  
   ªêƒ°ˆî£ù °ÁAò ªî£ƒ°ð£¬øJ¡ c†C  
shrilly (adv.) - producing a high-pitched and piercing voice or sound
   àóˆî °óL™ èˆ¶î™

herring (n) - a long silver fish that swims in large groups in the sea
   å¼ ªðKò °¿õ£è‚ èìL™ c‰¶‹ c÷ñ£ù e¡

devour (v) - to eat something eagerly and in large amounts, so that nothing is 
left

   ãó£÷ñ£ù àí¬õ Ý¬ê«ò£´ M¬óõ£è M¿ƒ°î™

cackle (n) - a sharp, broken noise or cry of a hen, goose or seagull
   Ã˜¬ñò£ù à¬ì‰î êˆî‹ (Ü) «è£N, õ£ˆ¶, èìŸðø¬õJ¡ Ã‚°ó™

mackerel (n) - a sea fish with a strong taste, often used as food
   Ü®‚è® àíõ£èŠ ðò¡ ð´ˆ¶‹ ï™ô ²¬õò£ù è£ù£ƒªèÀˆF 

e¡

gnaw (v) - to bite or chew something repeatedly
   è®ˆ¶ˆ ¶‡´ ¶‡ì£‚°

trot (v) - to run at a moderate pace with short steps / Yó£ù ªð¼ï¬ì

precipice (n) - a very steep side of a cliff or a mountain
   ñ¬ôJ¡ ªêƒ°ˆî£ù ð°F

preening (v) - cleaning feathers with beak
   Þø°è¬÷ î¡ Üôè£™ «è£F„ ²ˆîŠð´ˆ¶î™

whet (v) - to sharpen / Ã˜¬ñð´ˆî ê£¬í H®ˆî™

plaintively (adv.) - sadly, calling in a sad way / õ¼ˆîˆ¶ì¡

swoop (v) - to move very quickly and easily through the air 
   «õèñ£è‚ è£ŸP™ ðøˆî™

beckoning (v) - making a gesture with the hand or head to encourage someone to 
approach or follow.

   ¬ê¬è è£†´î™ (Ü) î¡¬ùŠ H¡ªî£ì˜õîŸè£è å¼õ¬ó á‚èŠ 
ð´ˆ¶î™

Synonyms
Words Synonyms îI› Ü˜ˆî‹

uttered expressed ªê£¡ù£˜

trotted jogged «õèï¬ì «ð£†ì£˜

swooped dived W«ö ð£Œ‰î¶

raising floating è£ŸP™ Iî‰¶ªè£‡´

pretended falsified ð£õ¬ù ªêŒî£œ

plaintively mournfully õ¼ˆîñ£è

monstrous horrible ðòƒèóñ£ù

maddened enraged «è£ðñ¬ì‰î£¡
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10 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

gradually slowly ð®Šð®ò£è

exhausted tired «ê£˜õ¬ì‰î

eagerly anxiously ê£î£óíñ£è

daintily casually ê£î£óíñ£è

cowardice fear, timidity «è£¬öˆîù‹

ascending rising ãÁºèñ£è

amusedly delightfully ñA›„Cò£è

Antonyms
Words Antonyms

sharpen -  Ã˜¬ñò£‚° × blunt - ñ¿ƒè„ ªêŒ

expressed - ªê£¡ù£˜ × suppressed - Üì‚Aù£˜

falsified - «ð£L × genuine - à‡¬ñò£ù

mournfully - õ¼ˆîñ£è × cheerfully - ñA›„Cò£è

jeeringly - ã÷ùñ£Œ × respectfully - ñKò£¬îò£è

enraged - «è£ðñ¬ì‰î£˜ × pleased - ñA›„Cò¬ì‰î£˜

rashly - è‡Í®ˆîùñ£Œ × cautiously - èõùñ£Œ

tired - «ê£˜õ£è × refreshed - ¹ˆ¶í˜„Cò£è

anxiously - Ý˜õˆ¶ì¡ × unwillingly - M¼ŠðI¡P

giddy - ñò‚èñ£è × stable - ªîOõ£è

casually - î-Ÿªêòô£è × formally - º¬øò£è/F†ìI†ìŠð®

timidity - «è£¬öˆîù‹ × courage / valour - ió‹

glowing - ªõŠðˆî£™ îAˆî™ × cooling - °O˜Mˆî™

rising - ãŸøñ£è × descending/ falling - Þø‚èñ£è

delightfully - ñA›„Cò£è × sadly - õ¼ˆîñ£è

Textual Questions
a.	 Why	did	the	seagull	fail	to	fly?	 (May-22, June-23)

 The seagull could not muster the courage to take the plunge. So, it failed to fly.
b. What did the parents do, when the young seagull failed to fly?
 The parents came around him and scolded him. They threatened to let him starve unless 

he flew away.
c.	 What	was	the	first	catch	of	the	young	seagull’s	older	brother?		 (PTA - 5)

 The young seagull’s older brother caught a herring. It was his first catch.
d. What did the young seagull manage to find in his search for food on the ledge?

 The young seagull found only the dried pieces of an eggshell in his search for food.
e. What did the young bird do to seek the attention of his parents? (Sep.-21)

 The young seagull uttered a low cackle to draw the attention of his mother.
f. What made the young seagull go mad? (Mar.-23)
 The young seagull was very hungry. His mother was tearing a piece of fish with its beak. 

The sight of food maddened him.
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  Prose - His First Flight 11

g. Why did the young bird utter a joyful scream?
 His mother picked up a fish and was flying across towards the young seagull. So he 

uttered a joyful scream on seeing the food.
h. Did the mother bird offer any food to the young bird? (Sep.-22)
 No, the mother bird brought the fish, but swooped upwards just one foot near the young 

bird. It did not offer any food.
i. How did the bird feel when it started flying for the first time?
  When it started flying for the first time, a monstrous terror seized him that he would 

fall down.
j. What did the young bird’s family do when he started flying?
 The family of the young bird, screamed and praised him. They offered him scraps of dog 

fish.
A. Answer the following questions in a sentence or two.

 1. How was the young seagull’s first attempt to fly? (PTA - 2)
  The first attempt of the young seagull was a disaster. It ran upto the cliff. But it could 

not gather the courage to take the plunge from the cliff. He feared that his small 
wings might not carry him.

 2. How did the parents support and encourage the young seagull’s brothers and 
sister? (PTA-4,5)

  The parents perfected the brothers and sister in the art of flight. They taught them 
how to skim and dive. They circled around cackling to encourage them.

 3. Give an instance that shows the pathetic condition of the young bird.
  The young bird was very hungry. He searched for food in the nest. Only dried 

pieces of eggshell were available. This was the pathetic condition of the bird.
 4. How did the bird try to reach its parents without having to fly?
  The young seagull trotted back and forth from one end of the ledge to the other. He 

tried to reach his parents without flying, stepping daintily with its long legs.
 5. Do you think that the young seagull’s parents were harsh to him? Why?
  No, the parents were not harsh to the seagull. They wanted him to learn the survival 

skills. So, they let him starve for a day.
 6. What prompted the young seagull to fly finally? (PTA - 1)
  The young seagull was extremely hungry. His mother came to it with a piece of 

fish. But it halted just infront of the young seagull. Maddened by hunger, he dived 
towards the fish. It fell down from the cliff. He found himself floating. With slight 
movement of his wings, he started flying.

 7. What happened to the young seagull when it landed on the green sea? 
  When the young seagull landed on the sea, his legs sank into the water. He screamed 

in fear of drowning. Then his belly touched the water. He found himself floating 
without sinking into the water.
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12 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

B. Answer each of the following questions in a paragraph of about 100 - 150 words.
1. Describe the struggles underwent by the young seagull to overcome its fear of 

flying.	 (PTA - 2,4,5, Sep.- 20,22, May - 22, Mar.-23, June-23)
Hunger has no barriers

Introduction :
Every journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. But that single step is the 
most difficult one to take.
The seagull’s fear :
The young seagull looked down desperately at the vast expanse of the sea beneath. He 
searched for food but there was none. His parents tried to make him fly. He was afraid. 
He would not make an attempt.
Maddened by Hunger :
He saw his mother tearing a piece of fish. He tried to reach his mother without flying. But 
he could not. He screamed at his mother but she mocked at him.
Finally the seagull flies :
Finally his mother wanted to exploit the seagull’s hunger to make him fly. She took a 
piece of fish and flew towards the young seagull. But she stopped just infront of him. The 
seagull, maddened by hunger, dived to snatch the food from his mother’s mouth.  He 
was soaring gradually downwards and outwards. Thus his first flight began with a great 
amount of fear. 

2. Your parents sometimes behave like the young bird’s parents. They may seem cruel 
and unrelenting. Does it mean that they do not care for you? Explain your views 
about it with reference to the story.

Parents are the First Teachers
Introduction :
Parents have the responsibility to teach their children many things including good 
manners and good habits. They also teach the children to gain self - confidence to face 
challenges in life.
They are not cruel, but instructive :
Spoon feeding of children out of love, makes them dependent on some one in future. Life 
is full of challenges and the children must be taught to learn to face them with courage, 
confidence and determination. 
The young seagull :
The clever mother of the young seagull did not give the hungry bird any food. To induce 
him, she flew near him with the fish. She stopped near him. Maddened by hunger, the 
young seagull dived to catch the fish, there by making his First Flight. This is an example 
to show that the parents appear cruel to the children while making them acquire the 
survival skills.

Vocabulary
C. Change the parts of speech of the given words in the chart.

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
exhaustion exhaust exhausting exhaustingly
width widen wide widely
madness madden mad madly
perfection perfect perfect perfectly
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  Prose - His First Flight 13

D. Read the following sentences and change the form of the underlined words as 
directed.
 1. His family was screaming and offering him food. (to adjective)
  The screaming family was offering food to him.
 2. The young seagull gave out a loud call. (to adverb)
  The young seagull called out loudly.
 3. The bird cackled amusedly while flying. (to noun)
  The bird cackled in amusement while flying.
 4. The depth of the sea from the ledge scared the seagull. (to adjective)
  The deep sea from the ledge scared the seagull.
 5. The successful flight of the bird was a proud moment for the seagull’s family. (to 

verb)
  The bird successfully flew and it was a proud moment for the seagull’s family.

E. Use the following words to construct meaningful sentences on your own.
 1. coward - The cowards had run away from the battle.
 2. gradual - The government has gradually increased the price of petrol.
 3. praise - His paintings deserve a lot of praise.
 4. courageous - Shivaji was a courageous warrior.
 5. starvation - Many farmers died due to starvation.

Listening
F. Here is a travelogue by the students of Government Girls Higher Secondary School, 

Pattukottai after their trip to Darjeeling. Listen to the travelogue and answer the 
following questions.
 i) Fill in the blanks with suitable words.
 1. The students visited _____ city. 
  Ans : Darjeeling
 2. _____ is the third highest mountain in the world.
  Ans : Kanchenjunga
 3. _____ hill is 13 km away from Darjeeling. 
  Ans : Tiger
 4. The drinking water is supplied by _____ lake to the city. 
  Ans : Senchal
 5. After Senchal lake, they visited _____. 
  Ans : Batasia Loop
 ii) Do you think they had a memorable and enjoyable school trip?
  Yes, they had a memorable and enjoyable school trip.
iii) Name a few places that you wish to visit with your classmates as a school trip.
  I wish to visit Haridwar, Jaipur, Delhi with my classmates.
 iv) State whether the following statements are true or false.
 1. As the sky was cloudy, they could get the glimpse of the Mount Everest. 
  Ans : False
 2. The toy train covers 14 km in three hours. 
  Ans : True
 3. Tiger hill has earned international fame for the best sunset view. 
  Ans : False
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14 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

Speaking
G. Here is a dialogue between a father and his daughter. Continue the dialogue with at 

least five utterances and use all the clues given above.
Father : Hi Mary, it has been a very long time since we went on a trip. Let’s plan one.
Mary : Yes, dad. I am also longing to go. Why don’t we plan one for this weekend?
Father : Sure. Tell me, where shall we go?
Mary : Some place nearby but for at least two days.
Father : Hmm.....I think we should go to the reserved forest nearby.
Mary : Yeah. I’ve never been to a forest. I have seen a forest only on the TV and movies. 

The forest is a good choice!
Father : Ok. If we are going to the forest, we must list out what we should carry with us 

for two days.
Mary : I think we should carry suitable clothes like sweater and casuals.
Father : What about the food? Do you have any idea, Mary?
Mary : Yeah. For food, I suggest fruits, bread, puliyodarai.
Father : What about the mode of transport?
Mary : Dad we shall book a cruiser van. It suits forest roads.

Reading
H. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

Bungee - Jumping
Bungee jumping is an activity that involves jumping from a tall structure while connected 

to a long elastic cord. The tall structure is usually a fixed object, such as a building, bridge or 
crane; but it is also possible to jump from a movable object, such as a hot-air-balloon or a 
helicopter, that has the ability to hover above the ground. The thrill comes from the free falling 
and the rebound. When the person jumps, the cord stretches and the jumper flies upwards 
again as the cord recoils, and continues to oscillate up and down until all the kinetic energy is 
dissipated.

Jumping Heights, located in Mohan Chatti village, in Rishikesh has been rated as one of 
the most preferred bungee jumping destinations in India at a height of 83 meters. It is the only 
place in India where bungee jumping can be done from a fixed platform. This is also India’s 
only fixed platform Bungee- performed from a professional cantilever, to separate it from 
entertainment parks, and create instead, an extreme adventure zone. The Bungee has been 
designed by David Allardice of New Zealand.

The Cantilever platform is built over a rocky cliff over-looking the river Hall, a tributary 
of River Ganges. Bungee-ing amidst the vastness of nature lends the experience, an absolutely 
breathtaking quality. Jumping heights is well known for its safety measures and experienced 
staff. It costs around Rs 2500 per jump, a bit expensive, but totally worth the experience. The 
Bungee jumping experience has been set amidst the astoundingly stunning landscape of 
Rishikesh. To Bungee jump, one must be at least 12 years and should weigh between 40-110 kg.

Questions :
1. What is Bungee Jumping?

Bungee jumping is an activity that involves jumping from a tall structure while connected 
to a long elastic cord.
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  Prose - His First Flight 15

2. Can Bungee be performed from a movable object? How?
Yes, Bungee jumping can be performed from a movable object. A hot air balloon or 
a helicopter which has the ability to hover above the ground, can be used for bungee 
jumping.

3. When do you think Bungee becomes thrilling?
The Bungee jumping becomes thrilling when the person falls freely and rebounds. The 
cord stretches and continues to oscillate.

4. What is the experience when one falls off the platform?
 When one falls off the  platform, the  cord stretches and the jumper flies upwards again 
as the cord recoils and continues to oscillate up and down until all the kinetic energy is 
dissipated.

5. Where is the Bungee jumping point located in India?
 The Bungee jumping point in India is situated in  Mohan Chatti village in Rishikesh at a 
height of 83 metres.

6. What is the minimum age to Bungee jump?
 12 years of age and 40 - 110 kgs of weight are the minimumn requirements to participate 
in Bungee jumping.

Writing
I. Prepare attractive advertisements using the hints given below.

 1. Home appliances - Aadi sale - 20 - 50% - Special Combo Offers - Muthusamy & 
Co., Raja Street, Gingee.

Aadi Sale
Home Applilances Discount Sale

Avail
Muthusamy & Co,

Raja Street, Gingee.
Special Combo Offers

Washing machine + Cooker - Rs. 1000 less
Buy Mixie - Mixie mate free

Many such offers - Grab your appliance.
Offer till Stocks Last

20 to 50%

 2. Mobile Galaxy - Smart phones - accessories - SIM cards - Recharge - Free Power 
banks on Mobile purchase - No.1, Toll gate, Trichy.

Offer - Free Power Bank on Mobile Purchase
All Brands available. Smart Phones and Accessories at 

Discount Price.
Airtel - Sim Card and connection 

Free on Each Mobile Recharge - Free Rs. 215/-
Visit : Own your phone

Enjoy - Uninterrupted games with Free Power Bank
Offer - Till Stocks Last.

Contact
Mobile Galaxy

No - 1, Toll Gate, Trichy
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16 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

Report Writing
J. Write a report of the following events in about 100 - 120 words.
1. ‘Educational Development Day’ was organized in your school on 15th July. The District 

Collector was the Chief Guest of the event. As part of the event, many competitions 
were held and the prizes were distributed to the winners and participants. It was a 
grand and successful event. Now, as the member of the organizing committee, write 
a report on the event in about 120 words.

Educational Development Day
By Sreeharani

16, July 2022
Government Girls Higher Secondary School, Theni organized the Education 

Development Day on 15th July 2022. It was to improve the skills of students in 
academics. About 600 students participated, in the event. The programme began with 
the invocation to the Tamil Goddess. The Headmistress welcomed the gathering. The 
District Collector, who was the Chief Guest was welcomed by the Headmistress. He 
gave the keynote address. He advised the students to improve their skills to be successful 
in future.

As part of the celebration, various elocution and essay writing competitions were 
held. The collector distributed prizes to the winners and other participants in the 
cultural programme. It was a grand and successful event. The event ended with vote of 
thanks proposed by the Secretary, Organizing Committee and the National Anthem.

Sreeharini,
Member,

Organizing Committee.
2. You are the School Pupil Leader. You  have been asked to write a report on the 

Inaugural Ceremony of English Literary Association of your school which was held 
recently. Write a report on the same in not more than 120 words.

English Literary Association
Government Hr. Sec. School, 

Tiruvannamalai
21, July 2022

The inaugural ceremony of the English Literary Association of GHSS, 
Tiruvannamalai was held on 20th July 2022. The programme began with the invocation 
song. The Headmaster gave the Welcome address and honoured the Principal, Arts 
College, who was the Chief Guest. The Principal, who is a Professor of English gave the 
students tips to make the best use of skills. He spoke about the importance of reading 
books and newspapers to improve their vocabulary. 

The Secretary of the Literary Association proposed the vote of thanks. The event 
ended with the National Anthem.

Srividya,
School Pupil Leader.
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  Prose - His First Flight 17

3. You are the Coordinator of the Science Forum of your school. An event had been 
organized on account of National Science Day for the members of the forum. Now, 
write a report on the observation of “National Science Day” at your school.

National Science Day
1st March 2022

The Science forum of the GHSS for girls, Tiruvallur, celebrated the National Science 
Day on 28th February 2022. All the members of the forum participated in it. A seminar 
on ‘Effects of Science on Man’s Life’ was arranged. Many members presented papers on 
The development and Effect of Science. This event helped the students to know that the 
National Science Day has been observed from 1986, February 28 in India to honour 
Sir C. V. Raman who won the Nobel Prize. The event was inaugurated by Professor 
Sreekanth, Scientist. He gave the inaugural address and conducted the seminar. Two 
more professors judged the paper presentation. At the end, the best papers were selected 
and the presenters were awarded. The event ended with the National Anthem.

Srimathi,
Coordinator,

Science Forum.
Grammar

Modals
A. Complete these sentences using appropriate  modals. The clues in the brackets will 

help you. 
 1. When I was a child, I _____ climb trees easily but now I can’t. (ability in the past)
  Ans : could
 2. I _____ win this singing contest. (determination)
  Ans : will
 3. You _____ buy this book. It is worth buying. (advice or suggestion)
  Ans : may
 4. Poongothai _____ speak several languages. (ability in the present)
  Ans : can
 5. I swear I _____ tell lies again. (promise)
  Ans : won’t
 6. My father _____play badminton in the evenings when he was at college. (past habit)
  Ans : used to
 7. You _____ do as I say! (command)
  Ans : should
 8. _____ I have another glass of water? (request)
  Ans : Could
 9. Sibi has not practised hard but he _____ win the race. (possibility)
  Ans : might
 10. We _____ preserve our natural resources. (duty)
  Ans : ought to
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18 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

B. Rewrite the following sentences by rectifying the errors in the use of modals.
 1. Would I have your autograph?
  May I have your autograph?
 2. I can be fifteen next April.
  I shall be fifteen next April.
 3. Take an umbrella. It should rain later.
  Take an umbrella. It may rain later.
 4. The magistrate ordered that he might pay the fine.
  The magistrate ordered that he should pay the fine.
 5. Make me a cup of tea, shall you?
  Make me a cup of tea, will you?
 6. You may speak politely to the elders.
  You should speak politely to the elders.
 7. You will get your teeth cleaned at least once a year.
  You should get your teeth cleaned at least once a year.
 8. We could grow vegetables in our kitchen garden but we don’t do it now.
  We used to grow vegetables in our kitchen garden but we don’t do it now.
 9. Must I get your jacket? The weather is cold.
  Shall I get your jacket? The weather is cold.
 10. Could the train be on time?
  Will the train be on time?

C.	 Read	the	dialogue	and	fill	in	the	blanks	with	suitable	modals.
Dad : Shall we go out for dinner tonight?
Charan : Yes, Dad. We shall go to a restaurant where I can have some ice cream.
Dad : OK. Then, I will be home by 7 p.m. Mom and you must be ready by then.
Charan : Sure. We will. My friend told me that there is a magic show nearby. could you 

please take us there?
Dad : We may not have time to go for the magic show, I suppose. If we have enough 

time left, we shall plan.
Charan : By the way, should we inform our gate keeper about our outing?
Dad : Yes, we must so that he will be aware we aren’t at home.
Charan : Shall I call up Mom and tell her about our plan today?
Dad : You have to. Otherwise, we might be in trouble when she returns home.
Charan : Hmm.......... by the time you come home in the evening, we will be waiting 

for you. Hope you won’t be late. Bye.
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  Prose - His First Flight 19

D. Read the following dialogues and supply appropriate modals.
Student : Can we leave our bags in the class during the break?
Teacher : Yes, you may but arrange them neatly.

Passenger : My child is 6 years old. Do I have to buy him a ticket?
Copnductor : Yes, you have to. It costs half of the price of an adult ticket.

Vani : Can we go for coffee after the meeting?
Yoga : No, I can’t. I have to go home.

Salesman : When will I receive my order?
Customer : I shall assure you sir, the order will be delivered tomorrow.

Neela : Do you think I should write about my education background in the resume?
Preethi : Yes, you should. You may get a better job.

 Imagine you have been to Thanjavur recently. Based on your experience and the 
data given below about Thanjavur, suggest and guide your friend who wishes to visit 
Thanjavur and places nearby, using modals in your sentences.

E. Here are a few sentences already done for you. The clues given would be helpful to 
make more sentences on your own.
 1. I would suggest that you take the Uzhavan Express to Thanjavur from Chennai.
 2. You will be more comfortable if you could book 3 tier A/C.
 3. You could enjoy the journey.
 4. You should visit the Brihadeeswarar temple. (Big temple) built by the Chola King 

Raja Raja I. 
 5. You mustn’t miss the old library at Saraswathy Mahal.
 6. You can buy Thanjavur dancing dolls.
 7. You may book rooms at T.N.Hotel.
 8. I would also suggest that you visit Thiruvaiyaru.
 9. You should also visit Swamimalai Temple.
 10. You can also buy Thanjavur plates. They are very artistic.

Active and Passive Voice
F. Change the following sentences to the other voice.

 1. The manager appointed  many office assistants.
  Ans : Many office assistants were appointed by the manager.
 2. You are making a cake now.
  Ans : A cake is being made by you now.
 3. That portrait was painted by my grandmother.
  Ans : My grandmother painted that portrait.
 4. Malini had bought a colourful hat for her daughter.
  Ans : A colourful hat had been bought by Malini for her daughter.
 5. They have asked me to pay the fine.
  Ans : I have been asked by them to pay the fine.
 6. The militants were being taken to prison by the police.
  Ans : The police were taking the militants to prison.
 7. His behaviour vexes me.
  Ans : I am vexed by his behaviour.
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20 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

 8. Rosy will solve the problem.
  Ans : The problem will be solved by Rosy.
 9. Our army has defeated the enemy.
  Ans : The enemy has been defeated by our army.
 10. The salesman answered all the questions patiently.
  Ans : All the questions were patiently answered by the salesman.

Passive voice - Request
G. Change the following into passive voice.

 1. Please call him at once.
  Ans : You are requested to call him at once.
 2. How did you cross the river?
  Ans : How was the river crossed by you?
 3. No one is borrowing the novels from the library.
  Ans : The novels from the library are not being borrowed by any one.
 4. Will you help me?
  Ans : Will I be helped by you?
 5. Go for a jog early in the morning.
  Ans : You are advised to go for a jog in the early morning.
 6. Why have you left your brother at home?
  Ans : Why has your brother been left at home by you?
 7. Nobody should violate the rules.
  Ans : The rules should not be violated.
 8. Someone has to initiate it immediately.
  Ans : It has to be initiated immediately.
 9. Have you invited Raman to the party?
  Ans : Has Raman been invited by you to the party?
 10. Please do not walk on the grass.
  Ans : You are requested not to walk on the grass.
 11. Cross the busy roads carefully.
  Ans : You are advised to cross the busy roads carefully.
 12. When will you book the tickets to Bengaluru?
  Ans : When will the tickets to Bengaluru be booked by you?

H. In the following sentences the verbs have two objects namely Direct and Indirect 
objects. Change each of the following sentences into two passives using direct object 
as the subject in one and indirect object in the other.
1. John gave a bar of chocolate to Jill. a) Jill was given a bar of chocolate by John.

b) A bar of chocolate was given by John to Jill.
2. Pragathi lent a pencil to Keerthana. a) Keerthana was lent a pencil by Pragathi.

b) A pencil was lent to Keerthana by Pragathi.
3. Sudha told the truth to her friend. a) The truth was told by Sudha to her friend.

b) Sudha’s friend was told the truth by her.
4. They offered the job to Venkat. a) The job was offered by them to Venkat.

b) Venkat was offered the job by them.
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  Prose - His First Flight 21

5. The boss showed the new computer 
to Kaviya.

a) The new computer was shown to Kaviya by 
the boss.

b) Kaviya was shown the new computer by the 
boss.

I. Rewrite the following passage in Passive Voice.
A few days ago, someone stole Ambrose’s motorbike. Ambrose had left it outside his 

house. He reported the theft to the police. The police told him that they would try to find his 
motorbike. This morning, they found his motorbike. The police called Ambrose to the police 
station. The thieves had painted it and then sold it to someone else. The new owner had parked 
the motorbike outside a mall when the police found it. After an enquiry, the police arrested 
the thieves.

Ans : A few days ago, Ambrose’s motorbike was stolen by someone. It had been left 
outside his house by Ambrose. The theft was reported to the police by him. He was told by the 
police that it would be tried by them to find his motorbike. This morning his motorbike was 
found  by them. Ambrose was called by the police to the police station.  It had been painted 
by the thieves and then it was sold to someone else. The motorbike had been parked by the 
new owner outside a mall when it was found by the police. After an enquiry, the thieves were 
arrested by the police.
J. Write a recipe of your favourite dish in passive voice. Remember to list out the 

ingredients of the dish you have chosen and their quantity. Use Simple Present 
Tense to write your  recipe.

Preparation of Perfect Oat meal
Ingredients needed are
2 cups water, 1cup rolled oats, ½ teaspoon  Cinnamon, ¼  cup dried cranberries, ¼ cup 
chopped walnuts, ITBS ground flax seeds, ITBS blackstrap molasses, 1 cup milk.
Directions :
l		 Water and salt are mixed in a small pan and the heat is turned to high. 
l		 When the water boils, let the heat be turned to low.
l		 Oat meal is added and cooked.
l		 It is stirred for about 5 minutes until the water is absorbed.
l		 Cinnamon, Cranberries, Walnuts and all other ingredients are added.
l		 It is stirred, the pan is covered, and the heat is turned off. Let it set for 5 minutes.
l		 It is served with milk.

K. Write a report of an event held at your school using Passive Voice. Use Simple Past 
Tense to narrate the event.

Govt Boys Hr. Sec. School, Tiruvallur
Science Exhibition

28, February 2023
A Science Exhibition was conducted by the students of our school. They were helped by 

the teachers. The school ground was readied for the exhibition. About 25 stalls were arranged 
by the students. The exhibition was inaugurated by the Collector. He went round the stalls. 
He was explained the working of the models by the students. The visitors were guided by the 
volunteers. Visitors were also served coffee. The exhibition was visited by about 500 people. 
Three best models were selected. The three teams were given prizes. The exhibition was hailed 
by all people.

Krishnan
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UNIT - 1 / Poem

Life
(Henry Van Dyke)

About the author 
Henry Van Dyke (1852 - 1933), was an American author, poet, educator, and clergyman. 
He served as a professor of English literature at Princeton University between 1899 and 
1923. He was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Letters and received many 
other honours. The word Sonnet is derived from the Italian word “Sonetto” which means 
a ‘Little song’ or ‘Small lyric’. In poetry , a Sonnet has 14 lines, and is written in ‘Iambic 
Pentometer’(A line with ten syallables accented on every second beat).The first eight 
lines of a Sonnet is known as “Octave” and the last six lines is known as “Sestet”. Sonnets 
can be categorized on the basis of their rhyme scheme.

 Summary
Strong will needed :
For human beings, failure makes the path obscure. It needs a strong will power and 

dedicated commitment to make the path easier. Standing at the edge of predicament, it is not 
easy to defy negativism all alone. A persistent effort is the need of the hour to overcome every 
obstacle.

Forward life :
One has to live a forward life with a conviction. The past may be dim and full of failures. 

But it should not deter one from pursuing one’s goal. Fear should be given up. There should be 
no thought about future.

Life’s journey :
Life’s journey should be made with joy and hope. Inspite of hurdles and failures, the heart 

must have courage and hope that the future would be happy. The ups and downs in life and the 
smooth and rough paths shall be taken in one’s stride.

Textual Questions
A. Read the following lines from the poem and answer the questions that follow.
1. Let me but live my life from year to year, 
 With forward face and unreluctant soul; (May - 22)

 a) Whom does the word ‘me’ refer to? (PTA - 2,4,5)
  ‘Me’ refers to the poet. 
 b) What kind of life does the poet want to lead? (PTA - 2,4,5)
  The poet wants to lead a joyful life of hope and positivity.
 c) Identify the rhyme scheme of the given lines. (Sep.-22)
  abba is the rhyming scheme.
 d) Why do you think the poet is not in a hurry? (Sep.-22)
  The poet wants to move towards his goal without hurrying or turning away from it.
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  Poem - Life 23

2. Not hurrying to, nor turning from the goal;
 Not mourning for the things that disappear

 a) Why do you think the poet is not in a hurry? (Sep. - 21,22)
  The poet is determined to pursue his goal in a leisurely way. He does not want to get 

distracted.
 b) What should one not mourn for? (Sep.-21,22)
  The past cannot be changed. So, mourning the past is a wasteful exercise. One 

should not mourn for the past loss.
3. In the dim past, nor holding back in fear
 From what the future veils; but with a whole
 And happy heart, that pays its toll
 To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.

 a) What does the poet mean by the phrase ‘in the dim past’? (PTA - 6)
  The ‘dim past’ refers to the failures and sorrows of the past.
 b) Is the poet afraid of future? (PTA - 6)
  No, the poet is not afraid of future.
 c) How can one travel on with cheer?
  One can travel on with cheer with a happy heart full of joyful memories.

4. So let the way wind up the hill or down,
 O’rer rough or smooth, the journey will be joy: 
 Still seeking what I sought when but a boy,
 New friendship, high adventure, and a crown. (June-23 Mar.-24)

 a) How is the way of life?
  The way of life is full of ups and downs. It has both rough and smooth paths.
 b) How should be the journey of life?
  The life’s journey should be one of ‘Joy’.
 c) What did the poet seek as a boy?
  The poet, as a boy, sought new friends, high adventure and awards of fame.

5. My heart  will keep the courage of the quest,
 And hope the road’s last turn will be the best.

 a) What kind of quest does the poet seek here? (Sep. - 20, Mar.-23)
  The poet seeks a quest of courage.
 b) What is the poet’s hope? (Sep. - 20, Mar.-23)
  The poet hopes that he would be able to achieve his goal in the end.

6. In the dim past, nor holding back in fear
 From what the future veils; but with a whole
 And happy heart, that pays its toil
 To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.
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 a) Identify the rhyming words of the given lines.
  Rhyming words - fear, cheer; whole, toll.

7.  Let me but live my life from year to year,
 With forward face and unreluctant soul;
 Not hurrying to, nor turning from the goal;
 Not mourning for the things that disappear

a.  Identify the rhyme scheme of the given lines. (Please answer sir)
  Rhyme scheme : abba

B. Answer the following question in about 80 - 100 words.
1. Describe the journey of life as depicted in the poem by Henry Van Dyke.
 Life’s journey : (May - 22, Sep.-22)

Poet Henry Van Dyke in his poem “Life” encourages the readers to let go the past loss 
and the uncertain future. He tells us to embrace the present with happiness. 
Faith, the watchword :
Whatever be the situation that one confronts, the journey should be joyous. It teaches 
people to grow and live. The poet encourages people to have faith and determination 
in their hearts to take on the beautiful journey. He wants them to have hope that their 
journey will end joyously.
Inspiring poem :
The poem is not only beautiful and inspiring but also idealistic. One should have faith. A 
warm heart and an able mind will help one conquer anything. Life’s best can be achieved 
by ignoring the past.

Additional Questions & Answers
2. What are the positive aspects mentioned in the poem ‘Life’ ? (Mar.-23)

Life Journey :
The poem, “Life” encourages us to look at life with a positive attitude. It tells us to be 
optimistic and have the courage to persevere.  We can lead a joyful life with a forward 
face and unreluctant soul.
Poet’s advise :
Poet Henry Van Dyke in his poem “Life” encourages the readers to let go the past loss 
and the uncertain future. He tells us to embrace the present with happiness. 
Joyous Journey :
Whatever be the situation that one confronts, the journey should be joyous. We should 
always have faith and determination in our hearts to take on the beautiful journey. The 
poem wants us to have hope that our journey will end joyously.
Achieve the best :
The poem is not only beautiful and inspiring but also idealistic.  Life’s best can be achieved 
by ignoring the past.
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C. Based on your understanding of the poem, complete the following passage by the 
using the phrases given in the box.
youth to old age up or down the hill to hurry nor move away high adventure
joyful mourn looking ahead

The poet wants to live his life _____, willing to do something. He neither wants _____ 
from his goal. He does not want to _____ the things he has lost, nor hold back for fear of 
the future. He instead prefers to live his life with a whole and happy heart which cheerfully 
travels from _____. Therefore, it does not matter to him whether the path goes _____, rough 
or smooth, the journey will be _____. He will continue to seek what he wanted as a boy - new 
friendship, _____ and a crown (prize). His heart will remain courageous and will pursue his 
desires. He hopes that every turn in his life’s journey will be the best.

Ans :  1.  looking ahead 
  2. to hurry nor move away 
  3. mourn 
  4. youth to old age 
  5. up or down the hill 
  6. joyful 
  7. high adventure

Literary Appreciation 
 So, let the way wind up the hill or down, (PTA - 5)
 O’er rough or smooth, the journey will be joy;
 Still seeking what I sought when but a boy,
 New friendship, high adverture, and a crown.
 My heart will keep the courage of the quest,

 a) Identify the rhyme scheme of the given lines.
  a b b a c is the rhyme scheme.
 b) Identify the rhyming words of the given lines.
  down - crown; joy - boy are the rhyming words.
 c) Identify the figure of speech employed in the above lines.
  Metaphor
  Contrast - up & down
 d) Pick out the alliterating words.
  still - seeking, sought; way - wind
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UNIT - 1 / supplementary

The Tempest
(William Shakespeare)

About the author
William Shakespeare (1564 -1616) was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, England. He was 
an English poet, playwright and actor. He is widely regarded as both the greatest writer 
in the English language and the world's pre-eminent dramatist. His surviving body of 
work includes 37 plays, 154 sonnets and two narrative poems, the majority of which he 
penned between1589 and 1613.

Summary
The wizard :
‘The Tempest’ is one of William Shakespeare’s comedies. It tells the story of a wizard who 

drives a ship to his island to settle scores against his enemies.
Prospero, the Duke :
Prospero, a magician lives with his daughter Miranda on an island. Prospero by his magic 

creates a storm and brings a ship to his island. Prospero, the Duke of Milan, is overthrown by 
his brother Antonio. Prospero and Miranda are abandoned in a boat without oars. Prospero 
masters magic and sets free spirits imprisoned in trees by the witch Sycorox. In gratitude, the 
spirits serve Prospero.

Ferdinand and Miranda :
The passengers of the ship reach the island and get separated. Ferdinand meets Miranda. 

Both of them fall in love. Ariel tells the inmates of the ship that they should feel sorry for 
overthrowing Prospero. They flee out of fear and turn up before Prospero. He forgives everyone 
who plotted against him. Prespero sets Ariel free and agrees to give Miranda in marriage to 
Ferdinand. He and Miranda join everyone else in sailing back to Italy.
A. Choose the correct answer. 

 1. _____ was the chief of all spirits.
a) Sycorax  b) Caliban c) Ariel d) Prospero

  Ans : c) Ariel
 2. _____ raised a dreadful storm.

a) Caliban b) Prospero c) Miranda d) Sycorax
  Ans : b) Prospero
 3. Miranda was brought to the island _____ years ago.

a) fourteen b) ten c) twelve d) five
  Ans : c) twelve
 4. Prospero ordered Ariel to bring _____ to his place.

a) Gonzalo b) Ferdinand c) King of Naples d) Antonio
  Ans : b) Ferdinand
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  Supplementary - The Tempest 27

 5. _____ had provided Prospero formerly with books and provisions.
a) Antonio b) Ferdinand c) Gonzalo d) Antonio

  Ans : c) Gonzalo
 6. The second human being that Miranda saw on the island was _____.

a) Ariel b) Prospero c) Ferdinand d) Gonzalo
  Ans : c) Ferdinand

B. Identify the character or speaker. 
 1. She imprisoned the spirits in the bodies of large trees.
  Ans : Sycorax
 2. He was the chief of all spirits.
  Ans : Ariel
 3. I was Duke of Milan, and you were a princess.
  Ans : Prospero
 4. What a trouble must I have been to you then!
  Ans : Miranda
 5. Now pray tell me, sir, your reason for raising this sea - storm.
  Ans : Miranda
 6. I will soon move you.
  Ans : Ariel
 7. I will tie your neck and feet together.
  Ans : Prospero
 8. I must finish my task before I take my rest.
  Ans : Ferdinand
 9. He repented and implored his brother’s forgiveness.
  Ans : Antonio

C. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.
 1. Who were the inhabitants of the island?
  Prospero and his young daughter Miranda were the inhabitants of the island.
 2. What powers did Prospero posses?
  Prospero possessed the power to control the spirits. He had released many good 

spirits imprisoned by Sycorox. 
 3. Who was Caliban? What was he employed for?
  Caliban was an ugly monster. He was the son of Sycorax the witch. He was employed 

like a slave to fetch wood and do other laborious work.
 4. Who were on the ship? How were they related to Prospero?
  Antonio, the Duke of  Milan, King of Naples and Ferdinand were on the ship. All 

were Prospero’s enemies. Antonio was his cruel brother. Ferdinand was the prince.
 5. Why had Prospero raised a violent storm in the sea?
  Prospero raised a huge storm in the sea, to bring all his enemies to his island.
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 6. How did Miranda feel when her father raised the storm to destroy the ship?
  Miranda was sad and had concern for the safety of the people on the ship.
 7. What was Ariel ordered to do with the people on the ship?
  Ariel was ordered to bring all the enemies safely to the island.
 8. Give two reasons why Miranda was so concerned about Ferdinand.
  Ferdinand was the only man other than her father, that Miranda had seen. He was 

handsome. She fell in love with him. So she had concern for him.
 9. Why did Prospero set Ferdinand a severe task to perform?
  Prospero wanted to try Ferdinand’s constancy with regard to his love for Miranda. 

So he gave Ferdinand a severe task to perform.
10. How was Gonzalo helpful to Prospero when he left Milan?
  Prospero and his daughter Miranda were forced into a small boat by Antonio. 

Gonzalo had secretly placed water, provisions, apparel and some books in the boat.
D. Answer the questions in a paragraph of about 100 - 150 words.
1. Write a detailed character sketch of Prospero.

Prospero the Duke of Milan :
Prospero is the Duke of Milan. He is over thrown by his brother Antonio. He is abandoned 
in a boat to perish in the sea with his young daughter Miranda.
Prospero’s power :
Prospero possesses magical powers and is able to control spirits and make them 
perform tasks. Ariel is  his chief spirit. Prospero is quite a formidable character. He gives 
punishments and treats his servants with contempt. 
Prospero’s forgiveness:
He has been wronged by many people. He has been sent out by his cruel brother Antonio 
to death with his young daughter Miranda. But he graciously forgives them. At the end, 
he sets Ariel free. 
Prospero’s love for his daughter :
Prospero approves of his daughter Miranda’s love for Ferdinand. His love for Miranda, 
his ability to forgive his enemies throw light on his good qualities.

2. Narrate how Prospero made his enemies repent to restore his dukedom.
Prospero’s Power :
Prospero is a sympathetic character. He is wronged by his brother who usurped his 
kingdom. He lives in an island with his young daughter Miranda. He releases good spirits 
from imprisonment and keeps them as his servants. Ariel is his chief spirit.
Prospero’s love for Miranda :
He uses his power to create a ship wreck for his enemies with the help of Ariel. His 
brother Antonio, the king of Naples, Ferdinand, the Prince are brought to the island to 
take revenge on them. 
Prospero’s forgiveness :
He learns about the love of his daughter for Ferdinand. He approves of her love and 
wants to try his consistency. He makes the end of the play a celebration of humanity and 
forgiveness.
Merely by his sympathy, forgiveness and love he wins over his enemies. 
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E. Rearrange the following sentences in a coherent order.   (Dept., May-22)
 1. He ordered Ariel to torment the inmates of the ship.  
 2. Miranda was attracted by Ferdinand and had more concern towards him.
 3. Prospero and Miranda came to an island and lived in a cave.
 4. Prospero forgave them and restored his dukedom, Milan.
 5. He raised a violent storm in the sea to wreck the ship of his enemies.
 6. Prospero wanted to test Ferdinand and gave a severe task to perform.
 7. Using his powers, Prospero released the good spirits from large bodies of trees.
 8. The King of Naples, and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they had 

done to Prospero.
 9. Ariel was instructed to bring Ferdinand, the prince of Naples to his cave.
 10. Ferdinand was the second human whom Miranda had seen after her father.
Ans : 3, 7, 5, 1, 9, 10, 2, 6, 8, 4
 1. Prospero and Miranda came to an island and lived in a cave.
 2. Using his powers, Prospero released the good spirits from large bodies of trees.
 3. He raised a violent storm in the sea to wreck the ship of his enemies.
 4. He ordered Ariel to torment the inmates of the ship.
 5. Ariel was instructed to bring Ferdinand, the Prince of Naples to his cave.
 6. Ferdinand was the second human whom Miranda had seen after her father.
 7. Miranda was attracted by Ferdinand and had more concern towards him.
 8. Prospero wanted to test Ferdinand and gave a severe task to perform.
 9. The King of Naples, and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they had 

done to Prospero.
10. Prospero forgave them and restored his dukedom, Milan.

Additional Questions and Answers
1. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order : 

 i) Using his powers, Prospero released the good  spirits from large bodies of trees.
 ii) Prospero and Miranda came to an island and lived in a cave.
 iii) He raised a violent storm in the sea to wreck the ship of his enemies.
 iv) The King of Naples and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they had 

done to Prospero.
 v) He ordered Ariel to torment the inmates of the ship.
Ans :  i)  Prospero and Miranda came to an island and lived in a cave.
  ii)  Using his powers, Prospero released the good spirits from large bodies of 

trees.
  iii)  He raised a violent storm in the sea to wreck the ship of his enemies.
  iv)  He ordered Ariel to torment the inmates of the ship.
  v)  The King of Naples and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they 

had done to Prospero.
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2. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order : (PTA - 3)
 i) Of these Ariel was the chief.
 ii) They live in a cave made out of rocks.
 iii) Gonzalo, the lord of his court privately places water, provisions apparels and books.
 iv) Prespero, the Duke of Milan reaches the island with his daughter Miranda.
 v) By virtue of his magic he releases many good spirits from the witch Sycorax.
Ans :  i)  Gonzalo, the lord of his court privately places water, provisions apparels and 

books.
 ii)  Prespero, the Duke of Milan reaches the island with his daughter Miranda.
 iii)  They live in a cave made out of rocks.
 iv)  By virtue of his magic, he releases many good spirits from the witch Sycorax.
 v)  Of these, Ariel was the chief.

3. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order : (PTA - 4)
 i) Miranda was attracted by Ferdinand and had more concern towards him.
 ii) Prospero forgave them and restored his dukedom, Milan.
iii) Prespero wanted to test Ferdinand and gave a severe task to perform.
 iv) The King of Naples, and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice they had 

done to Prospero.
 v) Ferdinand was the second human whom Miranda had seen after her father.
Ans :  i)  Ferdinand was the second human whom Miranda had seen after her father.
  ii)  Miranda was attracted by Ferdinand and had more concern towards him.
  iii)  Prespero wanted to test Ferdinand and gave a severe task to perform.
  iv)  The King of Naples, and Antonio the false brother, repented the injustice 

they had done to Prospero.
  v)  Prospero forgave them and restored his dukedom, Milan.

4. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order. (Sep.-20)
 i) The King of Naples and Antonio repented the injustice they had done to Prospero.
 ii) Before Prospero left the island, he dismissed Ariel from his service.
 iii) He showed him his son Ferdinand playing chess with Miranda.
 iv) Our food lasted till we landed on this desert island.
 v) I will make you rich amends, by giving you my daughter.
Ans : i) Our food lasted till we landed on this desert island.
  ii) I will make you rich amends, by giving you my daughter.
  iii) The king of Naples and Antonio repented the injustice they had done to 

Prospero.
  iv) He showed him his son Ferdinand playing chess with Miranda.
  v) Before Prospero left the island, he dismissed Ariel from his service.
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5. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order. (Sep.-21)
 i) With the help of the spirits Prospero could command the winds, and the waves of 

the sea.
 ii) Prospero and his daughter Miranda lived in a cave.
 iii) Ariel then went to fetch Ferdinand.
 iv) These gentle spirits were ever after obedient to the will of Prospero.
 v) Ariel gave a lively description of the storm, and of the terrors of the mariners.
Ans : ii, iv, i, v, iii
Ans : i) Prospero and his daughter Miranda lived in a cave.
  ii) These gentle spirits were ever after obedient to the will of Prospero.
  iii) With the help of the spirits Prospero could command the winds, and the waves 

of the sea.
  iv) Ariel gave a lively description of the storm, and of the terrors of the mariners.
  v) Ariel then went to fetch Ferdinand.

6. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order. (Sep.-22)
 i) Prospero and his daughter Miranda came to the Island.
 ii) Prospero had released many good spirits.
iii) There was an island in the sea.
 iv) Ariel was the chief of all spirits.
 v) They lived in a cave made out of a rock.
Ans : i) There was an island in the sea.
  ii) Prospero and his daughter Miranda came to the Island.
  iii) They lived in a cave made out of a rock.
  iv) Prospero had released many good spirits.
  v) Ariel was the chief of all spirits.

 Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow : 
1. There was an island in the sea, the only inhabitants of which were an old man, named 

Prospero, and his daughter Miranda, a very beautiful young lady. She came to this island 
so young, that she had no memory of having seen any other human face than her father’s. 
They lived in a cave made out of a rock; it was divided into several apartments, one of 
which Prospero called his study; there he kept his books, which chiefly treated of magic. 
By virtue of his art, he had released many good spirits from a witch called Sycorax who 
had them imprisoned in the bodies of large trees. These gentle spirits were ever after 
obedient to the will of Prospero.
Questions :
 i) Who were the only inhabitants of the island?
  Prospero and his daughter Miranda were the only inhabitants of the island.
 ii) Where did they live ?
  They lived in a cave made out of a rock.
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32 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

iii) What is the name of the witch ?
  'Sycorax' is the name of the witch.
 iv) How had Prospero helped the gentle spirits?
  Prospero released the gentle spirits from the witch called Sycorax.
 v) What had the witch done to the spirits?
  Sycorax, the witch had imprisoned the spirits in the bodies of large trees. 

2. "Twelve years ago, Miranda", continued Prospero, "I was Duke of Milan, and you were a 
princess, and my only heir. I had a younger brother, whose name was Antonio, to whom 
I trusted everything; My brother Antonio being thus in possession of my power, began 
to think himself the duke indeed. (Sep.-22)

 The opportunity I gave him of making himself popular among my subjects awakened in 
his bad nature a proud ambition to deprive me of my dukedom : this he soon effected 
with the aid of the King of Naples, a powerful prince, who was my enemy."
Questions :
 a) Who was Prospero?
  Prospero was the duke of Milan.
 b) What was his daughter’s name?
  His daughter's name was Miranda.
 c) Who was his younger brother?
  Antonio was his younger brother.
d)  What is meant by ‘deprive’?
  'Deprive' means take away.
 e) Who was the enemy of Prospero?
  King of Naples, a powerful King was the enemy of Prospero.

3. They lived in a cave made out of a rock; it was divided into several apartments, one of 
which Prospero called his study; there he kept his books, which chiefly treated of magic. 
By virtue of his art, he had released many good spirits from a witch called Sycorax who 
had them imprisoned in the bodies of large trees. These gentle spirits were ever after 
obedient to the will of Prospero, Of these Ariel was the chief.
Questions :
 a) Where did they live ?
  They lived in a cave made out of a rock.
 b) Who had kept the books ?
  Prospero had kept the books.
 c) What is the name of the witch ?
  The name of the witch is Sycorax.
 d) Who was Ariel ?
  Ariel was the chief of the spirits released by Prospero.
 e) Where were the good spirits imprisoned?
  They good spirits were imprisoned in the bodies of large trees.
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Developing Hints into a passage.
1. Prospero lived - daughter Miranda - island cave - help of Ariel - raised storm - 

Antonio, King of Naples - Ferdinand - ship wrecked - Prospero commands  Ariel 
- bring Ferdinand - to cave - Miranda - sees first time - human being - Ferdinand 
surprised to see - Miranda - Prospero - engages - Ferdinand - hard tasks - Miranda - 
pleads with father - Prospero chides Miranda - Ariel brings King of Naples - Antonio 
- to Prospero - they realize - mistake - repent - restores the dukedom to Prospero - 
Prospero agrees - marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand. (PTA-1,6)

Prospero - the Duke of Milan
Prospero lived in an island cave along with his daughter Miranda. He raised a storm with 

the help of Ariel, a spirit. It wrecked the ship in which Antonio, Prospero's brother, King of 
Naples and Prince Ferdinand were sailing. Ariel brought them to the cave. Miranda fell in love 
with Ferdinand. Prospero gave hard tasks to Ferdinand to confirm his love for Miranda. Ariel 
brought Antonio, and the king of Naples to Prospero. Antonio repented for his mistake and 
restored the kingdom to Prospero. Prospero gave Miranda in marriage to Ferdinand. All sailed 
back to Naples. 
2. There was an island - Prospero and his daughter Miranda - Ariel was the chief - storm 

created - Ferdinand and Miranda - Prospero ungentle - Prospero’s brother - King of 
Naples - repented - Ariel dismissed. (Sep.-21)

Prospero, the Duke of Milan
Prospero, the duke was sent away forcibly from his kingdom by his brother Antonio. 

Prospero travelled in a boat with his young daughter Miranda to an island. There were no 
other people in the island. Prospero with his magic released all the spirits imprisoned by a 
witch called sycorax. Ariel was the chief of the spirits. They served Prospero.

Prospero asked Ariel to create a storm and wreck the ship carrying Antonio, the king 
of Naples and prince Ferdinand. Ferdinand was brought to the island. Miranda fell in love 
with him. Prospero gave difficult tasks to Ferdinand to test his love. Finally he accepted their 
marriage proposal.

Antonio repented for the hardship, he had given to Prospero. Prospero forgave him and 
all sailed back to their kingdom.

Finally Prospero gave freedom to Ariel.
3) Inhabitants of the island - Prospero and Miranda - Prospero, magical powers - his 

brother Antonio, king of Naples, his son Ferdinand and Gonzalo - on the ship - 
Prospero raised storm - repent for the injustice - instructed Ariel to bring Ferdinand 
- Miranda had more concern - Prospero set several tasks - he forgave all - restored 
dukedom. (May - 22)

Prospero - the Duke of Milan
Prospero lived in an island cave along with his daughter Miranda. They were the only 

inhabitants of the island. He raised a storm with the help of Ariel, a spirit. It wrecked the ship 
in which Antonio, Prospero's brother, King of Naples and Prince Ferdinand and Gonzoalo 
were sailing. Ariel brought them to the cave. Miranda fell in love with Ferdinand. Prospero 
gave hard tasks to Ferdinand to confirm his love for Miranda. Ariel brought Antonio, and the 
king of Naples to Prespero. Antonio repented for his mistake and restored the kingdom to 
Prespero. Prospero gave Miranda in marriage to Ferdinand. All sailed back to Naples.
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34 MERCY English - X ( Unit -1)

4. Only inhabitants - beautiful young lady - made out of rock - released good spirits 
- named Prospero - witch Sycorax - imprisoned - Ariel was the chief - tormenting 
monster - Caliban was employed - violent storm - command the winds - dreadful 
storm - sad distress - dashed to pieces - ship receive - ignorant - remember a time 
- three - years of age - Antonio carried - Miranda hung upon - imposter - King of 
Naples - remember the troubles past - forgiveness - restored dukedom. (Sep.-22)

Prospero - the Duke of Milan
Prospero, the Duke was dethroned by his brother Antonio and was sent away with his 

three year old daughter Miranda. Prospero reached an Island and lived in a cave made out 
of rock. He learnt witchcraft and released a number of spirits imprisoned by a witch called 
Sycorax. Ariel was the chief of the spirits. He employed Caliban to serve him. Ariel was the 
chief tormentor.

As per Prospero's instructions he created a huge storm in the ocean and wrecked the ship 
in which Antonio, The king of Naples and Ferdinand the Prince were travelling. He brought 
Ferdinand to the island. Miranda fell in love with him. Prospero gave him difficult tasks to 
perform to prove his love. When Miranda pleaded with him, he asked her to remember the 
injustice done to them by the enemies.

However, Antonio realised his mistake and repented for his sins. Prospero forgave him 
and gave Miranda in marriage to Ferdinand, son of King of Naples. Prospero was restored his 
dukedom and all the people travelled back to Milan happily.
5. Prospero and Miranda - island cave - help of Ariel - raises storm - the shipwreck - 

the command of Prospero - Ferdinand separated - brought to cave - Miranda meets 
Ferdinand - both surprised - Prospero tries Ferdinand with hard tasks - Ariel brings 
Alonso and Antonio to Prospero - both repent - dukedom restored to Prospero - 
marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand. (Mar.-24)

Prospero - The Duke
Prospero and his daughter Miranda were sent out by his cousin. They lived in an Island 

cave. With the help of Ariel a spirit, Prospero raised a storm and wrecked the ship in which his 
enemies were travelling. Ariel brought Ferdinand the prince to the cave. Miranda fell in love 
with him. Prospero gave hard tasks to Ferdinand to test his love.

Ariel brought Alonso and Antonio to the cave. They both repented for their cruel action 
in sending Prospero away. Prospero excused them and gave Miranda in marriage to Ferdinand.

All people travelled back to the kingdom with happiness.
Moral : All is well that ends well. Forgiveness is a divine quality.
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UNIT - 2 / PROSE

The Night the Ghost got in
(James Grover Thurber)

About the author
James Grover Thurber (1894–1961) was an American cartoonist, author, humourist, 
journalist, playwright, and celebrated wit. He was best known for his cartoons and short 
stories published mainly in The New Yorker magazine, such as "The Catbird Seat", and 
collected in his numerous books. He was one of the most popular humourists of his time, 
as he celebrated the comic frustrations and eccentricities of ordinary people.

Summary
Little thing to large problem :
‘The Night the Ghost Got In’ is a classic example of how a little thing can turn into a 

very large problem. After James had heard the sound downstairs, he and his brother Herman 
decided to find out what it was. All the commotion had woken up their mother. She assumed 
that it must be a burglary and began to shout for help. Their neighbours responded to her loud 
calls. 

The search :
The police was called in. The police came in and  started to search everywhere. Finally 

they said that there were none and that the burglars would have fled. But the mother claimed 
that there were two or three. 

The grandfather :
Suddenly they heard a noise in the attic. It was a pleasant surprise for all, when they 

had found that it was the grandfather. He grabbed one of their guns and shot at a cop in the 
shoulder. They found no signs of robbery.

The puzzle :
 The puzzle got sorted out the next morning. They had not left water in the attic for 

him. He had found it difficult to find water the previous night. Now they realized that he was 
misconstrued as the ghost. And that’s the night the ghost got in.

Warm up - ÝòˆîŠðì™

Use the following tongue twisters in a ‘Game of Telephone’, where each student whispers 
the phrase to the next. The student who finishes the last says it aloud to the class. Let 
the students fill in the table given with what they listen to. They can get the help of their 
teacher.
'ªî£¬ôŠ«ðC M¬÷ò£†®™' W›‚è‡ì ï£Hø› ðJŸC õ£‚Aòƒè¬÷Š ðò¡ð´ˆ¶è. ÞF™ 

åšªõ£¼ ñ£íõ¼‹ Ü´ˆîõ¼‚° å¼ ªê£Ÿªø£ì¬ó‚ A²A²Šð£˜. ÞÁFò£è„ ªê£Ÿªø£ì¬ó‚ 
«è†°‹ ñ£íõ˜ àóˆî °óL™ Ü¬î õ°ŠHŸ°„ ªê£™õ£˜. î£‹ «è†ìõŸ¬ø ñ£íõ˜èœ, 
W›‚è‡ì Ü†ìõ¬íJ™ GóŠð†´‹. Üõ˜èœ î‹ ÝCKòK¡ àîM¬òŠ ªðøô£‹.

 1.  Six sleek swans swam swiftly southwards.
 2.  Four furious friends fought for the phone.
 3.  Green glass globes glow greenly.
 4.  Six slimy snails sailed silently.
 5.  Scissors sizzle, thistles sizzle.
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36 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

 6.  He threw three free throws.
 7.  Tommy Tucker tried to tie Tammy’s Turtles tie.
 8.  I wish you were a fish in my dish.
 9.  Five frantic frogs fled from fifty fierce fishes.
 10.  Big black bugs bleed blue black blood but baby black bugs bleed blue blood.

îIN™ ð®ªò´‚èŠð†ì¶ (Transcription)
 1. C‚v vh‚ võ£¡v võ£‹ vMçŠ†L ú¾ˆõ£˜†v.
 2. ç«ð£˜ HÎKòv çŠó‡†v çð£† çð£˜ F ç«ð£¡.
 3. Ag¡ A÷£v ‚«÷£Šv ‚«÷£ Ag¡L.
 4. C‚v vLI vªùŒ™v ªêŒ™´ ¬úô‡†L.
 5. Rú˜v RR™, FC™v RR™.
 6. U ˆÏ ˆg çŠg ˆ«ó£v.
 7. ì£I ì‚è˜ †¬ó´ ´ ¬ì ì£Iv ì˜†®™v ¬ì.
 8. ä Mw » «õ˜ â çHw Þ¡ ¬ñ ®w.
 9. ç¬ðš çŠó£¡†®‚ çŠó£‚v çŠªô† çŠó‹ çHŠ†® çHò˜v çHwûv.
 10. H‚ Š÷£‚ ð‚v Šk´ ŠÀ Š÷£‚ Š÷† ð† «ðH Š÷£‚ ð‚v Šk´ ŠÀ Š÷†.

Glossary
hullabaloo (v) - lot of loud noise made by people who are excited. / Ã„ê™ °öŠð‹

patrolman(n) - a patrolling police officer. / «ó£‰¶õ¼‹ è£õô˜

attic(n) - a space or room inside or partly inside the roof of a building
   ñ£ì‹, ðó‡

slammed(v) - shut a door or window forcefully and loudly.
   èî¬õ «õèñ£è„ ê£ˆ¶î™

gruffly(adv.) - sadly / «ê£èˆ¶ì¡ 
intuitively (adv.) - without conscious reasoning, instinctively / àœÀí˜¾ì¡

whammed(v) - struck something forcefully / «õèñ£èˆ É‚A Ü®ˆî™

bevelled(v) - reduced to a slopping edge / êK‰¶ è£íŠð´‹

rending(v) - tearing to pieces / ¶‡´è÷£è‚ ANˆî™

yanked(v) - pulled with a jerk / °½‚Aˆ Føˆî™

zither(n) - a musical instrument consisting of a flat wooden sound box with 
numerous strings stretched across it, placed horizontally and 
played with fingers / ñóˆî£ô£ù Þ¬ê‚è¼M

guinea pig(n) - a domesticated tailless South American rodent originally raised 
for food / AQò£ ð¡P

hysterical(adj.) - affected by wildly uncontrolled emotion / ¹ˆF²õ£bù‹ ÜŸøõ˜

creaking(v) - making a squeaking sound when being moved
   ïè¼‹«ð£¶ / ïè˜ˆ¶‹«ð£¶ õ¼‹ êˆî‹

indignant(adj.) - feeling or showing anger or annoyance at what is perceived as 
unfair treatment / «è£ðñ£è

holster(n) - a holder made of leather for carrying handgun
   ¬èˆ¶Šð£‚A ¬õ‚°‹ «î£™à¬ø

rafter(n) - a beam forming part of the internal framework of a roof
   i†®¡ Ã¬ó¬òˆ î£ƒ°‹ ñó„ê†ì‹

deserter(n) - a person who leaves the armed force without permission.
   ó£µõˆFL¼‰¶ ÜÂñFJ¡P æ®õ‰îõ˜
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  Prose - The Night the Ghost Got In 37

Synonyms
Words Synonyms îI› Ü˜ˆî‹

Commendably admirably ¹èöˆî‚è

Creaked sounded êˆîI†ì¶

Defeat Failure «î£™M

Distinctly Clearly ªîOõ£è

Emerged Appeared «î£¡Pò¶

Enormously Extremely Iè ÜFèñ£ù Ü÷M™

Faint dull ñƒèô£ù

Grabbed Captured ðŸPù£¡

Gruffly Harshly è´¬ñò£è

Incomparable Unequalled åŠHì Þòô£î

Indignant Angry «è£ðñ£è

Instantly immediately àì«ù

Obviously Certainly ªîOõ£è

Reluctant Unwilling M¼ŠðI¡P

Tinkled Splashed ñE«ð£™ åLˆî™

Antonyms
Words Antonyms

Rough - è®ùñ£ù × smooth - ªñ¡¬ñò£ù

Unequalled  - æŠH´ Þòô£î × comparable - åŠHì‚Ã®ò

Angry - «è£ð‹ × Happy / calm - ñA›„C /Ü¬ñF

immediately - àìù®ò£è × gradually, later - ð®Šð®ò£è/ Hø°
instinctively - àœÀí˜M™ × intentionally - àœ«ï£‚è„ ªêò™ð£´

moderate - Iîñ£ù × violent / extreme -  õ¡º¬øò£ù / à„ê‹

certainly - ªîOõ£è × doubtfully - ê‰«îèñ£è
appeared - «î£¡Pù£˜/œ × disappeared - ñ¬ø‰î¶ / î£˜

stopped - î´ˆî£˜ × allowed - ÜÂñFˆî£˜

very quickly - Iè «õèñ£Œ × very slowly - Iè ªñ¶õ£è

unwilling - M¼ŠðI¡P × eager - Ýõ½ì¡

tearing, breaking - ANˆî™ × joining - Þ¬íˆî™

withdraw - H¡ õ£ƒ°î™ / F¼‹ðŠ 
ªðÁî™

× advance - º¡«ùÁî™

shrieking - æƒA‚ Ã„êL´î™ × silencing - Ü¬ñFŠð´ˆ¶î™

pulled - Þ¿ˆî£˜ × pushed - îœOù£˜
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38 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

Textual Questions
a. Where was the author when he heard the noise?
 The author had just stepped out of the bathduty in the bathroom, when he heard the 

noise. 
b. What did the narrator think the unusual sound was?
 The narrator thought that the unusual sound was that of someone walking fast round the 

dining table downstairs.
c. What were the various sounds the brothers heard when they went downstairs?
 The brothers heard the sound of steps in the dining room and tinkled glass, when they 

went downstairs.
d. Who were the narrator’s neighbours?

 The narrator’s neighbours were Bodwell, a retired engraver and his wife.
e. How did the Bodwells react, when a shoe was thrown into their house?
 When a shoe was thrown into their house, Bodwells shouted angrily told that they would 

sell their house and go back to Peoria.
f. What did the Bodwells think when they heard the mother shout?
  When Bodwells heard the mother’s shout, they thought that there were burglars in their 

house. They got scared.
g. What was the grandfather wearing?
 The grandfather was wearing a long flannel  nightgown over long woollen pants, a night 

cap and a leather jacket around his chest.
h. What conclusions did grandfather jump to when he saw the cops?
 When the grandfather saw the cops, he thought that they were the deserters from Meades’ 

army. He believed that they were trying to hide away in his attic.
i. Were the policemen willing to leave the house?
 No, the police men were not willing to leave the house. They were reluctant to depart 

without getting their hand on somebody besides grandfather.
j. What made the reporter gaze at the author?
 When the author said that they had ghosts, the reporter gazed at him.
A. Answer the following questions in a sentence or two.

 1. Why was the narrator sorry to have paid attention to the footsteps?
  The narrator could not find anyone in the house. He shut the door and slowly 

opened it. He found none there. So he felt sorry for having paid attention to the 
steps.

 2. Why did Herman and the author slam the doors? (PTA - 2)
  Herman and the author heard foot steps and light shone down the stairs. Suspecting 

the presence of someone (burglars or ghosts), they slammed the door.
 3. What woke up the mother? (Sep.-20, Mar.-24)
  The slamming of the doors by her sons woke up their mother.
 4. What do you understand by the mother’s act of throwing the shoe?
  The mother was enormously taken by the thrill of throwing a shoe through a 

window glass of her neighbour. She is a highly excitable woman.
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  Prose - The Night the Ghost Got In 39

 5. Why do you think Mrs. Bodwell wanted to sell the house?
  Bodwells were subjected to mild ‘attacks’ almost everyday. They were frustrated at 

the attempted burglaries. So they wanted to sell their house and go to Peoria.
 6. How did the cops manage to enter the locked house?
  The police broke the door with thick glass with their shoulders and entered the 

house.
 7. Why were the policemen prevented from entering grandfather’s room?
  The grandfather believed that general Meade’s men were beginning to retreat. So 

the policemen were prevented from entering his room. 
 8. Who used the zither and how? (PTA - 1)
  Zither won by Roy in a pool tournament was used by their pet “guinea pig”. It 

would never sleep anywhere except on the zither.
 9. Mention the things that the grandfather imagined.
  The grandfather imagined that General Meade’s Men who were hammered by 

stonewall Jackson, were beginning to retreat. He also thought that the retreating 
soldiers were trying to hide away in his attic.

B. Answer the following questions in about 100 - 150 words.
1. Describe the funny incident that caused the confusion in the house. (PTA - 6)

Imagination of Ghost in the House :
The narrator James Grover Thurber hears a strange sound downstairs in the middle of 
night  when he was in the bathroom. He assumed that it was a ghost. He and his brother 
slamm the door. Their mother is woken up at the sound. She believes that there are 
burglars in the house and throws a shoe, into the neighbour’s house. They call the police. 
The police arrive and thoroughly check the house. Things just go wild. The grandfather 
ends up shooting one of the policemen in the arm, thinking he is a deserter. The police 
find no presence of burglars and leave.
The revelation and the Humour :
The next day, the grandfather asks why a bottle of water was not left by his bed side, the 
previous night. During the night, he searched for water. It is the reason for all the havoc, 
when a ghost is thought to have come.

2. Narrate the extensive search operation made by the policemen in the house. 
  (PTA - 1,4, Mar.-24)

Ghost ’s steps :
The narrator James Grover Thurber heard the sounds of footsteps during the night of 
November 17, 1915. He assumed them to be of a ghost. His mother called for police 
through her neighbours. The police arrived and broke open the door and entered inside. 
The police search :
Many policemen arrived and searched the house thoroughly. They also flashed lights all 
over the living room, the stairs and hallways. They told the mother that there were none. 
But the mother said that there were two or three burglers. The police questioned how 
anyone could come in, when the doors were locked from inside.
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40 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

The shoot out :
The policemen began to ransack the floor, pulled beds away from walls, tore clothes off 
hooks in the closets. They pulled suitcases and boxes off shelves. They were prevented 
from entering the grandfather’s room. But some of them sprang for the attic where the 
grandfather was living. The grandfather grabbed a rifle and shot at the shoulder of a cop. 
But they were reluctant to leave the house. They reluctantly went away as they did not 
find any stranger within the locked house.

Vocabulary
C. Look at the following expressions from the text. With the help of your teacher rewrite 

them in standard English. One has been done for you.
1 ‘Musta got away - whatt’d he  like? Must have got away - what was he like?
2 ‘Looky here, Joe Look here, Joe
3 ‘No sign o’ nothing’ No sign of anything
4 ‘Back t’ the lines ye goodaam’ Back to the lines you goodman
5 ‘What was the idee of all them cops 

tarryhootin’ round the house last night.’
What was the idea of all the cops 
tarryhooting round the house last night.

Singular and Plural Forms
D. Complete the given tabular column with the suitable plural forms.

chair chairs box boxes eskimo eskimos formula formulae radius radii
child children deer deer hero heroes lady ladies loaf loaves

Listening
E. Listen to the story and answer the following.

 1. The rich man was from _____.
a) Nagaland b)  Thailand c)  Finland  

  Ans : b) Thailand
 2. Where did Chulong catch the bird?
  Chulong caught the bird in a bush in his garden.
 3. Why did Chulong catch the bird?
  The bird was strange. It was very small but beautiful and colourful. Its voice was 

sweet. So he caught the bird.
 4. What will happen to the bird in imprisonment?
  In imprisonment, the bird would lose its beauty and its sweet voice.
 5. What did the bird suggest Chulong in exchange for its freedom?
  The bird suggested Chulong that it would teach him "three simple but useful rules" 

in return for its freedom.
 6. Does Chulong want to earn money honestly?
  No, Chulong does not want to earn money honestly.
 7. What were Chulong’s plans for the bird?
  Chulong wanted to sell the bird for a big amount.
 8. Who is wise according to you?
  The bird is wiser than the man.
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 9. Is the bird a crow?
  No, it is not a crow.
10. What are the three rules given by the bird?
  The three rules given by the bird are :

i) Never believe everything others say. 
ii) Never be sad about something you don’t have.
iii) Never throw away what you have in your hand.

Speaking
F. Quiz : Who am I? Para TB. No.-36

Sample questions to ask, Answers must be ‘yes’ or ‘no’ only.
Are you a male (female)?
Are you a famous personality?
Are you a singer (dancer, actor)?
Are you a historical figure?
Are you young (old)?
Are you alive now?
Does your name start with ‘_____’?
Is he / she _____?

G. Use the passage to play the game. You can collect information on other famous 
personalities and play too.
Are you a male? - Yes
Are you a famous person? - Yes
Do you belong to the USA? - No
Were you born in the UK? - Yes
Are you an actor? - Yes
Are you a stage performer? - Yes
Did you visit Hollywood? - Yes
Are you alive now? - No
Were you a comedian? - Yes
Did you remain in UK? - No
Did you ever produce a comedy film? - Yes
Were you a popular actor? - Yes
Are you Charlie Chaplin? - Yes

H. Read the incident again and answer the following questions.
 1. What was the writer always asked to do whenever he planned to go abroad?
  Whenever the writer planned to go abroad, he was asked to bring back many things 

by his friends and others.
 2. What did Gilson want the writer to bring for him?
  Gilson wanted the writer to bring a tie with a letter embroidered G.
 3. When did the writer remember the fact that he had to buy something for Mr. 

Gilson.
  On Tuesday morning, when the author saw the airport bus waiting outside the 

hotel, he remembered to buy the tie.
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 4. Why were the other passengers in the flight gazing at the writer?
  The passengers in the flight gazed at him because the departure of the flight was 

delayed as a result of his late arrival.
 5. What is the humour element in the above accident?
  The writer after a lot of trouble and exhaustion bought a tie for Gilson. The flight’s 

departure was delayed because of his buying exercise. Unfortunately, he forgot the 
tie in the taxi. It was left behind.

I. Suggesting titles :
 Title summarises the story. Each paragraph is a part of the story. Look at the following 

expressions and find out the paragraphs that best suit these expressions.
1.  Oh, No! But it happens!

“At least I hope you found your tie”, said one who knew the story.
“I did”, I answered triumphantly.
After making myself comfortable, I reached for the paper bag to show the ties.
I had left it behind; in the taxi.

2.  Don’t let out your travelling dates
Now, two months before a trip, I stop talking to people so they won’t suspect I’m about to 
travel. But someone always catches me.” I’ve heard you’re going to New York, and I want 
you to get something for me. It’s just a little thing you can find anywhere. I don’t know 
exactly how much it costs, but it shouldn’t be much. We’ll settle up when you get back”.

3.  Anyway, people will be people
When I reached the airport, I paid the taxi driver the double fare and grabbed my 
suitcase. Panting, I boarded the plane under the reproachful gaze of the other passengers, 
all primly seated with their seat belts fastened. Ready to take off. Departure had been 
delayed because of me.

4.  Search begins
I told the group to go on. I would get a taxi to the airport. And so I went in search of a 
nearby shop where I had seen ties.
But I couldn’t find it. I walked further down the street-one, two, three blocks - all in vain. 
Back at the hotel, a bit anxious now, I took my suitcase, got a taxi and asked the driver to 
rush to the street where I had seen them.
The driver stopped at each shop we passed so I could look from the window. The stores 
had all sorts of ties, but not the kind I was looking for.

5.  Things are not that easy
What Gilson asked me to buy was, in fact a little thing: a tie. But not just any tie. He 
wanted a tie with a small embroidered G. Any colour would do, as long as it had his 
initial. Look , this is a special flight, I explained . We are only staying Saturday through 
Tuesday. On the day we arrived I didn’t have time to think about the tie, but strolling 
around on Sunday I did see ties bearing various letters in more than one shop window. 
They were cheap, just a dollar, but all the shops were closed.
On Monday, lunch lasted the whole afternoon. Then it was Tuesday morning, time to 
leave. It was only when I saw our airport bus waiting outside the hotel that I remembered 
the tie.
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6.  Hurry invites worry
When I finally thought I had located the right shop, I decided to go in and check. The 
driver refused to wait. Parking was prohibited, he said. I promised to double the fare, 
jumped out and ran into the shop. Was I going to miss the plane just for a damned tie?
The salesman was unbearably slow. When I realized that the smallest change I had was 
a ten dollar note , I grabbed ten ties of different colours so I wouldn’t have to wait for 
change. I rushed out with the ties in a paper bag.
On the street I looked around. The taxi had vanished, taking my suitcase. What is more, 
I was going to miss the plane.
I ran to the corner, and hope flared up again: the taxi was waiting in the next street. 
Quick to the airport! As I settled down inside the taxi, I sighed with relief. Gilson was 
going to have enough initialized ties to last him a lifetime.

J. Look at the following situations the writer was in. He could have avoided the situation 
and saved himself. Glance through the write up again and comment on what the 
writer should have done in the following situations.
 1. Gilson asked the writer to bring a tie.
 2. On the day of arrival, the writer had no time to think about the tie.
 3. The writer remembered about the tie when the bus was leaving for the airport.
 4. The writer walked down in search of the shop.
 5. The writer rushed out with the tie in a paper bag.
Ans :  1. The writer could have informed Gilson that if time was there, he would buy.
  2. The writer could have searched for the tie the next day of his travel.
  3. He could have bought the tie earlier.
  4. He could have continued the search till he had found the shop.
  5. He could have placed the tie in his pocket or in his suitcase when he boarded 

into the taxi.
K. State whether the following statements are true or false. 

 1. The narrator searched for three days to buy ceramic paint. 
  Ans : False 
  Correct : He searched for two days
 2. The author was going to New York.
  Ans : True
 3. Gilson asked the narrator to buy a tie.
   Ans : True
 4. The taxi driver took away the narrator’s suitcase.
  Ans : False
  Correct : He was waiting in a corner.
 5. Departure was delayed because of the author. 
  Ans : True
 6. The author left the ties in the taxi. 
  Ans : True
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Writing
M. Write a speech for your school literary Association celebration with the given lead.

 1. Opening
 2. Purpose
 3. Audience
 4. Language - Some Good Describing Words (Adverbs and Adjectives), Emotive 

Words, Imagery etc.
 5. Ending

 Distinguished Chief Guest, Respected Principal, Teachers, Parents and Dear Friends 
- Good Evening.
I have great pleasure to speak to you on this auspicious occasion of celebrating our Literary 

Association. At the outset, I thank you for selecting me as the Secretary of the Association. Our 
association has been working successfully during the past few years focussing on the literary 
skills of students. Language is the medium through which educational process fulfills its aim.

‘Practice makes Perfect’. We are planning to conduct a number of activities and 
competitions throughout the year to improve the study skills and language skills of the students. 
I am extremely happy to announce that our Association will conduct a meeting every month 
with an item to focus on the skills. I call upon the students to make the best use of the forum 
to improve their skills.

Our Chief Guest is the professor [Head of the English Department] from the Government 
Arts and Science College. Let us listen to his inaugural address and be benefitted by his inspiring 
speech. I assure you to put forth my best to make the Association and its activities successful.

Thank you.
Grammar
Articles

 Nagarajan and Dhanalakshmi want to buy a new house. They have come to see a 
house for sale. Complete the conversation below by adding a, an or the.
Nagarajan : Well, here we are, No. 8, Kaveri Street. I think this is the house we saw 

online. What do you think of the location?
Dhanalakshmi : It is in a nice neighbour hood. And it’s close to the railway station.
Nagarajan : And the bus stop is not too far away.
Dhanalakshmi : How many rooms are there?
Nagarajan : There are three rooms, a kitchen and a balcony.
Dhanalakshmi : There is a lawn behind the house, right?
Nagarajan : That’s right the lawn is actually quite large. Did you see any photos of 

the living room, online? What does it look like?
Dhanalakshmi : The living room looks great. It looks bright and airy. It has a nice view 

of  the hills. But the kitchen looks a little small.
Nagarajan : And, I remember you said there isn’t a store room, right?
Dhanalakshmi : No, but there is an attic, where we can store things.
Nagarajan : I hope this house is a better option.
Dhanalakshmi : Lets wait for the real estate agent. She said, she would be here at three 

o’clock.
Nagarajan : Look. there she is!
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 Few articles are missing in the given passage. Edit the passage given below by adding 
suitable articles whereever necessary.
My neighbourhood is very interesting place. My house is located in apartment building 

downtown near many stores and offices. There is small supermarket across street, where 
my family likes to go shopping. There is also post office and bank near our home. In our 
neighbourhood there is small, Green Park where my friends and I like to play on weekends 
and holidays. There is small pond near park and there are many ducks in park. We always have 
great time. In addition there is elementary school close to our housee where my little brother 
studies in third grade. There are so many things to see and do in my neighbourhood that’s why 
I like it. It’s really great place.

Ans : My neighbourhood is a very interesting place. My house is located in an apartment 
building downtown near many stores and offices. There is a small supermarket across the 
street, where my family likes to go shopping. There is also a post office and a bank near our 
house. In our neighbourhood there is a small, Green Park where my friends and I like to play 
on weekends and holidays. There is a small pond near the park and there are many ducks in 
the park. We always have a great time. In addition there is an elementary school close to our 
home where my little brother studies in the third grade. There are so many things to see and 
do in my neighbourhood that’s why I like it. It’s really a great place.
C. Refer to the dictionary to find out the meaning of the following prepositions and 

match them with the correct meaning.
Preposition Meaning Ans

due to as a substitute for because of
except for in the interest of with the exception of
with reference to irrespective of referring to
in spite of added to disregarding the difficulty
in addition to because of added to
in place of referring to as a substitute for
regardless of with the exception of irrespective of
for the sake of disregarding the difficulty in the interest of

D. Fill in the blanks by choosing the most appropriate prepositional phrase from the 
given options. 
 1. Everything falls to the ground _____ earth’s gravitational pull.

a) in addition to b) because of c) cause of 
  Ans : b) because of  
 2. The trial was conducted _____ the procedure of law.

a) in accordance with  b) due to 
c) despite of

  Ans : a) in accordance with
 3. There is a temple right _____ my house.

a) in back of b) apart from c) in front of
  Ans : c) in front of 
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46 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

 4. As a _____  his hard work, he achieved the target.
a) instead of b) result of c) apart from

  Ans : b) result of
 5. Failure is often the _____ negligence.

a) effect of b) consequence of c) reason of
  Ans : b) consequence of
 6. Children are given toys _____ sweets on Children’s day.

a) on top of b) in addition to c) due to
  Ans : b) in addition to
 7. The parents must be informed _____ any indiscipline of their wards.

a) because of b) in case of c) in spite of 
  Ans : b) in case of
 8. He didn’t turn up _____ his busy schedule.

a) consequence of b) due to c) except for
  Ans : b) due to
 9. Global warming is _____ the green house emission.

a) an effect of b) in spite of c) in addition to
  Ans : a) an effect of
 10. _____ several warnings, he continued to swim.

a) Due to b) In spite of c) Because of 
  Ans : b) In spite of 

E. Edit the following passage by replacing the underlined incorrect words with correct 
prepositional phrases.

 Janu is studying in class X. 
 In the event of  the teachers _____. she is a disciplined student. 

 Ans : according to
 In addition to her poverty. She is always neat.

Ans : in spite of 
 Many students like her in case of  her simplicity. 

Ans : because of
 According to her studies, she also participates in sports. 

Ans : In addition to 
 She gets on with everyone in case of age and gender in the school. 

Ans : regardless of
 In opposition to taking leave, she ensures that she completes the work given before she 

goes to school next day.
Ans : in the event of
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UNIT - 2 /Poem

The Grumble Family
(Lucy Maud Montgomery)

About the author
L. M. Montgomery (1874 -1942), was a Canadian author best known for a series of novels 
beginning in 1908 with Anne of Green Gables. Montgomery went on to publish 20 novels 
as well as 530 short stories, 500 poems, and 30 essays. A prolific writer, Montgomery 
published over 100 stories between 1897 and 1907. Montgomery’s work, diaries and 
letters have been read and studied by scholars and readers worldwide.

Summary
Don’t be pessimistic :
We should never allow the pessimism of others to prevent us from reaching the heights 

of victory. God wishes for us to succeed. We come across people who have nothing good or 
positive to say. They are always negative and critical and their focus is only on the bad.

Always grumbling :
The poet describes a grumbling family living on the ‘Complaining street’. They grumble 

at everything. Whether the weather is hot or cold, summer or winter, they have always a 
complaint. They are not happy with rain or Sun. Even if there is nothing to complain, that 
itself is a complaint for them. They do not accept that they are grumblers.

Poet’s advice :
Anyone who lives among them will become a grumbler soon. The poet is very careful 

that  he never steps into such group. He says man should have patience, keep a smile on the 
face, even if something goes wrong. One should never become a member of the grumbling 
family. The poet advises readers not to wander into the complaining street even by mistake.
A. Read the following lines from the poem and answer the questions given below.
1. There’s a family nobody likes to meet;
 They live, it is said, on “Complaining Street”. (PTA-1,4,5, Mar.-23, Mar.-24)

 a) Where does the family live? 
  The family lives on the ‘Complaining Street.
 b) Why do you think the street is named as ‘Complaining Street’? 
  The street is named as "Complaining Street", because the people who live there 

always complain about everything.

2. They growl at that and they growl at this;
 Whatever comes, there is something amiss;

 a) What does the word ‘growl’ mean here?
  ‘Growl’ means a low guttural sound of anger. Here it means complaining.
 b) Why do they find everything amiss?
  Their thinking is always out of the right or proper course. So they find everything 

amiss. (not quite right)
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48 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

3. Nothing goes right with the folks you meet
 Down on that gloomy Complaining Street.

 a) What is the opinion about the folks you meet down the street?
  The folk on the street have nothing positive in their attitude. They complain whether 

it is rain or shine.
 b) What does the word ‘gloomy’ mean here?
  ‘Gloomy’  means dark. Here it means they are always pessimistic.

4. The worst thing is that if anyone stays
 Among them too long, he will learn their ways;

 a) What is the worst thing that can happen if anyone stays with them?
  If anyone stays for long with them he would adapt their ways. Eventually, he will 

become a grumbler too.
 b) What are the ways of Grumble family?  
  The family grumbles at everything, rain or shine, hot or cold weather. They are 

never happy.

5. And so it were wisest to keep our feet
 From wandering into Complaining Street;

 a) What is the wisest thing that the poet suggests?
  The poet suggests that one should not enter the "Complaining Street’". One should 

avoid the company of such people.
 b) What does the phrase ‘to keep our feet from wandering’ refer to?
  The phrase refers to avoid getting into the midst of grumblers on the "Complaining 

Street".

6. Let us learn to walk with a smile and a song,
 No matter if things do sometimes go wrong;

 a) What does the poet expect everyone to learn? 
  The poet expects everyone to learn to smile away all wrong things. He wants every 

one to be positive in life and live with a smile and song.
 b) What should we do when things go wrong sometimes? 
  When things go wrong, we should not be bothered about them. We must move 

forward with positive thoughts.
 Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below :
 The weather is always too hot or cold;
 Summer and winter alike they scold.
 Nothing goes right with the folks you meet
 Down on the gloomy Complaining street.

 i) Pick out the rhyming words from the above lines.
  cold, scold - meet, street are the rhyming words.
 ii) Write the rhyme scheme of the given stanza.
  aa  bb is the rhyme scheme.
iii) Identify the figure of speech employed in the fourth line of the given stanza.
  Personification.
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  Poem - The Grumble Family 49

B. Answer the following question in about 80 - 120 words.
1. Write a paragraph on ‘The Grumble Family’ and their attitude towards other folks. 
 Absence of positive thinking : [Dissatisfaction with all circumstances] (PTA - 1)

‘The Grumble Family’ tells us how we should not complain always for little things. All 
the disadvantages and wrongs done to us should be taken in our stride. We should keep 
aside misfortunes as they are part of life. We should move on smiling with a positive 
frame of mind.
Ever grumbling Attitude of the family :
The Grumble Family always complains. They growl at everything. Their position, high or 
low makes no difference. They are always dissatisfied with everything whether it is rain 
or shine, hot or cold. Their thinking is never right. They are also dissatisfied even if they 
do not have anything to complain.
Learning for Mankind :
It is the worst thing that anyone who stays with them for long will also become a grumbler. 
The poet advises that one should keep wrongs and disappointments away. One should- 
keep moving with positivity and with a smiling face. 

2. If you were to live in the Complaining Street, how would you deal with the people 
who grumble?
Negative frame :
Never satisfied, always complaining and having a negative frame of mind are hurdles to 
peaceful and progressive life. Man should not be bogged down by failures, disappointments 
and dissatisfactions. There can be no progress with a negative frame of mind.
My priority :
If I were to be living on the ‘Complaining Street’, my first priority would be to protect 
myself from the influence of the grumbler’s ways. At the sametime, I would try to speak 
to each person individually and explain to them the intricacies of life and how one should 
develop a positive thinking towards life. 
My Advice :
I would advise them to analyse each and every happening individually with patience and 
perseverance. Consistent effort to change the attitude will certainly have effect. With this 
confidence, I would try to change the mindset of the people who were grumbling for all 
the things.

3. From the poem ‘The Grumble Family’ what kind of behaviour does the poet want 
the readers to possess? (or) What optimistic attitude should the readers possess 
according to the poem ‘The Grumble family’? (PTA - 3, Mar.-24)
Positive attitude :
In the poem, ‘The Grumble Family’ the poetess Lucy Mand Montgomery advises us 
to develop a positive frame of mind. People with an attitude of ‘never satisfied’ cannot 
progress in life.
Never be a grumbler (Complainer) : 
Satisfaction is a mental state. It does not depend on the material or the situation. There 
can never be a human being, who is satisfied in all aspects. Desire  is the root cause of 
misery. So, grumbling does not bring happiness either in themselves or among friends. 
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50 MERCY English - X ( Unit -2)

The Advice :
Man should learn to live with problems, disappointments and failures. If one continues 
to be disspirited, life becomes unbearable.The poetess advises that one should take every 
disappointment positively. All the wrongs and deficiencies should be kept away. One 
should move forward in life with a smiling face and a song.

C. Answer the following.
 1. And whether their station be high or humble...

  Pick out the alliteration from the above line.
  high - humble are in alliteration.
 2. Pick out the other examples for alliteration from the poem.
  They, that, they, this, them, their - the, thing, that, the - were, wisest - walk with a 

smile - smile and song - high or humble.

3. The weather is always too hot or cold;
 Summer and winter alike they scold.
 Nothing goes right with the folks you meet
 Down on that gloomy Complaining Street.

 Pick out the rhyming words and identify the rhyme scheme of the above lines.
 cold, scold - meet, street, 
 Rhyme scheme - aabb.

 Fill in the blanks and complete the summary of the poem.
dissatisfied grumbling complain negative smile shine complaining
rain hot pessimist cold song hot

The __(1)__ family always complains about something or the other. They lived in the 
street of __(2)__. The members are always __(3)__. They have only __(4)__ thoughts. They 
complain __(5)__ or __(6)__. They complain it is __(7)__ or __(8)__ during sunshine and 
rain. People who live with them for some time, too will __(9)__ their grumbling ways. We 
should learn to walk with a __(10)__ and a __(11)__. We should never be a __(12)__. We 
should always be an __(13)__ who sees only good in everything.

Ans :  1. grumbling 2.  complaining 3.   dissatisfied 4.   negative 5. rain 
   6.   shine 7.   hot 8.   cold 9.   complain 10.  smile 

11.  song 12.   pessimist 13.   optimist

Literary Appreciation 
1. There’s a family nobody likes to meet; 
 They live, it is said, on Complaining Street
 In the city of Never - Are - Satisfied,
 The River of Discontent beside (PTA - 6)

 a) Identify the rhyme words of the given lines.
  meet - street; satisfied - beside are the rhyming words.
 b) Identify the rhyming scheme of the given lines.
  a a b b is the rhyming scheme.
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 c) Identify the figure of speech employed in the above lines.
  Personification - Complaining street
 d) Pick out the alliterating words.
  said - street

2. The weather is always too hot or cold; 
 Summer and winter alike they scold.
 Nothing goes right with the folks you meet
 Down on that gloomy Complaing Street

 a) Identify the rhyme words of the given lines.
  cold - scold; meet - street are the rhyming words.
 b) Identify the rhyming scheme of the given lines.
  a a b b is the rhyming scheme.
 c) Identify the figure of speech employed in the above lines.
  Personification - Complaining street; hot or cold - Summer and winter - contrast
 d) Pick out the alliterating words.
  summer - scold

Additional Questions & Answers
 Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below : (Mar.-23)
 The weather is always too hot or cold;
 Summer and winter alike they scold.
 Nothing goes right with the folks you meet.
 Down on that gloomy complaining street.

 i) Pick out the rhyming words from the given stanza.
  cold, scold and meet, street.
 ii) Give the rhyme scheme for the given stanza.
  aa bb.
iii) Identify the figure of speech employed in the first line of the given stanza.
  antithesis.
 iv) Pick out the alliterating words in the second line.
  alliterating words : and, alike
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UNIT - 2 /supplementary

Zigzag
(Asha Nehemiah)

About the author
Asha Nehemiah, born in 1958 at Chennai has lived, studied and worked in 8 different 
cities and small towns and is now a resident of Bangalore. She has always been interested 
in writing. Her love for reading,  led her to study Literature in college. If she had not been 
a writer, she would have been a teacher . Humour, fantasy mystery and adventure are the 
strong elements in her work. She loves baking, walking, reading and travelling.

Summary
Peculiar bird :
This story is about a pet of a family. The family is totally taken up by the commotions it 

creates at home.
Dr. Krishnan’s friend Somu sends Zigzag, a peculiar bird, which can talk and sing in 

about twenty one languages. It is a foot and half tall, with a bald head and a crown of pink 
feathers.

But the bird refuses to sing or talk. The family members feed it with different fruits. It 
eats some of them and perches on the curtain rod and the ceiling fan. It goes off into sleep and 
begins to snore. Its snoring becomes unbearable for the family and even for the neighbours. 

The Frustration :
As days pass on, they get frustrated with its snore and decide to return it. The eatables 

like nuts and fruits fly the moment Laxmi switches on the ceiling fan. A ripe Papaya piece falls 
on Mrs. Krishnan’s masterpiece “Sunset at Marina”. It spreads streaks of orange pulp and black 
seeds all over it. Mrs. Krishnan gets furious and orders her husband to get rid of Zigzag.

Zigzag at the clinic :
Dr. Krishnan takes the bird to his clinic. He sends a distress mail to Somu. Somu replies 

that Zigzag has never snored. As soon as the bird enters the clinic, it begins to talk in a sweet 
voice. All the inmates including the kids get surprised. Dr. Krishnan is very glad for the bird’s 
ability to bring order in his clinic.

Change of heart :
The talk of the bird  is heard only in the clinic. Dr. Krishnan becomes happy. In the 

meantime his wife informs him that her papaya - tainted painting has fetched a large amount 
of money. She wants to retain the bird with them. Thus the bird zigzag creates commotion but 
all ends well.
A. Identify the speaker / character. 

 1. ‘Even though I clearly said no!’
  Ans : Dr. Ashok T. Krishnan
 2. ‘The one that spits deadly poison straight into its opponent’s eyes’ 
  Ans : Maya 
 3. ‘Remember the tiny penknife he gave me last year’.
  Ans : Maya
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  Supplementary - Zigzag 53

 4. ‘It’s Somu’s thoughtless ways that reduce me to tears’.
  Ans : Mrs. Krishnan
 5. ‘Come in, Zigzag, come in dear!’
  Ans : Visu

B. Read the story again and write how these characters reacted in these situations.
 1. You’re both quite mistaken.
  Dr. Krishnan calmly explains
  Mrs. Krishnan is  horrified
 2. It’s Somu’s thoughtless ways that reduce me to tears.
  Mrs. Krishnan is irritated
  Dr. Krishnan praises zigzag
 3. Just wait till zigzag settles down in this new home.
  Visu comforted the children
  Arvind and Maya are disappointed
 4. Zigzag hardly never sleeps.
  Somu is certain about the bird’s habits
  Dr. Krishnan predicted ridiculously simple answer
 5. You are an absolute treasure _____
  Dr. Krishnan is happy, quiet and peaceful
  Zigzag likes to be at the clinic.

C. Complete the given tabular column.

Arrival of 
Zigzag

Somu requested 
Dr. Krishnan to take 
care of his pet.

Mrs. Krishnan was not 
happy with its snore and 
having zigzag at home.

She was worried 
about her painting 
exhibition.

Life of 
Zigzag at  
Dr.Krishnan’s
 residence

Zigzag perched on 
the curtain rod and 
dropped an eyelid

When their maid 
switched on the fan half 
pecked fruits rained and 
one slice of over ripe 
Papaya splattered all over 
the unfinished master 
piece, "Sunset at Marina" 
of Mrs. Krishnan.

Mrs. Krishnan was 
annoyed and called 
Mr. Krishnan to 
find out what they 
should do

The email 
about  Zigzag

Dr. Krishnan
ridiculously simple

Somu’s reply surprised 
the Krishnans.

The reply was 
Zigzag hardly ever 
sleeps. It never 
snores.

Zigzag at the 
clinic

When Zigzag entered 
the clinic he began to 
speak and command 
everyone

Gone was Zigzag’s bored 
and grumpy expression. 
The bird looked happy 
and alert.

After the family 
knew that zigzag 
must be kept busy 
they wanted to 
keep it at home for 
another week.
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D. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences :
 1. Why did Dr. Ashok’s cousin call him?
  Dr. Ashok’s cousin called him to ask him if he could keep Zigzag (his pet bird) with 

them as he was leaving for Alaska.
 2. Mention atleast two expressions which show that Mrs. Krishnan was not willing 

to have zigzag at home?
 i) “Favourite” possessions that Somu has given us were absolute nuisances!
 ii) “It is Somu’s thoughtless ways that reduce me to tears!”
  Were the two expressions which show that Mrs. Krishnan was not willing to have 

“Zigzag” at home.
 3. What pets did Somu have?
  ‘Green and gold fighting beetle’ Insect eating plant, and an African snake are the 

other pets gifted by Somu.
 4. What was Mrs. Krishnan busy with?
  Mrs. Krishnan was getting her painting ready for the upcoming exhibition.
 5. What commotion did the boomerang cause in the neighbourhood?
  The boomerang sliced through all the TV aerials in the neighbourhood. It had 

caused permanent damage to several cars in the parking area. Their watchman was 
knocked down with it.

 6. What happened when Somu left Zigzag with the Krishnans?
  When Somu had left Zigzag with the Krishnans, it did not speak or sing. It slept and 

snored after picking some fruits and walnuts keeping on the blades of the ceiling 
fan.

 7. How did Zigzag communicate with the Krishnans?
  The Zigzag did not communicate with the Krishnans eventhough it knew “21 

languages”. It perched on the curtain rod and dropped an eyelid.
 8. What was the e-mail message sent to Somu by Dr. Krishnan?
  Dr. Krishnan sent a e-mail messasge to Somu asking for clear instructions on how 

to stop Zigzag from snoring.
 9. What did Arvind confess?
  Arvind confessed that for the first time he felt like going to school to escape from 

the snoring of Zigzag. The school was calm as a monastery than his house.
10. Why did Mrs. Jhunjhunwalla buy the painting?
  Mrs. Jhunjhunwalla loved the new technique of painting. She adored the steaky 

orange bits. So, she bought the painting for Rs. 5000.
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E. Answer the following questions in about 100 - 150 words.
1. Write a passage in your own words the various commotions caused by Zigzag at Dr. 

Krishnan’s residence.
Arrival of Zigzag:
Somu sent Zigzag a bird to Dr. Krishnan’s house through Visu when he left to Alaska. 
Visu described the bird that it was peculiar and it could talk and sing in twenty one 
languages. It could even recite French poetry.
Zigzag’s Attitude with Dr. Krishnan’s family :
But the bird was standing cool and unmoved. Arvind brought some juicy fruit slices and 
some nuts to make the bird move and speak. The bird opened its eyes, picked up a walnut 
but refused to speak. It flew clumsily to deposit the nut on the Chandelier. Bit by bit all 
the fruit on the plate was transferred to the Chandelier and the blades of the ceiling fan.
Chaos by Zigzag in the family :
It perched on the curtain rod, and tasted the guava fruit. Then it went off to sleep and 
immediately began to snore. The snore was unbearable for all. The Krishnans could not 
wake the bird up. 
When Lakshmi the maid switched on the fan, there was a rain of fruit pieces. The painting 
was spoiled with the papaya pulp. Mrs. Krishnan even wanted to shoot it as her  painting, 
“Sunset at Marina” was spoiled by Zigzag. Finally they decided to return the bird.

2.  What happened when zigzag was taken to the clinic?
Zigzag’s work in Dr. Krishnan’s Clinic :
Dr. Krishnan took the Zigzag to his clinic. He warned him not to sleep or snore. The bird 
made his way and perched on the nurse’s table. When Dr. Krishnan was about to enter 
his room, he was surprised to listen Zigzag’s voice. The voice was clear and commanding. 
There was pindrop silence in the clinic as everyone waited open - mouthed for its next 
sentence. Dr. Krishnan was amazed. The bird which was bored and grumpy at the house, 
looked happy and alert. 
Zigzag, a real treasure :
Dr. Krishnan’s clinic was usually noisy with children’s yelling, sobbing and crying. It was 
transformed into a calm, orderly place. Naughty ones were reprimanded. Crying ones 
were comforted with sweet words. Dr. Krishnan realized that Zigzag was a real treasure 
to his family.

3. Narrate the story of Zigzag in your own words.
Zigzag ’s arrival to Dr. Krishnan’s family :
Somu sent Zigzag bird to Dr. Krishnan’s house to be kept for a week. Visu who brought 
the bird praised it and told him that it could speak and sing in twenty one languages. But 
the bird never spoke. They fed it with fruit slices and nuts.
The bird picked up some pieces and spread them on the Chandelier and the ceiling fan. 
It perched on the curtain rod and fell asleep. Then it began to snore. Unable to bear the 
snore of the bird, they decided to return the bird.

 Movement of Zigzag to Dr. Krishnan’s Clinic :
When the maid Lakshmi switched the fan, there happened a rain of fruit pieces. Fruit 
juice spread on Mrs Krishnan’s painting. As soon as the bird entered the clinic, it spoke 
surprising the doctor and all others. The hospital which used to be full of sounds of 
yelling and weeping of children, suddenly became calm.
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Result of Zigzag’s Geniusness :
Dr. Krishnan realised that the bird was bored at home, so it kept quiet. Mrs. Krishnan’s 
painting was bought for a huge money.  All the members wished that the bird be kept in 
the house for another week.

Additional Questions and Answers
 Read the following passage and answer the questions
1. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow : (PTA - 3)

‘You’re both quite mistaken,’ their father hastened to explain, seeing his wife’s horrified 
expression. ‘Zigzag is a most harmless, unusual and lovable bird. Apparently, it was bred by a 
genuine African witch doctor, who gifted it to Somu when he ------- being a child specialist 
like me ----------- cured the witch doctor’s son while he was touring the deepest jungles of 
equatorial Africa last month. Somu says the bird is an absolute treasure and a real help. It’s 
his favourite pet, you know’. Somu might be your best friend, but most of these so called 
“favourite” possessions that he has given us were absolute nuisances!’ countered Mrs.Krishnan 
angrily. A talented artist, she applied a dab of yellow-ochre paint onto her painting titled Sunset 
at Marina, paused for a moment to survey the effect and then continued, ‘Remember the 
rare insect-eating plant he brought back from the wettest corner of the Amazonian rainforest! 
He insisted that we keep it because it would eat the mosquitoes in the house and now that 
wretched plant requires a room heater to keep it alive in Chennai!’

Questions :
 i) Who gifted Zigzag to Somu?
  An African witch doctor gifted Zigzag to Somu.
 ii) Why did he gift Zigzag to Somu ?
  He gifted Zigzag to Somu when he cured the African's son.
iii) What is the title of Mrs. Krishnan’s painting?
  'Sunset at Marina' is the title of Mrs. Krishnan's painting.
 iv) Why did Somu insist the Krishnan’s to keep the insect - eating plant ?
  Somu insisted that they keep the plant because it would eat the mosquitoes.
 v) What do you know about Zigzag from the given passage ?
  Zigzag is a harmless, unusual and lovable bird and an absolute treasure and a real 

help to Dr. Somu.
2. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow : (Sep.-20)

In total despair at their failure to wake Zigzag, or at least stop him snoring, they shut 
themselves in the bedroom that was further away from Mrs. Krishnan's studio where Zigzag 
was creating the terrible din. Mrs. Krishnan was just unraveling a roll of cotton wool to stuff 
in her ears, when they heard their maid, Lakshmi, shrieking as if she had been electrocuted.

Questions :
 i) Were they able to stop Zigzag from snoring?
  No, they were not able to stop Zigzag from snoring.
 ii) Where did they shut themselves?
  They shut themselves in the bedroom that was further away from Mrs. Krishnan's 

studio where Zigzag was snoring loudly.
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iii) What was Mrs. Krishnan trying to do?
  Mrs. Krishnan was unraveling a roll of cotton wool to stuff in her ears.
 iv) Who is Lakshmi?
  Lakshmi is their maid.
 v) How did Lakshmi scream?
  Lakshmi screamed as if she had been electrocuted.

3. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow : (Sep.-21)
Six days passed. Six frantic days of checking their e-mail day and night. Six torturous 

days having the deafeningly loud KNGRRDRRWHEEZE resound in their home, most nerve 
wrackingly. Maya complained that she heard a permanent rumbling sound in her ears even 
when she was miles away from home that her ears ached all the time. Arvind confessed that, 
for the first time in his life, he was actually looking forward to going to school considering it 
was calm as a monastery compared to their house. Mrs. Krishnan had lost interest in painting. 
Zigzag would sometimes wake up briefly when he wanted to eat some fruit, and sometimes 
he would sit on the veranda looking sulky and bored. Zigzag never spoke to anyone, though 
everyone tried several times. He only slept. And snored. On the seventh day, Dr. Somu's e-mail 
arrived. It was, as Dr. Krishnan predicted, ridiculously simple.

Questions :
 i) How did the days pass?
  The six days passed frantically checking their e-mail day and night.
 ii) What was Maya’s complaint?
  Maya's complaint was that she heard a permanent rumbling sounds in her ears that 

pained all the time.
iii) What was Arvind’s confession?
  Arvind's confession was that he wished to go to school for the first time in his life 

as it was calm as a monastery compared to their house with loud sound of Zigzag.
 iv) What was Zigzag’s routine?
  Zigzag would wake up briefly to eat something and sit on the verandah looking 

sulky and bored. Further, without speaking to anyone, Zigzag only slept and snored.
 v) What was Dr. Krishnan’s prediction about Dr. Somu’s e-mail?
  Dr. Krishnan predicted that Dr. Somu's e-mail would be "ridiculously simple".

2. Read the following passage and answer the question that follow. (May-22)
Arvind, finding that Zigzag was sulkily refusing to say a word despite all their efforts at 

striking a conversation, dashed into the kitchen to return with a plate heaped hurriedly with 
juicy fruit slices and some nuts.

Bored eyes brightened momentarily as Zigzag picked up a walnut. But refusing to speak, 
he dropped one wrinkled eyelid in a solemn wink and flew clumsily to deposit the nut on the 
enormous chandelier hanging from the ceiling. Bit by bit, and in total silence, all the fruit 
on the plate was transferred to the chandelier and on to the blades of the ceiling fan. Then 
perching comfortably on a curtain rod, Zigzag winked and sank his beak into a plump guava.

Questions :
 i) Did Zigzag converse with the inmates of the house ?
  No, Zigzag did not converse with the inmates of the house.
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 ii) What made Arvind rush into the kitchen ?
  Zigzag's refusal to talk, made Arvind to rush into the kitchen, to make it speak.
iii) What did Arvind bring for the bird ?
  Arvind brought some juicy fruit slices and nuts.
 iv) Where did Zigzag transfer all the fruits and nuts ?
  Zigzag transferred all the nuts and fruits to the chandelier and the blades of the 

ceiling fan.
 v) Where did Zigzag perch comfortably?
  Zigzag perched comfortably on the curtain rod.
Hints and developing.

1. Dr. Ashok T. Krishnan - Zigzag Somu’s pet - children happy - bird can talk - sing - 
Zigzag unmoved - sulking - snoring - neighbours complaining - Seventh day Somu’s 
e-mail - Zigzag in the clinic - showing strange - genius. (Sep.-21)

Zigzag - the wonder bird
Somu, a friend of Dr. Ashok T. Krishnan wanted him to keep his pet bird Zigzag for a 
week. It was a wonder bird which could speak many languages. (21 languages) It could 
also sing. The children were happy to learn about the bird.
Children disappointed :
When the bird had arrived they were very disappointed. It did not speak a word. They 
tried to make it speak by giving fruits and nuts. But it did not respond; It sulked. It 
stretched on the curtain rod and slept snoring loudly. 
Zigzag at Hospital :
Dr. Krishnan complained to Somu about the bird. Somu replied that Zigzag hardly ever 
sleeps to hear its snoring. Mrs. Krishnan didnot want to have it at home. For a change 
Krishnan took the bird to his clinic. The bird began to speak in a sweet voice and all the 
inmates felt very happy. Krishnan understood that the bird was a genius and because of 
boredom it did not speak at home. Then Zigzag became a lovely treasure to Dr. Krishnan's 
family.  

4. Dr. Somu - entrusts his - pet bird - Dr. Krishnan - children excited of his entry - it 
can speak - 21 - African languages - Zigzag - sleeps endlessly - with heavy snore - no 
peace at - home - Mrs. Krishnan - not happy - shouts and asks for solutions - Dr. 
Krishnan writes - to Ashok - finding solutions - no reply - Dr. Krishnan - takes Zigzag 
to clinic - turn of event - Zigzag - takes - care of - the orderliness - clinic - very quiet - 
all surprised - Zigzag commands - Dr. Krishnan happy - finds - secret - Zigzag - must 
be engaged - if not he sleeps - family is happy with his presence. (May - 22)

Zigzag - a clever and Genius Bird
Dr. Somu entrusted his pet bird Zigzag with Dr. Krishnan. The bird could speak in 21 
languages. The family members saw that the bird looked strange and unusual. But the 
bird never spoke a word. It slept and snored. There was no peace at home. Dr. Krishnan 
took the bird to his clinic. Surprisingly the bird spoke in a sweet voice. He found the 
secret that it should be engaged. By the turn of events, the family members wanted to 
keep the bird with them for some more days.
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2. Froze in horror - zigzag left - fruit - streamed Lakshmi’s enthusiasm - whizzing off 
- Mrs. Krishnan groaned - this commotion - snored on - beautiful painting - Mrs. 
Jhunjhunwala the art critic - clear instructions - ridiculously - frantic days - Aravind 
confessed - monastery compared - sunset at Marina beach. (Sep.-22)

Zigzag
Somu brought a wonder bird Zigzag to Dr. Krishnan's house to be kept for a weck. The 
bird could sing and speak many languages. But it never spoke. It slept and snored. Mrs. 
Krishnan and her children were disappointed. 
Mrs. Krishnan was working on a painting named 'Sunset at Marina' to be displayed at a 
fair. When Lakshmi switched the fan on, all the fruit slices flew all over and the painting 
was splashed with colours of the fruits. Mrs. Jhunjhunwala was impressed by the new art 
of painting and bought it for a huge sum of Rs. 5000.
Thus the bird Zigzag created a ruckus in Dr. Krishnan's house. He took the bird to his 
clinic, where it sang and spoke sweetly. It was bored at the house. "Zigzag showed its 
geniusness in its own way in the clinic and became a lovable treasure to Dr. Krishnan's 
family.

3. Dr. Ashok - entrusts his - per bird - Dr. Krishnan - children excited of his entry - it 
can speak - 21 - languages - Zigzag - sleeps endlessly - with heavy snore - no peace 
at home - Mrs. Krishnan - not happy - shouts and asks for solutions - Dr. Krishnan 
writes - to Ashok - finding solution - no reply - Dr. Krishnan - takes Zigzag to clinic 
- turn of event - Zigzag - takes - care of - the orderliness - clinic - very quiet - all 
surprised - Zigzag commands - Dr. Krishnan happy - finds - secret - Zigzag - must be 
engaged - if not he sleeps - family is happy with his presence. (June-23)

Zigzag
Dr. Ashok entrusts a bird Zigzag to Dr. Krishnan. It can speak 21 languages. The children 
are excited, but disappointed as the bird never speaks but sleeps and snores. They are 
disturbed by its snore. Mrs. Krishnan wants a solution for the problem. Dr. Krishnan 
takes the bird to the clinic. It takes care of the old and speaks in a sweet voice.
Dr. Krishnan finds the secret about the bird. It has to be engaged always. By turn of events 
Mrs. Krishnan's painting fetches a huge money. The family is happy with the presence of 
the bird. They want to retain it for another week.

 Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order : (PTA - 1)
 i) He took care of the orderliness in the clinic.
 ii) Zigzag was of a great trouble in the house.
iii) Dr. Krishnan was surprised of the sudden change in Zigzag.
iv) Gone was Zigzag’s bored and grumpy expression.
 v) Dr. Krishnan took him to the clinic.
Ans :  i)  Zigzag was of a great trouble in the house.
 ii)  Dr. Krishnan took him to the clinic.
 iii)  Dr. Krishnan was surprised of the sudden change in Zigzag.
 iv)  He took care of the orderliness in the clinic.
 v)  Gone was Zigzag’s bored and grumpy expression.
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Prose
1. His First Flight

( ºî™ ðø‚°‹ ÜÂðõ‹ )

ÝCKò˜ °PŠ¹

Lò£‹ æ çHôý£˜® (1896 & 1984), æ˜ Üò˜ô£‰¶ ï£õ™ ÝCKò˜, CÁè¬î â¿ˆî£÷˜ 
ñŸÁ‹ Üò˜ô£‰¶ Þô‚Aò ñÁñô˜„CJ¡ º¡«ù£® Ýõ£˜. Üõ˜, Üò˜ô£‰F¡ ªð£¶¾¬ì¬ñ‚ 
è†CJ¡ GÁõù àÁŠHù˜ Ýõ£˜. Üõ˜ «è™ì£„† ð°FJ™ Þ¼‰î äKw ªñ£NŠ«ð„ê£÷˜ 
Ýõ£˜. Üõ˜ äKw ªñ£NJ™ â¿Fò Cô CÁè¬îè¬÷ˆ îMó, Ü«ïèñ£è ÝƒAôˆF™ ñ†´«ñ 
CøŠð£è â¿Fù£˜.  î‹º¬ìò ÜFèŠð®ò£ù «ïóˆ¬îŠ ðòí‹ ªêŒõF™ èNˆî£˜. Üõ˜, î‹ 
¹è›ªõO„êˆFŸ° ÜŠð£™ õêFò£è¾‹, Ü¬ñFò£è¾‹ õ£›‰¶ õ‰î£˜.

ð£ì„²¼‚è‹

Þ¶, ºî™ º¬øò£èŠ ðø‚èˆ îòƒ°‹ èìŸðø¬õJ¡ è¬î. ÞŠðø¬õ, èìŸè¬óJ½œ÷ 
å¼ ð£¬øJ¡ c†CJ™ õC‚Aø¶. Ü‰î‚ °´‹ðˆF™ Ü‹ñ£, ÜŠð£ Í¡Á ê«è£îó˜èœ å¼ 
ê«è£îK. ÜõŸP™ Þó‡´ ê«è£îó˜èÀ‹ å¼ ê«è£îK»‹ ðø‰¶ ªê¡ÁM†ìù˜.  Ýù£™, 
îù¶ CPò Þø‚¬èèœ î¡ àì¬ôˆ î£ƒ°ñ£ â¡ø ðòˆî£™, å¼ ðø¬õ ñ†´‹ ªê™ôM™¬ô. 
Üî¡ ªðŸ«ø£˜ õ‰¶ F†® Ü¬öˆîù˜. Ýù£™, Ü¶ ªê™ôM™¬ô; ðCò£™ õ£®ò¶. 

î¡ è‡ªíF«ó å¼ e¬ù‚ ANˆ¶ å¼ ð£F¬ò„ ê£ŠH†´M†´ˆ îù¶ Üô¬èŠ 
ð£¬øJ™ î¡ î£ò£˜ b†´õ¬îŠ ð£˜ˆî Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ‚°Š ðCJ™ ¬ðˆFò«ñ H®ˆ¶ M´‹«ð£™ 
Þ¼‰î¶. F¯ªóù e¡ å¡¬øˆ î¡ ÜôA™ î£ƒAˆ îù¶ î£ŒŠðø¬õ î¡¬ù «ï£‚AŠ ðø‰¶ 
õ¼õ¬îŠ ð£˜ˆ¶, Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ î¡ è£™è÷£™  ð£¬øJ™ î£÷‹ «ð£†ì¶. ðø¬õ‚° æ˜ Ü® 
Ü¼A™ õ‰î¾ì¡ î£ŒŠðø¬õ êôùI¡P‚ è£ŸP™ Iî‰î¶. Ü‰î å¼ Cô Mù£®èœ Ü‰îŠ 
ðø¬õ¬ò‚ °öŠHù. ðCò£™ à‰îŠð†´ Ü‰î ªï£®J«ô«ò î£ŒŠðø¬õ æó® «ñ™«ï£‚AŠ 
ðø‰î¶. °†®Š ðø¬õ G¬ô°¬ô‰¶ ð£î£÷£ˆF™ Þ¼‰î èì™ «ï£‚A Möˆ ¶õƒAò¶. ðò‹ 
Üî¡ Þîòˆ¬îˆ î£‚Aù£½‹, î¡¬ù ÜPò£ñ«ô«ò î¡ Þø‚¬èèœ c‡´ W«ö èìL™ 
Mö£ñ™ è£ŸP™ ²ôðñ£èˆ î£¡ IîŠð¬î Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ àí˜‰î¶. æKó‡´ º¬ø Ü¶ î¡ 
Þø‚¬èè¬÷ Ý†®ˆ î¡ù£™ ðø‚èº®»‹ â¡ð¬îˆ îù‚°ˆî£«ù GÏHˆ¶‚ ªè£‡ì¶. ºî™ 
ðø‚°‹ ÜÂðõ‹ ñA›„C¬ò»‹ è¬÷Š¬ð»‹ î‰î¶. W«ö Üè¡ø ð„¬êŠð«ê™ â¡ø èìL™ 
Þøƒèˆ «î£¡Pò¶. è£™èœ àœ«÷ ðF‰î¾ì¡ î£¡ Í›A M´«õ«ñ£ â¡ø Ü„ê‹ Ü¬î 
Ý†ªè£‡ì¶. e‡´‹ c¬óM†´ ªõO«òø Ü¶ ºò¡Á, è¬÷Š¹ «ñ«ô£ƒAì Ü¶ î‡a¬óˆ 
îù¶ õJŸø£™ ªî£†ì¶. î£¡ Í›è£ñ™ cK™ Iî‰î¶ Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ‚«è Ý„êKòñOˆî¶. 
ðø¬õJ¡ î£Œ î‰¬î»‹, ê«è£îó˜èœ ñŸÁ‹ ê«è£îK»‹ Ýù‰î‚ Ã„êL†ìù˜. ðø¬õ¬òŠ 
ð£ó£†´ ºèˆî£¡, °´‹ðˆFù˜ ÜîŸ° ï£Œe¡ ðKêOˆîù˜. ðø¬õ î¡ “ºî™ ðø‚°‹ 
ÜÂðõˆ¬î” Ýó‹Hˆî¶.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 2
æ˜  Þ÷‹ èìŸðø¬õ å¼ ªêƒ°ˆî£ù °¡P¡ ºè†®™ î¡ù‰îQ«ò à†è£˜‰F¼‰î¶. 

Üî¡ º¡ ªõ°Éó‹ W«ö Hó‹ñ£‡ìñ£Œ‚ èì™ Þ¼‰î¶. å¼ ï£À‚° º¡ù«ó ÜîÂ¬ìò 
ê«è£îK ñŸÁ‹ ê«è£îóŠ ðø¬õèœ ÜƒA¼‰¶ ðø‰¶ «ð£J¼‰îù. Ýù£™, Þ‰îŠ ðø¬õ î£¡ 
ðø‚è ºòŸC‚¬èJ™ Þø‚¬èèœ MKò£ñ™ W«ö M¿‰¶ M´«õ£«ñ£ â¡ø Ü„êˆFù£™ 
d®‚èŠð†´, ºè†®™ MO‹¹ õ¬ó æ®M†´Š Hø° ðò‰¶ î£¡ ÞóM™ ÉƒAò îù¶ Þ¼ŠHìñ£ù 
ªð£‰¶‚«è F¼‹H õ‰¶M†ì¶.

Üî¡ Þø°è¬÷Mì„ CPò Þø°è¬÷‚ ªè£‡ì, îù¶ ñŸø àì¡ HøŠ¹èœ ðø‰î«ð£¶‹ 
Þ¶ Ü„êˆF¡ è£óíñ£ŒŠ ðø‚è ñÁˆî¶. ÜîÂ¬ìò î£Œ, î‰¬îò˜ Þî¬ùŠ ðôMîñ£è 
Ü„²ÁˆF»‹, “ð†®Q «ð£†´M´«õ£‹” âù Ió†®»‹Ãì Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õò£™ ïèó º®òM™¬ô.
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  Tamil Translation 61

Ü¶ ïì‰¶ 24 ñE «ïó‹ ÝAM†ì¶. Üî¡Hø° ÜîQì‹ Þ¡Â‹ ò£¼‹ Ü¼A™ 
õóM™¬ô. ºî™ï£œ º¿õ¶‹ Üî¡ ñŸø ê«è£îK, ê«è£îó˜èÀ‚° Þî¡ ªðŸ«ø£˜ êKò£è 
âŠð®Š ðøŠð¶ ñŸÁ‹ èì™ Ü¬ôè¬÷ âšõ£Á ô£õèñ£è å¶‚A‚ èì½‚°œ ð£Œ‰¶ e¬ùŠ 
H®‚è «õ‡´‹ â¡ªø™ô£‹ èŸÁ‚ªè£´ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰îù˜. Ü¶ ÜõŸ¬øªò™ô£‹ «õ®‚¬è 
ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. Éóˆ«î Üî¡ ê«è£îó¡ î¡ ªê£‰î ºòŸCò£™ å¼ ªõœOe¬ùŠ 
H®ˆ¶, Ü¬î å¼ ð£¬øJ¡ e¶ ¬õˆ¶‚ °ˆF‚ ANŠð¬î Ü¶ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. Üî¡ 
ªðŸ«ø£˜ Üî¬ù„ ²ŸPõ‰¶ ªð¼¬ñ ð£ó£†®‚ ªè£‚èKŠð¬î»‹ Ü¶ è‡ì¶. è£¬ô«õ¬÷ 
º¿õ¶‹ Üî¡ °´‹ð àÁŠHù˜èœ, âF«ó àœ÷ ñ¬ô‚°¡P¡ W«ö Ü¬ñ‰¶œ÷ dìÌIJ™ 
ï¬ì«ð£†ìð®, Üî¡ «è£¬öˆîùˆ¬î ¬ïò£‡® ªêŒ¶ªè£‡®¼‰îù˜.

õ£ùˆF¡ «ñªô¿‹Hò ÅKò¡, ªî¡F¬ê «ï£‚Aò ñ¬ô„²õ†¬ì‚ èîèîŠð£‚A‚ 
ªè£‡®¼‰î£¡. º¡QóM™ â¬î»‹ à‡í£î Þ‰î‚ èìŸðø¬õ‚°Š ðC I°‰F¼‰î¶. Hø° 
ñ¬ô Þ´‚A™ æ˜ ñ£‚ªèó™ eQ¡ õ£™ ñ†´«ñ Aì‰î¶. å¼ ¶O àí¾Ãì‚ A¬ì‚è£î 
G¬ôJ™, î£Â‹, î¡ àì¡ Hø‰«î£¼‹, Ü¬ìè£‚èŠð†´Š Hø‰î Ã†®L¼‰î, î£ƒèœ ªõOõ‰î 
º†¬ì æ´è¬÷ «õÁõNJ¡PŠ ðC ªõP«ò£´ ªñ¡ø¶. Ü¶ î¡¬ùˆî£«ù CP¶ à‡ð¶ 
«ð£™ ÜîŸ°ˆ «î£¡Pò¶.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 3
îù¶ ê£‹ð™ Gø‚ è£™è÷£™ ïOùñ£èŠ ð£¬øJ¡ MO‹¹‚°‹, ñ¬ôŠªð£‰¶‚°‹ 

º¡Â‹ H¡Â‹ ïì‰î¶. Ü¶ ðøŠð¬îˆ îM˜ˆî¶; «õÁ ãî£õ¶ õNJ™ î¡ ªðŸ«ø£¬ó„ «êó 
ºò¡ø¶. Ýù£™ ºè†®¡ â™ô£Š ¹øƒèÀ‹ ªêƒ°ˆî£ù ðœ÷º‹, W«ö èì½«ñ è‡µ‚°ˆ 
ªîK‰îù. ÜîŸ°‹ Üî¡ ªðŸ«ø£˜‚°‹ Þ¬ì«ò Ýöñ£ù ð£¬øŠ H÷¾ å¡Á Þ¼‰î¶. 

Üî¡ ªðŸ«ø£¬ó Ü¬ìò, Ü¶ õì‚°Š¹øñ£è‚ °¡P¡ ºèŠ¹ õN ïì‰î£™ ðø‚è£ñ™ Ãì 
Ü¬ìòô£‹. Ýù£™, âî¡ e¶ ïìŠð¶? Üƒ«è °¡P¡ ºè´‹ Þ™¬ô. Ü¶ å¼ ðø‚°‹ Ì„C»‹ 
Ü¡Á. îù‚° «ñ«ô â¬î»‹ ð£˜‚è º®òM™¬ô. ñ¬ô, ªêƒ°ˆî£ù Ã˜¬ñò£ù ºèŠ¹è¬÷‚ 
ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. Üî¡ à„C, îù‚°‚ W«ö àœ÷ èì™ ñ†ìˆFL¼‰¶ ªõ°ªî£¬ôM™ Þ¼‰î¶.

Ü¶ ªñ¶õ£è Ü®«ñ™ Ü®¬õˆ¶Š ð£¬øJ¡ MO‹¹‚«è õ‰¶, å¼ è£¬ôˆ î¡ Þø°‚°œ 
¹¬îˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, Þ¼ è‡è¬÷»‹ Í®‚ªè£‡´, Éƒ°õ¶ «ð£™ ð£ê£ƒ° ªêŒî¶. Üî¡ 
ê«è£îK, ê«è£îó˜èÀ‹ îƒèœ î¬ôè¬÷ˆ î‹º¬ìò è¿ˆ¶èO™ ¹¬îˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, CÁ 
É‚èˆF™ Þ¼‰îù. Üî¡ î‰¬î, î¡ ªõ‡¬ñò£ù H¡¹ø„ Cø°è¬÷ Üôè£™ ²ˆî‹ ªêŒ¶ 
ªè£‡®¼‰î¶. Üî¡ î£Œ ñ†´‹ Üî¬ùŠ ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î¶.

î¡ è£™èÀ‚A¬ì«ò àœ÷ e¡¶‡¬ì Üî¡ î£Œ, êŸÁ «ñì£ù ÞìˆF™ ¬õˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, 
îù¶ Üôè£™ ANˆ¶M†´Š Hø°, î¡ ÜôA¬ù‚ Ã˜ b†®‚ªè£‡ì¶. Ü‰î‚ AN‚èŠð†ì 
àíM¡ è£†C, Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ¬ò G¬ô°¬ôò„ ªêŒî¶. Ü¶«ð£™ î£Â‹ ªêŒò M¼‹H, å¼ ªñ™Lò 
ªè£‚èKŠ¬ð â¿ŠHò¶. ðF½‚° Üî¡ î£ŒŠðø¬õ Üî¬ùŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ ã÷ùñ£è‚ ªè£‚èKˆî¶.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 4
“è£, è£, è£” âù‚ èˆFò Ü‰îŠðø¬õ àí¾‚è£èˆ î¡ î£Jì‹ ªè…Cò¶. ðF½‚° 

Üî¡ î£Œ, ã÷ùñ£Œ æ¬ê â¿ŠHò¶. î¡ õø†´‚ èîø¬ôˆ ªî£ì˜‰î Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ, Cô 
GIìƒèÀ‚°Š Hø° àŸê£èñ£Œ‚ Ã‚°óL†ì¶. Üç¶ ãªù¡ø£™, Üî¡ î£Œ å¼ ¶‡´ 
eÂì¡, Üî¬ù «ï£‚AŠ ðø‰¶ õ‰î¶. ð£¬øe¶ è£™è¬÷ˆ î£÷I†ìð® e¬ùŠ ªðøˆ îù¶ 
è¿ˆ¬î º¡«ù£‚A c†®„ CÁðø¬õ G¡ø¶. Ýù£™, î£ŒŠðø¬õ °†®Šðø¬õ‚° «ï˜ âFó£è 
ñ¬ôºè†´‚° Ü¼A™ õ‰î¶‹, Üî¡ è£™èœ ªî£ƒAù. Þø°èœ Ü¬êòM™¬ô. Üî¡ 
Ü¼A™ àœ÷ °†®Š ðø¬õ‚° â†´‹ ÉóˆF™ Þ¼‰î¶.

å¼ Cô ªï£®èœ Üç¶ Ý„êKòˆF™ è£ˆF¼‰î¶. îù¶ î£Œ ã¡ îù¶ Ü¼«è 
ªï¼‚èñ£è  õóM™¬ô âù Ü‰îŠðø¬õ Mò‰î¶. ðCò£™ ¬ðˆFò‹ H®ˆ¶, e¬ù «ï£‚A 
Ü¶ î£Mò¶. ðôˆî Üôø½ì¡ Ü¶ ªõO«ò W«ö ðó‰¶ MK‰î Ý›èì™ «ï£‚A Möˆ 
ªî£ìƒAò¶. Üî¡ î£Œ «ñ™«ï£‚AŠ ðø‰¶M†ì¶. î£ŒŠðø¬õ‚°‚ W«ö ªê¡ø«ð£¶ Üî¡ 
Þø°èœ î¡Q„¬êò£è MK‰¶, è£ŸP™ «ñ£F «ñ½‹ W¿‹ Ü¬ê»‹ êŠîˆ¬îˆ î£«ù «è†ì¶. 
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62 MERCY English - X 

å¼ GIì‹ ñùˆF™ ªð¼‹ Ü„ê‹ Åö, Ü‰îŠ ðø¬õ î¡ Þîò«ñ G¡ø¶ «ð£™ àí˜‰î¶. 
è£ŸÁ î¡ ñ£˜H½‹, õJŸP½‹ àó²õ¶ ÜîŸ°Š ¹ôŠð†ì¶. î¡ Cø°èœ MK‰¶, î£¡ W«ö 
Mö£ñ™ è£Ÿ¬ø‚ ANˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ àòóñ£è‚ è£ŸP™ IîŠð¶ ÜîŸ°Š ¹ôù£Aò¶. àì«ù 
Ü¶ «ñ½‹, W¿‹ ðø‚è Ýó‹Hˆ¶M†ì¶. Üî¡ Ü„êº‹ MôAM†ì¶. CP¶ î´ñ£Pù£½‹, 
“ðìðì”ªõù Þø°èœ Ü®ˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, ñÁð® «ñªô¿‹H, Ü¶ ðø‚èˆ ªî£ìƒAM†ì¶. Ü¶ 
ê‰«î£û‚ °ó™ â¿ŠHò¶. àì«ù, Üî¡ ªðŸ«ø£¼‹, àì¡ Hø‰«î£¼‹ è£ŸP™ «ñ«ô â¿‹H»‹ 
î£M»‹ Ã‚°óL†´ ñA›„C»ì¡ Üî¬ù„ ²ŸP õ‰îù.

î¡ù£™ âŠ«ð£¶«ñ ðø‚è Þòô£¶ â¡ø Üî¡ â‡í‹ ºŸP½‹ ñ¬ø‰î¶. Ü¶ î£õ¾‹, 
àò«ó ðø‚è¾‹ W„²‚ °óL™ èˆî¾‹ ªî£ìƒAò¶.

Ü¶ èìô¼«è ðø‰î«ð£¶, îù‚°‚ W«ö ðó‰¶Aì‰î ð„¬êGø‚ èì¬ô‚ è‡ì¶. CPò 
ñ¬ô ºè´èœ ïè˜‰¶ ªê™õ¶ «ð£ô‚ è£†CòOˆîù. Üî¡ ªðŸ«ø£¼‹ ê«è£îK, ê«è£îó˜èÀ‹ 
Üî¬ù âF«ó àœ÷ ð²¬ñGø‚ èìL™ ÞøƒA, Iî‰îõ£Á ÃM‚ÃM Ü¬öˆîù. î£Â‹ Ü‰î‚ 
èìL™ ð£îƒè¬÷Š ðFˆ¶, ñÁð®»‹ â‹HŠ ðø‚è Ü‰î Þ÷‹ ðø¬õ ºò¡ø¶. Ýù£™ ðC 
ñŸÁ‹ «ê£˜¾ è£óíñ£è, Üî¡ ð£îƒèÀ‹ õJÁ‹ èì¬ôˆ ªî£†ìù. Ýù£™, Ü¶ º¿î£Œ 
Í›èM™¬ô. Ü¶ Iî‰î¶. Üî¡ °´‹ðˆî£˜ Üî¬ùŠ ð£ó£†®»‹ àŸê£èŠð´ˆF»‹, îƒèœ 
Üô°èO™ àœ÷ ï£ŒeQ¡ Þ¬ø„Cˆ ¶‡´è¬÷ ÜOˆ¶ ñA›‰îù. Ü¶, ºî™ ºîô£èŠ 

ðø‚°‹ ÜÂðõˆ¬îŠ ªðŸÁM†ì¶.

 Poem
1. Life 

( õ£›‚¬è)

ÝCKò˜ °PŠ¹

ªý¡P õ£¡ ¬ì‚ (1852 & 1933), æ˜ ÜªñK‚è Ëô£CKò˜, èMë˜, è™M «ð£FŠðõ˜ 
ñŸÁ‹ ð£FKò£˜ Ýõ£˜. 1899 ñŸÁ‹ 1923‚° Þ¬ìŠð†ì è£ôˆF™ HK¡vì¡ ð™è¬ô‚èöèˆF™ 
ÝƒAô Þô‚AòŠ «ðó£CKòó£èŠ ðEò£ŸPù£˜. ÜªñK‚è‚ è¬ô Þô‚Aò‚ èöèˆFŸ° 
Üõ˜ «î˜‰ªî´‚èŠð†ì£˜. ñŸÁ‹ ðô ªè÷óõƒè¬÷Š ªðŸø£˜. ú£ªù†«ì£ â¡ø ôˆb¡ 
õ£˜ˆ¬îJL¼‰¶ à¼õ£‚èŠð†ì ªê£™«ô ú£ªù†. Üî¡ ªð£¼œ 'CPò ð£ì™' Ü™ô¶ 'CÁ 
èM¬î'. ð£ì™ Þô‚AòˆF™ ú£ªù† â¡ð¶, 14 õKèœ ªè£‡ì "Þò£‹H‚ ªð¡ì£e†ì˜" 
â¡ø MFŠð® â¿îŠð´‹ ð£ì™ Ý°‹. ú£ªù†®™ ºî™ 8 Ü®èœ 'Ý‚«ìš' âù¾‹, Ü´ˆî 
6 Ü®èœ "ªúvªì†" âù¾‹ Ü¬ö‚èŠð´‹. ú£ªù†´èœ, ÜõŸP¡ î£÷ Ü¬ñŠ¹Šð® õ¬è 
HK‚èŠð´‹.

èM¬î„²¼‚è‹

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 17
õ¼ì‰«î£Á‹ âù¶ õ£›‚¬è¬ò õ£öM´ƒèœ
º¡«ù£‚Aò ºèˆ«î£´‹ M¼Šðñ£ù Ý¡ñ£«õ£´‹
Þô‚°è¬÷ M†´ Üèô£ñ™ ðîŸøI¡P
ñ¬ø‰¶ «ð£ùõŸ¬ø G¬ùˆ¶ åŠð£K ¬õ‚è£ñ™
ªõ°è£ôˆFŸ° º¡¹ ïì‰îõŸ¬ø â‡E
âF˜è£ô‹ â¬î ñ¬øˆ¶ ¬õˆ¶œ÷«î£ âù Ü„êŠðì£ñ™
º¶¬ñò£ù ñŸÁ‹ ñA›„Cò£ù Þîòˆ«î£´
Þ÷¬ñ¬ò»‹ è£¾«è†°‹ õò¬î»‹ ªð£¼†ð´ˆî£ñ™
ï£¡ ñA›„C»ì¡ ðòE‚è «õ‡´‹.
ð£¬î ñ¬ôà„C‚«è£ Ü®õ£óˆFŸ«è£
èó´ ºóì£ùî£è«õ£ Þ¼‰î£ªô¡ù
ðòí«ñ ñA›„Cî£¡
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  Tamil Translation 63

CÁõù£è Þ¼‰î«ð£¶ ï£¡
«î®ò ¹Fò ï†¹, àò˜ ê£èê‹
è£² ÜõŸ¬ø ÞŠ«ð£¶‹
«î®‚ªè£‡«ì â¡ Þîò‹ 
îù¶ ¬îKòñ£ù «îì¬ô ÞÁFõ¬ó ªî£ì¼‹
ê£¬ôJ¡ è¬ìCˆ F¼Šð‹ î¬ô
Cø‰îî£è Ü¬ñ»‹ ï¡ø ï‹H‚¬è»ì¡!

Supplementary
1. The Tempest

( Åø£õO )

ÝCKò˜ °PŠ¹

M™Lò‹ «û‚vHò˜ (1564 & 1616), ÞƒAô£‰F™ àœ÷ v†ó£†ç«ð£˜´ Üð£¡ Üõ£¡ â¡ø 
ÞìˆF™ Hø‰î£˜. Üõ˜ æ˜ ÝƒAô‚ èMë˜, ï£ìè ÝCKò˜ ñŸÁ‹ ï®è˜ Ýõ£˜. ÝƒAô 
ªñ£NJ™ î¬ôCø‰î â¿ˆî£÷˜ ñŸÁ‹ àôA¡ î¬ôCø‰î ï£ìè ÝCKò˜ â¡ø Þ¼õ¬èJ½‹ 
ðóõô£è ÜPòŠð†ìõ˜. Üõ¼¬ìò ð¬ìŠ¹èO™ îŸ«ð£¶ A¬ì‚è‚ Ã®òõŸP™ 37 ï£ìèƒèœ, 
154 ªêŒ»œèœ (ú£ªù†v) ñŸÁ‹ õ˜í¬ù‚ èM¬îèœ Üìƒ°‹. ÜõŸP™ ªð¼‹ð£ôù¬õ 
1589 ñŸÁ‹ 1613‚° Þ¬ìJ™ â¿îŠð†ì¬õ.

è¬î„²¼‚è‹

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 21
èìL¡ ï´«õ å¼ b¾ Þ¼‰î¶. ÜF™, Hó£vð«ó£ â¡Aø ºFòõ¼‹, Ió£‡ì£ â¡Aø 

Üõ¼¬ìò Üöè£ù ñèÀ‹ ñ†´«ñ õCˆ¶ õ‰îù˜. Iè„CPò õòF«ô«ò Þ‰îˆ b¾‚° 
Ió‡ì£ õ‰¶M†ìî£™, î¡ î‰¬îJ¡ ºèˆ¬îˆ îMó «õÁ â‰î ñQî ºèˆ¬î»‹ Üõœ 
è‡ì G¬ùM™¬ô.

ðô HK¾è÷£èŠ HK‚èŠð†ì è™ô£™ Ýù å¼ °¬èJ™ Üõ˜èœ õCˆ¶ õ‰îù˜. 
Ü‰îŠ HK¾èO™ å¡¬øˆ î¡ ð®‚°‹ Ü¬øò£èŠ Hó£vð«ó£ àð«ò£Aˆ¶ õ‰î£˜. ÜF™ 
Üõ˜ î¡ ¹ˆîèƒè¬÷ ¬õˆF¼‰î£˜. ÜõŸP™ º‚Aòñ£ù¬õ, ñ£ò£ü£ô ¹ˆîèƒè÷£°‹. 
Üõ˜ î¡ ñ£‰Fgè‚ è¬ôJù£™ ¬ê‚«è£ó£‚v â¡ø ÅQò£‚è£Kò£™, ªðKò ñóƒèO¡ 
àì™ ð£èˆF™ C¬ø ¬õ‚èŠð†®¼‰î ðô ªñ¡¬ñò£ù ÝMè¬÷ M´Mˆî£˜. Ü‰î ï™ô 
ÝMèœ Hó£vð«ó£¾‚°‚ è†´Šð†´, Üõ˜ ªê£™ «è†´ ïì‰îù. ãKò™ â¡Aø ÝM, Ü‰î 
ÝMèÀ‚°ˆ î¬ôõ¡.

Þ‰î ãKò™ ÝM, î¡ âFKò£ù ¬ê‚«è£ó£‚R¡ ñèù£ù Üõô†êíñ£ù «î£Ÿø‹ 
ªè£‡ì è£Lð¡ â¡ðõ¬ùˆ ¶¡¹Áˆ¶õF™ I°‰î Ýù‰î‹ Ü¬ì‰î¶. Ü¶ Üõ¬ù‚ 
è†ì£òŠð´ˆF æ˜ Ü®¬ñ «ð£ô, Mø°è¬÷Š ªè£‡´õ¼õ¶, «ñ½‹ ðô è®ùñ£ù ðEèœ 
ªêŒõ¶ ÝAòõŸP™ ß´ð´ˆFò¶.

Þ‰î ÝMèO¡ àîM»ì¡ è£ŸÁ‚°‹, èì½‚°‹, èìL¡ Ü¬ôèÀ‚°‹ è†ì¬÷J´‹ 
õ™ô¬ñ ªðŸø£˜. Üõó¶ è†ì¬÷¬ò ãŸÁ, å¼ êñò‹ Ü¬õ ªð¼‹ ¹ò¬ô à‡ì£‚Aù. 
Üî¡ ï´«õ, æ˜ Üöè£ù èŠð¬ôˆ î¡ ñèœ Ió£‡ì£¾‚°Š Hó£vð«ó£ è£†®ù£˜. ÜF™ 
îƒè¬÷Š«ð£ô G¬øò ñQî˜èœ Þ¼Šðî£èˆ î¡ ñèOì‹ Üõ˜ ÃPù£˜. "æ! â¡ Ü¡¹ˆ 
î‰¬î«ò, àƒèÀ¬ìò è¬ôò£™ Þ‰îŠ ðòƒèóñ£ù ¹ò¬ô cƒèœ â¿ŠHJ¼‰î£™, Üõ˜èO¡ 
«ê£èñ£ù ¶¡ðˆ¬îŠ ð£˜ˆ¶Š ðKî£ðŠð´ƒèœ.  èŠð™ ¶‡´ ¶‡´è÷£è à¬ìðìŠ «ð£õ¬îŠ 
ð£¼ƒèœ! ã¬ö Ýˆñ£‚èœ!  Ü¬ùõ¼‹ ÜN‰¶ M´õ£˜èœ.”

“ñè«÷ Ió£‡ì£, ðîø£«î. Üõ˜èÀ‚° â‰î Ýðˆ¶‹ «ïóM™¬ô. èŠðL™ àœ÷ ò£¼‚°‹ 
CÁ è£ò‹Ãì ãŸðì‚ Ãì£ªîù ï£¡ è†ì¬÷J†®¼‚A«ø¡. å¡Á‹ ÜPò£î àù‚è£èˆî£¡ 
Þ¬î„ ªêŒA«ø¡. îQ¬ñò£ù C¬ø «ð£¡ø Þ‰î ÞìˆFŸ° c õ¼õîŸ° º¡¹ ïì‰î ê‹ðõ‹ 
ãî£õ¶ àù‚° G¬ùM™ Þ¼‚Aøî£? âù‚°ˆ ªîK‰¶ Üšõ£Á Þ¼‚è º®ò£¶. ãªùQ™, 
ÜŠ«ð£¶ àù‚° Í¡Á õò¶Ãì º®òM™¬ô”.
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64 MERCY English - X 

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 22
“ Ió£‡ì£, ð¡Qó‡´ õ¼ìƒèÀ‚° º¡¹...”, âùˆ ªî£ì˜‰î Hó£vð«ó£, “ï£¡ Iô¡ ïèóˆF¡ 

Hó¹õ£è Þ¼‰«î¡. ÜŠ«ð£¶ â¡ å«ó õ£Kê£ù c, æ˜ Þ÷õóC Ýõ£Œ. âù‚° Ü‡ì£Q«ò£ â¡Á 
å¼ î‹H Þ¼‰î£¡. Üõ¬ù ï£¡ º¿¬ñò£Œ ï‹H«ù¡. â¡ ÜFè£óˆ¬îˆ îù‚°„ ê£îèñ£ŒŠ 
ðò¡ð´ˆF‚ªè£‡ì Üõ¡, î¡¬ù«ò Hó¹õ£è â‡E‚ªè£œ÷ˆ ªî£ìƒAù£¡. ï£¡ ÜOˆî õ£ŒŠ¬ðŠ 
ðò¡ð´ˆF‚ªè£‡´, °®ñ‚èOì‹ î¡¬ùŠ HóðôŠð´ˆF‚ ªè£‡ì£¡. âù‚°ˆ ¶«ó£è‹ ªêŒ¶M†´, 
â¡ Hó¹ˆ¶õˆ¬îŠ ðPˆ¶‚ ªè£œÀ‹ «ðó£¬ê ÜõÂ‚° ãŸð†ì¶. Üõ¡ àì«ù Ü‰î â‡íˆ¬î, â¡ 
âFKò£ù «ïHœv ïèóˆF¡ ðô‹ õ£Œ‰î ñ¡ùQ¡ ¶¬í»ì¡ G¬ø«õŸP‚ ªè£‡ì£¡” âù º®ˆî£˜.

“ã¡ Üõ˜èœ Ü‰î «ïóˆF™ ï‹¬ñ ÜN‚è M™¬ô?” âù‚ «è†ì£œ Ió£‡ì£.
“°ö‰î£Œ” âù Ü¬öˆî Hó£vð«ó£, “â¡ ñ‚èœ â¡¬ù Iè¾‹ «ïCˆîî£™, Ü¬î„ 

ªêŒò Üõ˜èœ ¶EòM™¬ô. Ü‡«ì£Q«ò£ ï‹¬ñ å¼ èŠðL™ ãŸP, ï´‚èìL™ ð£Œñó‹, 
¶´Š¹ â¶¾I™ô£î å¼ CÁ ðìA™ ñÁð®»‹ ï‹¬ñ ñ£ŸPM†´, ï£‹ G„êò‹ Þø‰¶M´«õ£‹ 
â¡ø  ï‹H‚¬èJ™ ªê¡ÁM†ì£¡. Ýù£™, â¡ Üóê¬õJ™ Þ¼‰î è£¡ê«ô£ â¡Aø 
ªðò¼¬ìò, â¡ e¶ Ü¡¹‹ è¼¬í»‹ ªè£‡ì å¼õ˜, óèCòñ£è Ü‰îŠ ðìA™ c˜, àí¾Š 
ªð£¼†èœ, à¬ìèœ ñŸÁ‹ â¡ Üó¬êMì ï£¡ ªðKî£è ñF‚A¡ø Cô ¹ˆîèƒè¬÷»‹ 
ñ¬øˆ¶ ¬õˆF¼‰î£˜.

“ÜŠð£! Ü‰«ïó‹ ï£¡ àƒèÀ‚° âšõ÷¾ ªî£‰îóõ£è Þ¼‰F¼Š«ð¡?”, â¡ø£œ 
Ió£‡ì£.

“Þ™¬ô Ü¡«ð”, â¡ø Üõœ î‰¬î, “ÜŠ«ð£¶ °†®ˆ «îõ¬îò£è Þ¼‰î cî£¡ â¡¬ùŠ 
ð£¶è£ˆî£Œ. à¡ èœ÷ƒèðìñŸø CKŠ¹î£¡ â¡ ¶¡ðƒè¬÷ˆ î£ƒA‚ªè£œ÷ ¬õˆî¶. ï‹ 
àí¾‹ ï£‹ Þ‰îŠ ð£¬ôõùˆ b¬õ Ü¬ì»‹ õ¬ó Þ¼‰î¶. Ü¶ ºî™, â¡ º‚Aò Ýù‰î«ñ, 
àù‚°Š ðô ªêŒFè¬÷»‹ èŸHŠðF™ Þ¼‰î¶. c»‹ â¡Qì‹ èŸøF™ ðòù¬ì‰F¼Šð£Œ âù 
â‡µA«ø¡” â¡ø£˜.

èì¾«÷! “I‚è ï¡P Ü¡¹ˆ î‰¬î«ò” â¡ø Ió£‡ì£, “ÞŠªð£¿¶ ªê£™½ƒèœ, ã¡ 
Þ‰îŠ ¹ò¬ô ãŸð´ˆFm˜èœ?” âù‚ «è†ì£œ.

“ªîK‰¶ªè£œ” â¡ø Üõ˜ î‰¬î, “Þ‰îŠ ¹ò¬ô ãŸð´ˆFòî£™î£¡, â¡ M«ó£Fè÷£ù 
«ïHœv ÜóêÂ‹, â¡ ªè£´¬ñ‚è£óˆ î‹H»‹ Þ‰îˆ bM™ iC âKòŠð†´œ÷ù˜” â¡ø£˜.

Þ¬î‚ ÃPò Hó£vð«ó£, î¡ ñè¬÷ˆ î¡ ñ‰Fó‚ «è£ô£™ ªî£ì, Üõœ É‚èˆF™ 
Ý›‰î£œ. ÜŠ«ð£¶ Üƒ° õ‰î ãKò™ ÝM, Ü‰îŠ ¹ò¬ôŠ ðŸP»‹ èŠðL™ õ‰îõ˜è¬÷ âšõ£Á 
HKˆîÂŠHò¶ âù¾‹ ÃPò¶. Ü‰î ÝMèœ Ió£‡ì£M¡ è‡µ‚°ˆ ªîKò£M†ì£½‹, 
î£¡ è£ŸÁì¡ «ð²õ¬î Ió£‡ì£ «è†ð¬îˆ îM˜‚èŠ Hó£vð«ó£ M¼‹Hù£˜.

“â¡ ió ÝM«ò”, âù Ü¬î‚ ÃŠH†ì Hó£vð«ó£, “âŠð® c à¡ ðE¬ò„ ªêŒî£Œ?” 
âù Ü¬î «ï£‚A‚ «è†ì£˜.

ãKò™ àì«ù ¹ò¬ôŠ ðŸP»‹, èìL™ ðòEˆîõ˜èO¡ ðòƒèóˆ îMŠ¬ð»‹, ÜóêQ¡ 
ñè¡ î¡ î‰¬î ð£˜‚°‹«ð£«î Üõ˜ è‡º¡ èì™ Ü¬ôJ™ M¿‰¶ ñ¬ø‰î¬î»‹ M÷‚èñ£è‚ 
ÃPò¶. “Ýù£™, Üõ¡ ðˆFóñ£è Þ¼‚Aø£¡” âù‚ ÃPò ãKò™, “Üõ¡ bM¡ å¼ Í¬ôJ™, 
ê£è£î î¡ î‰¬î‚è£è õ¼‰F‚ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£¡” â¡Á‹ ÃPò¶.

“âù‚° «õ‡®ò¶ Ü¶î£¡” âù‚ ÃPò Hó£vð«ó£, “Üõ¬ù Þƒ«è ªè£‡´ õ£; â¡ 
ñèœ Ü‰î Þ÷õóê¬ùŠ ð£˜‚è «õ‡´‹. âƒ«è Ü‰î ñ¡ùÂ‹ â¡ î‹H»‹?” â¡ø£˜.

“ï£¡ Üõ˜è¬÷ M†´M†«ì¡” â¡ø ãKò™,  “îƒèœ è‡ º¡«ð, èìô¬ôJ™ 
ªð˜®ù£¡´ Í›Aò¬î‚ è‡ì Üõ˜èœ, Üõ¡ H¬öˆF¼‚è ñ£†ì£¡” â¡Á º®ªõ´ˆ¶, 
Üõù¶ àì¬ôˆ «î®‚ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£˜èœ. Ü‰î‚ èŠðL™  ðE¹K‰îõ˜èœ ò£¼‹ è£í£ñ™ 
«ð£èM™¬ô. Ýù£™, åšªõ£¼õ¼‹ î£¡ ñ†´‹î£¡ H¬öˆîî£Œ â‡E‚ªè£‡´, 
ñŸøõ˜è¬÷ˆ «î®‚ªè£‡´ Þ¼‚A¡øù˜. Üõ˜èœ  è‡µ‚°Š ¹ôŠðì£M†ì£½‹, èŠð™ 
ðˆFóñ£èˆ ¶¬øºèˆF™ àœ÷¶”, â¡ø¶.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 23
Hø°, ªð˜®ù£¡¬ì‚ ªè£‡´õó 'ãKò™’ ªê¡ø¶.
Ü¶ ªð˜®ù£¡®ì‹ ªê¡ø¶. “Þ÷¬ñ»‹, ð‡¹‹ ªè£‡ìõ«ó” â¡Á, Üõ¬ùŠ ð£˜ˆ¶ 

MOˆ¶, “àƒè¬÷ M¬óM™ ÞƒA¼‰¶ Ió‡ì£Mì‹, Ü¬öˆ¶„ ªê™A«ø¡, â¡ H¡ù£™ 
õ£¼ƒèœ” â¡ø¶.
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  Tamil Translation 65

ãKòL¡ °ó¬ôŠ H¡ ªî£ì˜‰¶ ªê¡ø Üõ¬ù, Ü¶ å¼ ªðKò ñóˆF¡ GöL™ 
Üñ˜‰F¼‰î Hó£vð«ó£ ñŸÁ‹ Ió£‡ì£Mì‹ Ü¬öˆ¶„ ªê¡ø¶. î¡ î‰¬î¬òˆ îMó, ñŸø 
Ýìõ¬óŠ ð£˜ˆîPò£îõ÷£è Ió£‡ì£ Þ¼‰î£œ. 

ÜõÀ¬ìò î‰¬î, “Ió£‡ì£, Üƒ«è â¡ù ð£˜ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£Œ?”, âù‚ «è†ì£˜.
“ÜŠð£, Þšõ÷¾ Üöè£è Þ¼‚°‹ Þ¶ ÝMò£?” âù Þ÷õóê¬ù‚ è£†®, Ió£‡ì£ î¡ 

î‰¬îJì‹ «è†ì£œ.
“Þ™¬ô” â¡ø ÜõÀ¬ìò î‰¬î, “à‡µAø, àøƒ°Aø ñŸÁ‹ ïñ‚° àœ÷ Üˆî¬ù 

àí˜¾è¬÷»‹ ªè£‡´œ÷ å¼ ñQî¡ Üõ¡. Þ‰î õ£Lð¡ èŠðL™ Þ¼‰îõ¡. ã«î£ 
¶òóˆî£™ Üõ¡ êŸÁ ñ£PJ¼‚Aø£¡. Þ™¬ôªòQ™ Üõ¬ù c Üöè¡ â¡ø¬ö‚èô£‹ 
ÜõÂì¡ õ‰îõ˜è¬÷ Üõ¡ Þö‰¶M†ì£¡. ÞŠ«ð£¶, Üõ˜è¬÷ Üõ¡ «î® Ü¬ô‰¶ 
ªè£‡®¼‚Aø£¡”, â¡Á ÃPù£˜.

â™ô£ ñQî˜èÀ«ñ, î¡ î‰¬î¬òŠ «ð£ô«õ è´¬ñò£ù ºèƒè¬÷»‹, ï¬óˆî 
î£®è¬÷»‹, à¬ìòõ˜è÷£è Þ¼Šð˜ â¡Á G¬ùˆî Ió£‡ì£, Üöè£ù Þ÷õóêQ¡ è†´ì™ 
è‡´ ñA›‰î£œ. Þ‰îŠ ð£¬ôõùˆF™, MCˆFó åLèÀ‚A¬ì«ò, ÜFêòƒè¬÷ ñ†´«ñ 
ªè£‡ì Þ‰îˆ b¾, ñ£ò ê‚Fò£™ Ý†ªè£œ÷Šð†´œ÷¶ âù çªð˜®ù£¡´ â‡Eù£¡. 
Üö° G¬ø‰î å¼ ªð‡ èì¾¬÷Š «ð£ô‚ è£†C î‰î Ió£‡ì£¾ì¡ «ðê Ýó‹Hˆî£¡.

Üõœ ñ¼†C»ì¡, î£¡ èì¾œ Þ™¬ôªò¡Á‹, å¼ ê£î£óí è¡QŠªð‡ ñ†´«ñ, 
âùˆ î¡¬ùŠðŸP‚ ÃÁº¡, Hó£vð«ó£ °Á‚A†ì£˜. Üõ˜èœ Þ¼õK¡ ÜHñ£ùˆ¬î‚ è‡´ 
ñA›‰î Hó£vð«ó£, ªð˜®ù£¡®¡ G¬ôò£ù î¡¬ñ¬ò„ «ê£F‚è ºò¡ø£˜. Üîù£™ Cô 
Cóñƒè¬÷ Üõ˜è÷¶ ð£¬îJ™ ¬õˆî£˜. Þ÷õóê¬ù «ï£‚A‚ è´¬ñò£ù °óL™ “c Þ‰îˆ 
b¬õ â¡QìI¼‰¶ ðP‚è õ‰î à÷õ£O âù‚ ÃPM†´, “â¡ H¡«ù õ£..  à¡Â¬ìò 
è¿ˆ¬î»‹, è£™è¬÷»‹ è†®M´A«ø¡, c èì™ c¬óˆî£¡ °®‚è «õ‡´‹” â¡ø£˜. “º®ò£¶” 
âù ñÁˆî ªð˜®ù£¡´, “ï£¡ Þ¬î âF˜Š«ð¡”, â¡øð®«ò õ£¬÷ à¼Mù£¡. Üõ¬ùŠ 
Hó£vð«ó£, î¡ ñ‰Fó ê‚Fò£™ Ü«î ÞìˆF™ Ýì£ñ™, Ü¬êò£ñ™ GÁˆFù£˜.

Ió£‡ì£ î¡ î‰¬îJì‹, “ã¡ Þšõ÷¾ è´¬ñò£Œ Þ¼‚Al˜èœ? ðKî£ð‹ è£†´ƒèœ. 
Üõ¼‚° ï£¡ àˆFóõ£î‹ î¼A«ø¡. Þõ˜î£¡ ï£¡ ð£˜‚°‹ Þó‡ì£õ¶ ñQî˜. Þõ˜ 
à‡¬ñò£ùõó£è âù‚°ˆ ªîKAø£˜” â¡ø£œ.

“Ü¬ñFò£è Þ¼”, â¡ø î‰¬îò£˜, “ÞîŸ° «ñ™ å¼ õ£˜ˆ¬î «ðCù£½‹, à¡¬ù ï£¡ 
è®‰¶ªè£œ«õ¡. å¼ «ñ£ê®‚è£óÂ‚° c õ‚Wô£? è£Lð¬ù»‹ Þõ¬ù»‹ ñ†´«ñ ð£˜ˆî 
c, Þ‰î ñQî¬ùˆ îMó «õÁ ï™ô ñQî˜è«÷ Þ™¬ô âù G¬ù‚Aø£ò£?” âù‚ ÃPˆ î¡ 
ñèO¡ G¬ôò£ù î¡¬ñ¬ò„ «ê£Fˆî£˜. Üõœ ðF½‚°, “ â¡ Ü¡¹ Iè¾‹ âO¬ñò£ù¶. 
Þõ¬óˆ îMó «õÁ ï™ô ñQî¬ó‚ è£í âù‚° Ý˜õ‹ Þ™¬ô” â¡ø£œ.

“õ£ Þ¬÷ë«ù, â¡¬ù âF˜‚°‹ â‰î„ ê‚F»‹ àù‚A™¬ô” âùŠ Hó£vð«ó£, Ü‰î 
Þ÷õóêQì‹ ÃPù£˜.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 24
Hø°, Üõ˜ çªð˜®ù£¡®ì‹ G¬øò Mø°‚ è†¬ìè¬÷‚ °M‚°‹ð® Ý¬íJ†ì£˜. 

Üóê˜èO¡ ñè¡èœ ( Þ÷õóê˜èœ) Þ¶«ð£¡ø è®ùñ£ù ðEè¬÷„ ªêŒ¶ ðö‚è‹ Þ™ô£îî£™, 
Üõ¡ è¬÷Šð¬ì‰¶ Þø‚°‹ G¬ô‚° õ‰¶M†ì£¡. “ä«ò£” âù‚ ÃPò Ió£‡ì£, “cƒèœ 
è®ùñ£è à¬ö‚è «õ‡ì£‹. â¡ î‰¬î îŸ«ð£¶ ð®ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼Šðî£™, cƒèœ Í¡Á 
ñE«ïó‹ æŒªõ´‚èô£‹. âù«õ, æŒ¾ â´ƒèœ” â¡ø£œ.

ªð˜®ù£¡´ ÜõOì‹, "Þ™¬ô Ü¡«ð! â¡ ðE º®»º¡ æŒªõ´‚è âù‚°ˆ 
¬îKòI™¬ô" â¡ø£¡.

“cƒèœ CP¶ Þ¬÷Šð£Áƒèœ. ï£¡ àƒèœ ²¬ñ¬ò„ CP¶ «ïó‹ ²ñ‚A«ø¡” â¡ø£œ 
Üõœ. ÜîŸ°Š ªð˜®ù£¡´ åŠ¹‚ªè£œ÷M™¬ô. à‡¬ñJ™, çªð˜®ù£¡®¡ Ü¡¬ð„ 
«ê£F‚èˆî£¡ Hó£vð«ó£, ÜõÂ‚° «õ¬ô î‰¶, Üõ˜èœ Þ¼õK¡ è‡èÀ‚°ˆ ªîKò£ñ™, 
ñ¬ø‰¶ Þ¼‰¶ Üõ˜èœ «ð²õ¬î‚ «è†´‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î£˜. ñŸøð®, Ió£‡ì£ ÃÁõ¶«ð£™, 
Üõ˜ ð®ˆ¶‚ ªè£‡®¼‚èM™¬ô.

Üõ÷¶ ªðò¬ó çªð˜®ù£¡´ Mê£Kˆî£œ. îù¶ î‰¬îJ¡ è†ì¬÷‚° âFó£èˆ î£¡ 

î¡ ªðò¬ó‚ ÃÁõî£è Üõœ ªê£¡ù£œ.
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66 MERCY English - X 

àì«ù ÜõOì‹ î£¡ «ïHœv ñ¡ùQ¡ ð†ìˆ¶ õ£K² â¡Á‹, Üõœî£¡ ÜõÂ¬ìò 
ó£Eò£è «õ‡´‹ âù¾‹ Ü¼¬ñò£è å¼ c‡ì à¬ó Gè›ˆFù£¡.

ÜŠ«ð£¶ Üõ˜èœ º¡ Hó£vð«ó£ «î£¡Pù£˜. 
“ðòŠðì£«î ñè«÷!” âù‚ÃP, “cƒèœ Þ¼õ˜ «ðCò¬î»‹ ï£¡ «è†«ì¡, Ü¬î ÜŠð®«ò 

ãŸÁ‚ªè£œA«ø¡” â¡øõ˜ «ñ½‹, “ªð˜®ù£‡´, ï£¡ à¡¬ù Iè¾‹ «ê£Fˆ¶M†«ì¡. 
ÜîŸ°Š ðFô£è â¡ ñè¬÷«ò àù‚°ˆ î¼A«ø¡. c ÜÂðMˆî Mó‚F, «è£ð‹ â™ô£‹ à¡ 
è£î½‚è£ù «ê£î¬ùèœ. ÜõŸ¬ø c à¡ùîñ£Œ âF˜ªè£‡ì£Œ. ÜîŸ°Š ðKê£è â¡ ñè¬÷ 
ñ¬ùMò£è ãŸÁ‚ªè£œ” â¡ø£˜.

Üõ˜è¬÷ˆ îQ«ò M†ì Hø°, Hó£vð«ó£ î¡ «êõè ÝMò£ù ãKò¬ô‚ ÃŠH†´, Ü¶ 
«ïHœv Üóê¬ó»‹, î¡ î‹H¬ò»‹ â¡ù ªêŒî¶ âù‚ «è†ì£˜. ÜîŸ° Ü¶, î£¡ Üõ˜èÀ‚°Š 
ðô MCˆFó êˆîƒè¬÷»‹, è£†Cè¬÷»‹ è£†®Š ðòˆF™ Üõ˜èÀ¬ìò ¹ô¡èœ ï´ƒ°‹ð® 
ªêŒ¶M†ìî£è‚ ÃPò¶. «ñ½‹, Üõ˜èœ «ê£˜¾ì¡ àí¾‚è£èˆ FK‰î«ð£¶, Üõ˜èœ º¡ 
²¬õò£ù å¼ M¼‰¶‚è£ù àí¾ õ¬è¬÷‚ è£†®, Ü¬î Üõ˜èœ à‡í õ¼¬èJ™ 
ñ¬ø‰¶M†´, ý£˜ŠH â¡Aø ðòƒèóñ£ù Þø‚¬èèÀì¡ Ã®ò Môƒè£è, Üõ˜èœ º¡ 
ãKò™ è£†CòOˆ¶, Üõ˜èO¡ Þ‰îˆ ¶ò¼‚°‚ è£óí‹, Üõ˜èœ º¡ù˜ Hó£vð«ó£¬õ»‹ 
Üõ˜èœ Ió£‡ì£¬õ»‹ ï£´ èìˆF‚ èìL™ M†´M†ì«î âù‚ ÃPò¶.

«ïŠHœv ñ¡ùÂ‹, Hó£vð«ó£M¡ ªð£Œ„ê«è£îóÂ‹ î£ƒèœ Hó£vð«ó£MŸ°„ ªêŒî 
ÜcF¬ò G¬ùˆ¶ õ¼‰Fù˜. “ãKò™, Üõ˜è¬÷ Þƒ«è ªè£‡´ õ£” âùŠ Hó£vð«ó£ 
ªê£¡ù£˜. M¬óM™ ãKò™ ñ¡ù¬ó»‹ Ý¡«ì£Q«ò£ ñŸÁ‹ õòî£ù è£¡ê«ô£¬õ»‹ 
Ü¬öˆ¶‚ªè£‡´ F¼‹H õ‰î¶. Þ‰î è£¡ê«ô£î£¡ Hó£vð«ó£M¡ «ñ£êñ£ù ê«è£îó¡, 
Fø‰î ðìA™ Üõ˜ ÜN‰¶ «ð£è†´‹ âù M†ì«ð£¶, Üõ¼‚°ˆ «î¬õò£ù àí¾ ñŸÁ‹ 
Ë™è¬÷ õöƒA àîMòõó£õ£˜.

ð£ìË™ ð‚è‹ â‡ : 25
¶‚èˆ«î£´‹, ðòˆ«î£´‹ H«ó£vð«ó£M¡ º¡ù£™ G¡ø ÍõK™, àˆîñó£ù 

«è£¡ú«ô£¬õ Ü¬ìò£÷‹ è‡´, “â¡ õ£›¬õŠ ð£¶è£ˆîõ˜” âù‚ ÃP‚ªè£‡«ì, îù‚° 
Þ¡ù™ Þ¬öˆî î¡ î‹H¬òŠ ð£˜ˆî£˜.

è‡a¼‹, è‹ð¬ô»ñ£Œ ¶‚èˆ¶ìÂ‹, à‡¬ñò£ù  õ¼ˆîˆ¶ìÂ‹ Ü‡«ì£Q«ò£ 
îù¶ ê«è£îóK¡ ñ¡QŠ¬ð‚ «è£Kù£˜. Hó£vð«ó£ Üõ˜è¬÷ ñ¡Qˆî£˜. Üõó¶ ï£†¬ì 
Üõ˜èœ F¼‹ðˆ î¼õî£è„ ªê£¡ù¾ì¡, «ïHœv Üóê¬ó «ï£‚A, “ï£¡ àƒèÀ‚° å¼ ðK² 
¬õˆF¼‚A«ø¡”, âù‚ ÃP‚ èî¬õˆ Fø‰î£˜. Üƒ°Š çªð˜®ù£¡´, Hó£vð«ó£M¡ ñèœ 
Ió‡ì£¾ì¡ ê¶óƒè‹ Ý®‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î£¡. å¼õ˜ ñŸøõ˜ èìL™ Í›A Þø‰¶M†ìî£è 
â‡E‚ ªè£‡®¼‰î«ð£¶ Gè›‰î Þ‰î„ ê‰FŠ¹, îèŠðÂ‚°‹ ñèÂ‚°‹ ñ†ìŸø ñA›„C¬òˆ 
î‰î¶.

î¡ ñè¬ùŠ «ð£ô«õ, Ió£‡ì£M¡ «ðóö¬è‚ è‡´ HóIˆî «ïHœR¡ Üóê˜, î¡ 
ñèQì‹ ò£˜ Þ‰îŠ ªð‡ âù‚ «è†è, ÜîŸ° Üõ¡, “Þ‰îŠ ªð‡ Iô¡ ï£†´Š Hó¹ F¼. 
Hó£vð«ó£ â¡ðõK¡ ñèœ Ýõ£œ. ï£¡ Üõ˜è¬÷Š ðŸP ãŸªèù«õ «èœMŠð†®¼‚A«ø¡. 
ÞŠ«ð£¶, Üõ˜î£¡ âù‚°Š ¹¶ õ£›¬õ»‹, Þ‰î Þ÷‹ ªð‡¬í»‹ âù‚èOˆ¶, â¡ 
Þó‡ì£õ¶ î‰¬îò£A M†ì£˜” â¡ø£¡.

“Ü¶ ñ†´ñ¡Á”, â¡ø Hó£vð«ó£, “ï£‹ ð¬öò Hó„ê¬ùè¬÷ G¬ù¾ð´ˆF‚ªè£œ÷ 
«õ‡ì£‹; îŸ«ð£¶ Ü¬ùˆ¶‹ ²èñ£Œ º®‰î¶”, âù‚ ÃPM†´ˆ î¡ î‹H¬ò 
Ü¬íˆ¶‚ªè£‡´, Üõ¬ù ñ¡QŠðî£Œ e‡´‹ àÁFòOˆî£˜.

«ñ½‹, Üõ˜èœ õ‰î èŠð™, ¶¬øºèˆF™ ðˆFóñ£Œ Þ¼Šð¬îˆ ªîKMˆ¶M†´, ñÁï£œ 
è£¬ô, î£Â‹ î¡ ñèÀì¡ Üõ˜èÀì¡ ðòíˆF™ èô‰¶ªè£œõî£è‚ ÃPù£˜.

b¬õ M†´Š ¹øŠð´º¡, îù‚è£èŠ ðE ªêŒî ÝMò£ù ãKò¬ô M´Mˆ¶, Ü¶¾‹ 
ñA›„C Ü¬ì»‹ð® ªêŒî£˜.
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Quarterly Exam Question Paper
Language - Part II  English

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Part - I 
Section - I

I. Answer all the questions. 14 × 1 = 14

 Choose the appropriate synonyms for the italicised words. 
1. The attic has always been a favourite with children.

a) loft b) bottom c) underground d) platform
2. She picked up a shoe, and whammed it through a pane of glass.

a) lost b) struck forcefully c) pulled d) tapped
3. The sun was now ascending the sky, blazing warmly.

a) Freezing b) Impassive c) Burning brightly  d) apathetic
 Choose the most appropriate antonyms for the italicised words .
4. The project was taken in Consonance with the National policy.

a) misunderstand b) advantage c) opposition d) disagreement
5. He kept calling Plaintively.

a) cheerfully b) mournfully c) dismally d) wistfully
6. We got down from the car and stood in front of  the gate.

a) ahead b) before c) back d) opposite
7. Choose the correct plural form of thief from the following.

a) thiefs b) thiefes c) thieves d) thieve
8. Form a derivative by adding the right suffix to the word 'Friend'.

a) ness b) ful c) able d) ship
9. Choose the following sentence with the phrasal verb.
 There will be a _____ in the office next week.

a) Warm up b) ran out c) shut down d) take off
10. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word 'hand' to form a compound word.

a) light b) mark c) write d) written
11. Choose the correct tense form for the given sentence.
 Naseera _____ (attend) music classes regularly.

a) was attending b) attends c) is attending d) has attended
12. Complete the sentence with the correct prepositional phrase. _____ her poor health, she 

did not attend the meeting.
a) Because of b) Inspite of c) In the event of 
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68 MERCY English - X 

13. Choose the appropriate Modal from the given option :
 When I was a child, I _____ climb trees easily but now I can't

a) could b) can c) would d) will
14. Fill in the blanks with an appropriate article.
 I live on _____ eighth floor.

a) a b) an c) the d) no article

Part - II  

Section - 1
 Answer any THREE of the following questions in a sentence or two. 3 × 2 = 6
15. How did the parents support and encourage the young seagull's brothers and sister?
16. How did the cops manage to enter the locked house?
17. What sort of training did the crew undergo before their expedition?
18. What was the daily routine of Sanyal ?

Section - II
 Read the following sets of Poetic lines and answer any three  of the following. 
  3 × 2 = 6
19. "In the city of never - are satisfied
 The river of discontent beside".

a) Where did the Grumble family live?
b) Where was the city ?

20. The summer of life she's ready to see in spring
 She says, "spring will come again my dear

a) What does the word 'summer' mean here?
b) What does she mean by "spring will come again"?

21. let me but live my life from year to year,
 With forward face and unreluctant soul;

a) Whom does the word 'me' refer to?
b) What kind of life does the poet want to live?

22. At last by starvation and famine made bold,
 All dripping with wet, and all trembling with cold.

a) What made the cricket bold?
b) Why did the cricket drip and tremble?

Section - III
 Answer any three of the following. 3 × 2 = 6
23. Rewrite the following sentence in other voice.
 The salesman answered all the questions patiently.
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  Quarterly Exam Question Paper 69

24. Rewrite the sentence as directed.
 The bird cackled amusedly while flying (to noun)
25. Punctuate the following.
 The conductor said to the lady please move a little.
26. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentence.

 a) your / today / put on / new / since / is / birthday / the / ideas
b) speaks / Ruben / besides / German / languages / two.

Section - IV
Answer the following question. 1 × 2 = 2

27. Guide the stranger to the Airport by giving Proper instruction.

MetroAirport

ndII  Main Road

ATM

You are here

Part - III 
Section - 1

 Answer any two of the following in a paragraph. 2 × 5 = 10

28.  'Man does change with time' - What were the various changes that came about in Aditya?
29. Explain the experience of the young seagull is 'His first flight' written by Liam O' Flaherty?
30. Describe the funny incident that caused the confusion in the house?
31. Write in detail about the selection and training process which the crew underwent?

Section - 2
 Answer any two of the following in utmost ten lines. 2 × 5 = 10

32. What qualities have made women powerful?
33. Describe the journey of life as depicted in the poem by Henry Van Dyke.
34. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below.
 Thus ending, he hastily lifted the wicket,
 And out of the door turned the poor little cricket.
 Folks call this a fable. I'll warrant it true;
 Some crickets have four legs, and some have two

a) Pick out the rhyming words in these lines.
b) Give the rhyme scheme of the above lines.
c) Identify the figure of speech used in the last line?
d) Pick out the alliterated words in the third line?
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70 MERCY English - X 

35. Paraphrase the following stanza :
 There's a family nobody likes to meet;
 They live, it is said, on complaining street
 In the city of Never - are - satisfied,
 The river of discontent beside.

Section - III
Answer any ONE of the following. 1 × 5 = 5

36. Rearrange the following sentences in Coherent order.
 i) She told her father that she would join the army in his place.
ii) Mulan went into her room.
iii) Her father said that if the emperor knew about it. he would kill her.
iv) With her sword she cut off her long black hair.
 v) She put on her father's robe.

37. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:
Just at sundown, When the day's work was ended, he took a quantity of un whitened rice 
which was the principal food for the  poor and he cooked, dried it and tied it in a square 
cloth, which he swung in a bundle around his neck along with a gourd filled with cool, 
sweet water. Then he lifted his helpless mother to his back and started on his painful 
journey up the mountain. The road was long and steep, the narrow road was crossed and 
re - crossed by many paths made by the Hunter and Woodcutters.
Questions :
 a) When did he start his journey to the mountain?
 b) What did he carry for his mother?
 c) How was the road on his journey?
 d) How was his journey?
 e) Who made many paths on the narrow road.

Section - 4
Answer any FOUR of the following. 4 × 5 = 20

38. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below.
 Colourful and beautiful toys - Eco friendly - non toxic - handy - buy one get one - discount 

10% - 5, C.N.Road, Salem.
39. Write a complaint to the officer of the PWD department to take immediate action to 

maintain cleanliness in the Children's Park in your locality.
40. You are Head boy / Head girl, of your school. Write a notice for your school notice board 

informing the students about the 'Fancy fete' that is going to be organised in your school 
campus on the 15 of next month.
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  Quarterly Exam Question Paper 71

41. You are the School Pupil Leader. You have been asked to write a report on the inaugural 
ceremony of English Literary Association of your school which was held recently.

42. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
 Reading books helps to improve your memory and concentration because it exercises 

your brain. Studies have shown that reading can reduce stress levels. This is because 
when you read, your body relaxes and your mind is occupied with the story. By reading, 
you can learn about other Cultures, History, and different points of view. This helps to 
improve your relationships and makes you a more understanding person. Finally, reading 
is a great way to get free entertainment. So start reading today and experience the life - 
changing benefits for yourself. 

44. Look at the following picture and express your views on it above Five sentences.

  

Section - 5
45. Quote from Memory: 1 × 5 = 5

 The Summer ..........
...........and beliefs.

Part - IV Section - 1
46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. 2 × 8 =  16

 a) Inhabitants of the Island - Prospero and Miranda - Prospero, magical power - his 
brother Antonio, King of Naples - his son Ferdinand - on the ship - Prospero raised 
storm - repent for the injustice - instructed Ariel to bring - Ferdinand - Prospero 
severe task - forgave all - restored dukedom.

(OR)
 b) Dr. Somu - requested shelter - for Zigzag - left for Alaska - Zigzag sing the talk - 21 

languages - transferred - fruits and nuts - to Chandelier and blade - pearched  on 
- slept - fan switched on - fruits and nuts - fell down - painting spoiled - sent bird - 
Dr. Krishnan - took to clinic - bird commanded - new technique painting - sold for 
`5000 - Mrs. Krishnan's family - united Zigzag.
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47. a)  Read the following passage and answer the questions given below :
 Reptiles are a kind of animal. Reptiles usually live in warm places, but some live in the 

water. Snakes, Turtles, Lizards and Alligator are some common reptiles. Reptiles are 
vertebrates, so they have backbone and scales. Some have shells. Most reptiles are meat 
eaters. A few kind of lizards and Tortoises are Plant - eaters. Reptiles are cold - blooded. 
They like the sun because it keeps them warm. Some reptiles just hibernate and go to 
sleep when it is cold. They wake up when it get warm again!
  Question:
a) What are the Reptiles and Where do they live?
b) Name some reptiles mentioned above ?
c) Why do Reptiles like the sun?
d) When do the Reptiles sleep and wake?

(OR)
 b)  Read the following poem and given below answer the questions that follow.

 Be careful of what you say or do
 When you visit the animals at Zoo,
 Don't make fun of the Camel's hump,
 He is very proud of his noble hump,
 Don't laugh too much at the Chimpanzee,
 And the Penguins standing round the lake,
 Can understand the remarks you make
 Treat them as well as they do you 
 And you'll always be welcomed at the zoo.

 Questions:
 a) What must you be careful about when you visit the zoo?
b) What does the Chimpanzee think about himself?
 c) When will you be welcomed at the zoo?
d) Suggest a suitable title for the poem?
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Half Yearly Exam Question Paper
Language - Part II  English

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Part - I 
Section - I

I. Answer all the questions. 14 × 1 = 14
 Choose the appropriate synonyms for the italicised words. 
1. Then I sat in silent dejection.

a) Success b) Happiness c) Confidence d) Sorrow
2. His Father was preening the feathers on his white back.

a) Sharpening b) Cleaning c) Painting d) Cutting
3. Flashlights shots streaks of glare up and down the wall.

a) Scales b) Rays c) Shades d) Signals
 Choose the most appropriate antonyms for the italicised words .
4. We also read books when the weather was Pleasant.

a) Gloomy b) Cool c) Nice d) Gracious
5. His nerves seemed overwrought for some reason.

a) Excited b) Tensed c) Cool d) Upset
6. I want you to be very attentive.

a) Careful b) Cautious c) Considerate d) Inattentive
7. Choose the correct plural form of army from the following.

a) armies b) armi c) armys d) armie
8. Form a derivation by adding the right suffix to the word 'Imprison'.

a) -ly b) -ism c) -sion d) -ment
9. Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation GPS.

a) Geometric Position System b) Global Positioning System
c) Global Pointing Structure d) Globe Position System

10. Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate Phrasal Verb given below.
 The Airhostess instructed the passengers to wear seat belt during the _____.

a) take on b) take in c) take off d) take of
11. Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word blue to form a compound word.

a) Out b) Cross c) Wash d) Room
12. Fill in the blank with the most appropriate Article given below.
 One of the students shouted, "_____ principal is coming up".

a) a b) an c) the d) no article
13. Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of verb given 

below.
 The students _____ the test now.

a) is writing b) was writing c) are writing d) write
14. Choose the most appropriate Linker from the given alternative.
 _____ a car, he owns a jeep.

a) In addition to b) contrary to c) in order to d) according to
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Part - II  
Section - 1

 Answer any THREE of the following questions in a sentence or two. 3 × 2 = 6
15. What were the various things that tempted little Franz to spend the day outdoors?
16. What prompted the young Seagull to fly finally?
17. Why do you think Mrs. Bodwell wanted to sell the house?
18. Who were Aditya's ancestors? Why did he decide to visit his ancestral Home ?

Section - II
 Read the following sets of Poetic lines and answer any THREE  of the following. 
  3 × 2 = 6
19. Let us remember, whenever we are told
 To hate our brother, it is ourselves.

a) Who tells us to hate our brothers ?
b) What happens when we hate our brothers ?

20. Says the ant to the Cricket, "I'm your servant and Friend,
 But we ants never borrow; we ants never lend.

a) What does the ant say to the Cricket ?
b) What rule do the ants follow ?

21. In the dim past, nor holding back in fear.
 From what the Future veils; but with a whole.

a) What does the poet mean by the phrase "In the dim past"?
b) Is the poet afraid of Future ?

22. It is a very mysterious place,
 And inside you can tell it has a ton of space.

a) What does 'it' refer to ?
b) Pick out the line that indicates the size of the house ?

Section - III
 Answer any THREE of the following. 3 × 2 = 6
23. Rewrite the following sentence in other voice.
 The Chinese discovered acupuncture thousands of years ago.
24. Rewrite the sentence using Indirect Speech.
 Babu said to Gopu, "I will go to Banglore tomorrow".
25. Punctuate the following.
 uncle philip died when tom was 37 years old.
26. Combine the following sentences into a Simple sentence.
 Arun had completed his work. He went out for a walk.
27. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentence.

a) crumbled down / a portion / the / had / of /  a wall / attaic / of.
b) warrior / a  / mulan / brave / China / enemies / saved / from.
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Section - IV
Answer the following question. 1 × 2 = 2

28. A stranger wants to visit the Mobile shop. Help him to reach his Destination.

BUS STOP
MOBILE 

SHOP

SBI BANK
YOU ARE HERE

II MAIN ROAD

Part - III 
Section - 1

 Answer any TWO of the following in a paragraph. 2 × 5 = 10
29.  Technology is a boon to the disabled. illustrate?
30. How did Holmes trap Mr. Culverton Smith to confess the murder ?
31. Give an account of the last day of M. Hamel in school?
32. Highlight the factors responsible for the all Women Indian Navy crew to carry out their 

expedition?
Section - 2

 Answer any TWO of the following in utmost ten lines. 2 × 5 = 10
33. Narrate the conversation between the Ant and the Cricket.
34. Where is the house located? Why is it a mysterious place?
35. Read the following poetic stanza and answer the questions given below.
 We can pull and haul and push and lift and drive,
 We can print and plough and weave and heat and light,
 We can run and race and swim and fly and dive,
 We can see and hear and count and read and write!

a) Pick out the rhyming words from the above lines?
b) Write the rhyme scheme of the given stanze?
c) Identify the figure of speech employed in the first line?
d) Pick out the alliterating words in the third line?

36. Paraphrase the following stanza :
 Remember no men are strange, no countries foreign
 Beneath all uniforms, a single body breathes
 Like ours the land our brothers walk upon
 Is earth like this, in which was we all shall lie.

Section - III
Answer any ONE of the following. 1 × 5 = 5

37. Rearrange the following sentences in Coherent order.
a) He took care of the orderliness in the clinic.
b) Zigzag was of a great trouble in the house.
c) Dr. Krishnan was surprised of the sudden change in Zigzag.
d) Gone was Zigzag's bored and Grumpy expression.
e) Dr. Krishnan took him to the clinic.
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38. Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:
 Uncle Philip was the brother of  Tom's father. He was an Inventor and a Mechanical 

Engineer. He called Tom and told him a strange story. He announced Tom as his heir and 
wanted him to pay for his funeral. Leaving an Iron box full of precious stones for Tom. 
His uncle instructed him not to shake the box. After a week, he died. Tom found a letter 
on the box, which stated that the box contained a large number of Pigeon - Blood rubies, 
Diamonds and Pearls.
Questions :
a) Who was Uncle Philip?
b) What was he?
c) What did Uncle Philip announce and what was his demand ?
d) What was there in the Iron Box ?
e) What did Tom find?

Section - 4
Answer any FOUR of the following. 4 × 5 = 20

39. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below.
 Pen world - mighter than sword - variety of pens - different dazzling colours - writes 

smoothly - affordable price - for gift - personal use.
40. Write a letter to the manager of a famous daily, ordering subscription for your School 

Library.
41. You are Akash / Aadhitya, the school pupil leader of GHSS. Salem. Prepare a notice on 

behalf of your school inviting all the students to take part in the Drawing competition 
which is to be held on the 20th of next month.

42. Look at the picture and express your views in about Five sentences.

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
 An important part of a child's life is school, Which helps to mould their future. Every 

child has a fundamental right to Education, and Schools are places where kids can 
learn, grow and get ready for adulthood. Children can acquire the knowledge, Skills 
and Competencies necessary for their intellectual development which is one of the 
fundamental functions of schools. Parents need to understand the role of school in Child 
Development. 

44. Identify the errors in the following sentences and rewrite them correctly.
a) I bought an book this morning.
b) Money make many things.
c) Much water are wasted.
d) Nithya is taller to Nivi.
e) The scissors is kept on the table.

Section - 5
45. Quote from Memory: 1 × 5 = 5

O'er rough  ..........
........... the best.
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Part - IV 
Section - 1

46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. 2 × 8 =  16
a) Holland - below sea level - years ago - little boy - Peter - one day - mother - gave 

cakes - old blind friend - of Peter - across the dyke - Peter - visited - blind friend 
- returned - heard water trickling - small hole - put his finger - alerted the people - 
saved Holland.

(OR)
b) Prospero - duke of Milan- brother Antonio - overthrew - reached island - daughter 

Miranda - realeased spirits - created storm - Ariel's help - bring Ferdinand - tested 
his constancy - forgave - realized mistakes - restored dukedom.

47. a)  Read the following passage and answer the questions given below :
 One of the most feared animals in the World is the Shark. Most people are afraid of the 

great White Shark. It gets its name from its white belly. The top of the great white is grey 
which helps it blend in with the rocky bottom of the Ocean. Although some fish are 
bigger, like the whale shark, the great white can grow up to 20 feet long. They feed on 
the Tiny fish and plants, the great white is speedy and aggressive. They have hundreds of 
Teeth that can grow up to three inches long. Human are its biggest threat. They kill them 
for their Fins or Teeth.
Question:
a) How did the great animal gets its name?
b) What helps the Shark to survive in the Oceans?
c) What do they feed on?
d) Who threats them? Why are they killed?

(OR)
 b)  Read the following poem and given below and answer the questions that follow.
  When the teacher talks, it's time to listen
  It's how you learn at school.
  Paying attention and doing your best
  Are the things that make you cool.
  It's not the clothes you wear,
  Or the words you say,
  It's the way that you behave
  Which gets you on your way
  So be good in class
  And remember this rhyme,
  When moving around,
  Think before doing 
  And make the right choice
Questions:

a) What do we learn at School ?
b) What makes you cool?
c) What message do you get from this poem ?
d) Give a suitable title for the poem?
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Public Exam Question Paper
Language - Part II  English

March - 2024
Time Allowed : 3 Hours]  ]Maximum Marks : 100

Instructions : 1) Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If there is any lack 
of fairness inform the Hall Supervisor immediately.

 2) Use Blue or Black ink to write or underline.

Part - I
Note  : i. Answer all the questions. 14 × 1 = 14
  ii. Choose the most suitable answer and write the code with corresponding 

answer.
 Choose the appropriate synonym for the italicised words :
1. We have to be active and need to anticipate what could be there ahead.

a) foresee b) unexpected c) careless d) sudden
Ans : a) foresee

2. They can control a computer screen with Eye Gaze.
a) control b) shape c) colour d) stare
Ans : d) stare

3. The lady seems hysterical.
a) calm b) serious c) emotional d) missing
Ans : c) emotional

 Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words.
4. The Sun was now ascending the sky.

a) climbing b) rising c) mounting d) descending
Ans : d) descending

5. The spolit child of affluent parents!
a) poor b) healthy c) wealthy d) happy
Ans : a) poor

6. The whole school seemed so strange.
a) odd b) usual c) weird d) new
Ans : b) usual

7.  Choose the correct plural form of ‘eskimo’ from the following.
a) eskimoss b) eskimos c) eskimose  d) eskimo
Ans : b) eskimos / d) eskimo 

8.  Form a derivative by adding the right suffix to the word 'Child'.
a) hood b) ment c) ure d) ion
Ans : a) hood (childhood)
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9.  Choose the correct expansion of the abbreviation 'AAC'.
a)  Augmentative and Alternative Communication
b)  Accumulative and Alternative Communication 
c)  Augmentative and Assessive Communication 
d)  Augmentative and Artificial Computer
Ans : a)  Augmentative and Alternative Communication

10.  Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below.
 I never _____ in the gym.

a) work after b) work out c) work on d) work in
Ans : b) work out

11.  Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word 'Watch' to form a compound word.
a) hall b) house c) man d) clock
Ans : c) man (watchman)

12.  Fill in the blank with the most appropriate preposition given below.
 The young seagull was alone _____ his ledge.

a) of b) on c) into d) with
Ans : b) on

13.  Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given 
below.

 Siva _____ (attend) music classes regularly.
a) attends b) attended c) will attend d) will be attending
Ans : a) attends /  b) attended

14. Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives.
 Call me _____ you need money.

a) incase b) though c) but d) and
Ans : a) incase

Part – II    
Section – I

 Answer ANY THREE of the following questions in a sentence or two. 3 × 2 = 6
15.  What woke up the mother ?

The slamming of the doors by her sons woke up the mother.
16.  Which devices are controlled using ACTIV controller ?

ACTIV is used to control T.V. Blueray and Music players.
17.  Why did Holmes want Smith to treat him ?
 Holmes wanted Smith to treat him because he was the only one who had the knowledge 

of that disease . Holmes also wanted to trap Smith who was responsible for the murder 
of Victor and to make him confess his crime.

18.  What was Franz sorry for ?
 Franz did not know to write French. As it was the last lesson, he could never learn 

anymore. So, he felt sorry.
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Section – II
 Read the following sets of poetic lines and answer any THREE of the following. 
  3 × 2 = 6
19.  There’s a family nobody likes to meet ;
 They live, it is said, on Complaining Street

 a) Where does the family live ?
  The family lives on the ‘Complaining Street.
 b) Why do you think the street is named as Complaining Street ?
  The street is named as "Complaining Street", because the people who live there 

always complain about everything.
20.  At last by starvation and famine made bold,
 All dripping with wet, and all trembling with cold,

 a) What made the cricket bold ?
  Starvation and famine made the cricket bold.
 b) Why did the cricket drip and tremble ?
  The cricket dripped and trembled because of snowfall in winter.

21.  So let the way wind up the hill or down,
 O’er rough or smooth, the journey will be joy:

a)  How is the way of life ?
  The way of life is full of ups and downs. It has both rough and smooth paths.
b)  How should be the journey of life ?
  The life’s journey should be one of ‘Joy’.

22.  And now, if you will set us to our task,
 We will serve you four and twenty hours a day!

 a) Who does the pronoun ‘you’ refer to here ?
  ‘You’ refers to the humans who handle the machine.
 b) Whose task is referred to as ‘our task’ here ?
  The task of the machine is referred to ‘our task’ here

Section – III
 Answer ANY FOUR of the following. 4 × 2 = 8
23.  Rewrite the sentence in reported speech.
 He said, "I have bought five apples from the shop."
 He said that he had bought five apples from the shop.
24.  Rewrite the following sentence in other voice.
 Have you invited Raman to the party?
 Has Raman been invited to the party by you.
25.  Punctuate the following sentence :
 do you know the symptoms asked smith
 "Do you know the symptoms?" asked Smith.
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26. Change the following sentence  into a simple sentence.
 He followed what I suggested.
 He followed my suggestion.
27.  Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful sentences.

 (a) had / made / He / flight / his / first
  He had made his first flight.
(b)  heard / from / tent / her / this / Mulan / inside.
  Mulan heard this from inside her tent.

Section - IV
28. Answer the following question. 1 × 2 = 2
 A stranger asked you to direct him to the school. Guide him to reach his destination.

 

GANDHI MAIN ROAD

RAJA DEPARTMENTAL
STORE

SCHOOL

BUS STOP

GOVT.
HOSPITAL

You are here

 1. Walk straight
 2. Take left on Gandhi Main Road.
 3. Take left at the junction.
 4. You will find the school on your right.

Part - III

Section - I
 Answer any TWO of the following in utmost 10 lines.  2 × 5 = 10

29.  Narrate the extensive search operation made by the policeman in the house. 
Ghost ’s steps :
The narrator James Grover Thurber heard the sounds of footsteps during the night. He 
assumed them to be of a ghost. His mother called for police through her neighbour Mr. 
Bodwell. The police arrived and broke open the door and entered inside. 
The police search :
Many policemen arrived and searched the house thoroughly. They also flashed lights all 
over the living room, the stairs and hallways. They told the mother that there were none. 
But the mother said that there were two or three burglers. The police questioned how 
anyone could come in when the doors were locked from inside.
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The shoot out :
The policemen ransacked the floor, pulled beds away from walls, tore clothes off hooks in 
the closets. They pulled suitcases and boxes off shelves and made a mess  of everything. 
They were prevented from entering the grandfather’s room. But some of them sprang for 
the attic where the grandfather was living. The grandfather mistook them for deserters, 
grabbed a rifle and shot at the shoulder of a cop.  They reluctantly went away as they did 
not find any stranger within the locked house.

30.  ‘Technology is a boon to the disabled’ - Justify.
Introduction :
Life with disabilities is very difficult. The care and motivation for them to lead a respectable 
and successful life is all the more difficult. But technology has made it possible for the 
disabled to lead a respectable, successful and exemplary life. 
Science and Technology :
Technology is used by Alisha and David. Alisha suffered from Cerebral palsy. Dragon 
dictate is used by David who suffered from Cerebral palsy. 
The Barriers removed :
People with disabilities had to rely on others in the past. But technology has made them self 
- reliant now. Mobility aids, wheel chairs, orthotic devices, aids for the hearing impaired 
and the visually impaired are available to make their life comfortable. Cognitive assistance 
for brain injuries, Voice recognition, screen readers for using computers, classroom aids, 
cooking aids are some other devices which help them.Liberator communication Device 
is used to move computer screen with eye gaze. Kim, the Assistive technologist helped 
them. Technical gadgets like Blutooth, PC, Mac, ACTIV controller and ECO2 are useful 
to the disabled.

31.  Give a brief character sketch of Sasanka Sanyal.
Brilliant student :
Sasanka Sanyal was a childhood friend of Aditya. He was a brilliant student. In the school, 
Sanyal got a prize and he was given a medal. Aditya was jealous of him. He asked Sanyal 
to give the medal to him to show to his father. Sanyal gave the medal to Aditya. But he 
never returned it. This incident was always in his memory.
Cursed life :
Sanyal led a cursed life. He sold his lands to get his daughter married. He lost his wife 
and son. He had an acute sense of self - respect. He never failed to pay for his tea and 
biscuits.
He had a good memory. He instantly recognized Aditya when he met him at the tea 
shop. He tried to remind Aditya about the medal  by singing the poem by Tagore for 
which he was given the medal.
Self - respect :
When Aditya tried to offer one hundred and fifty rupees towards the cost of the medal, 
he refused and scolded him. He said he would have forgotten that unpleasant incident if 
he could get the medal back. It shows his self - respect. He longed for recognition.
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32.  Highlight the factors responsible for the all - women Indian Navy Crew to carry out 
their expedition.
Power of Women :
Women have fought for their freedom from age - old customs and taboos. Women’s 
accomplishments are tremendous in many fields.
INSV :
One such accomplishment is discussed here. The all Women Indian Navy Crew 
circumnavigated the world for 254 days all alone in a sail boat, INSV. It had advanced 
Raymarine Navigation suite and an array of satellite communication system and was 
environment friendly.
National Policy :
The Parikrama project was undertaken in consonance with the national policy to 
empower women to attain their full potential. The voyage was aimed to show case ‘Make 
in India’ initiative by sailing on board indigenously built INSV Tarini.
First ever to circumnavigate:
Indian Navy’s all women crew was the first ever to circumnavigate the globe. It was 
skippered by it’s Commander Vartika Joshi. The crew started the sail on 10th September 
2017 from Goa and returned on May 21st, 2018 to Goa. They had sailed around the earth 
for 254 days anchoring in four ports.
Conclusion :
The crew encountered various hardships and unpredictable challenges during their 
expedition and proved to the world that women can accomplish any hard task with 
colloborative work and utmost honesty.

Section - II
 Answer any TWO of the following in utmost 10 lines : 2 × 5 = 10
33. What optimistic attitude should the readers possess according to the poem ‘The 

Grumble family’?
Positive attitude :
In the poem, ‘The Grumble Family’ the poetess Lucy Maud Montgomery advises us 
to develop a positive frame of mind. People with an attitude of ‘never satisfied’ cannot 
progress in life.
Never be a grumbler (Complainer) : 
Satisfaction is a mental state. It does not depend on the materials or the situation. There 
can never be a human being, who is satisfied in all aspects. Desire  is the root cause of 
misery. So, grumbling does not bring happiness either in themselves or among friends 
Life should be accepted as it is. 
The Advice :
Man should learn to live with problems, disappointments and failures. If one continues 
to be hopeless, life becomes unbearable.The poetess advises that one should take every 
disappointment positively. All the wrongs and deficiencies should be kept away. One 
should move forward in life with a smiling face and a song and try to see good in 
everything.
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34. Compare and contrast the attitude of the ant and the cricket.
Hardwork versus Laziness :
This poem is about hard work versus laziness. The poet teaches us the virtue of hardwork. 

The cricket was foolish enough not to care for the future. He made no plans for the future. He 
lived in the present moment singing and enjoying the beauty of nature during summer and 
spring. unlike the ant, it did not save any food for the future. So, when the winter approached, 
it went without food. It feared dying of starvation. It was a shameless and worst planner.

Results of Different utilization of Prpesent life :
On the otherhand, the ant was wise and hardworking. He worked hard in the present to 

ensure a safe future. It refused to help the cricket with food and shelter as it was a neither a 
borrower nor a lender. It observed that the cricket had spent the warm days without working 
for future. The ant wanted the cricket to be punished. The ant was a good and wise planner.  
The poet wants us to learn an important lesson. One should save for the future. One should 
not be foolish to enjoy the present moment and suffer in the future. Such men will meet with 
the same fate as the cricket. 
35.  Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below.
 Beside the house sits a tree.
 It never grows leaves,
 Not in the winter, spring, summer or fall.
 It just sits there, never getting small or ever growing tall,

a)  Pick out the rhyming words from the given stanza.
  fall, tall - are rhyming words.
b)  Give the rhyme scheme for the given stanza.
  a b c c
c)  Identify the figure of speech employed in the first line of the given stanza.
  Personification
 d) Pick out the alliterating words in the third line.
  spring, summer are in alliteration.

36.  Paraphrase the following stanza.
 Remember, no men are strange, no countries foreign
 Beneath all uniforms, a single body breathes
 Like ours : the land our brothers walk upon
 Is earth like this, in which we all shall lie.

No man is a stranger
All the men in the world are not strangers to each other and no country is foreign to the 
other. Though people wear different uniforms, all people breathe like us. All of us walk 
on the same earth and go into the same earth after death.
Conclusion : 
We should treat all men as brothers, though they belong to different nations. We are all 
from one human race.
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Section - III
 Answer any ONE of the following : 1 × 5 = 5
37. Rearrange the following sentences in coherent order.

 i) Mulan went into her room and cut her long hair.
ii) In the army, Mulan proved to be a brave soldier.
iii) Mulan, a teenage girl who lived in faraway village of China heard the news.
iv) The emperor said that one man from each Chinese family must join the army.
 v) She climbed on a horse and joined the army.
Ans :
 i) The emperor said that one man from each Chinese family must join the army.
ii) Mulan, a teenage girl who lived in faraway village of China heard the news.
 iii) Mulan went into her room and cut her long hair.
i v) She climbed on a horse and joined the army.
 v) In the army, Mulan proved to be a brave soldier.

38. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
One afternoon in the early fall, when Peter was eight years old, his mother called him 

from his play. “Come, Peter,” she said. “I want you to go across the dike and take these cakes to 
your friend, the blind man. If you go quickly, and do not stop to play, you will be home again 
before dark.” The little boy was glad to go on such an errand, and started off with a light heart. 
He stayed with the poor blind man a little while to tell him about his walk along the dike and 
about the sun and the flowers and the ships far out at sea. Then he remembered his mother’s 
wish that he should return before dark and, bidding, his friend goodbye, he set out for home.

Questions :
 a) What did Peter’s mother want him to do ?
  Peter's mother wanted him to go across the dike and give the cakes to his blind 

friend.
 b) What was her advice ?
  She advised him to return home before dark and not to stop to play.
 c) Why was the little boy glad ?
  The little boy was glad to go on an errand to meet his blind friend.
 d) What did the little boy tell his friend ?
  He told his friend about his walk along the dike, about the sun and the ships in the 

far out sea.
 e) What did the little boy remember ?
  He remembered his mother's wish to return before dark.

Section - IV
 Answer any FOUR of the following : 4 × 5 = 20
39. Prepare an attractive advertisement using the hints given below.
 Tasty and hygienic - home made taste - 200 varieties to select - Purely vegetarian - 

special combo offers - available - Icecream and Fruit juices - Mani Vilas - M.G.Road, 
Madurai.  
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Mani Vilas 
M.G.Road, Madurai.

Purely vegetarian Hotel 
Visit to enjoy

 Tasty and hygienic and Home made food
Select from 200 varieties 

Available : Special combo offers 
Enjoy : Icecream and Fruit juices  

Visit once.
40. You are Gomathi, a resident of a colony adjacent to the Cauvery River. Daily you 

see many people throwing waste into it, spoiling the pure water. Write a letter to a 
newspaper showing your concern about it and also voicing your worry.
From  Date : 25.03.2024
  Gomathi
  xxxx
  Thanjavur.
To
  The Editor
  Tanjavur Times News paper,
  Tanjavur.
Sir,
  Sub : People polluting Cauvery river - steps to save the river - regd.
I reside by the river cauvery at the above address. The river cauvery is considered as a 

holy river. But I am pained to see people throwing waste into the river, without any concern 
for the purity of the river or its holiness.

Throwing waste into river water is an inexcusable and irresponsible action. It is the duty 
of every citizen to keep the river pure and holy. River pollution creates a lot of health problems 
for all.

I request the authorities concerned to take suitable action to prevent pollution of the 
river.

  Thanking you.
Yours faithfully,

Gomathi.
Address on the envelope
To
  The Editor
  Tanjavur Times News paper,
  Tanjavur.
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41. You are Nikil / Nikitha, school pupil leadedr of GHSS, Trichy. Prepare a notice on 
behalf of your school inviting the grandparents of the students to celebrate WORLD 
ELDERS DAY in your school auditorium on the 20th of next month.

Notice
Govt. Hr. Sec. School, Trichy

Dated : 25.7.2022
Dear GrandParents,

I am very happy to inform all the grand parents of our school children that “The 
World Elders’ Day” will be celebrated in our school on 20th August 2022 at our school 
Auditorium at 3pm.

All the grandparents of the children of our school are cordially requested to attend 
the function and bless the children.

Nikil,
School Pupil Leader.

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it in a paragraph of five 
sentences.

 
The picture depicts a ‘Chess game’ in progress
Magnus Carlsen and R. Pragganandha are the players.
It is a part of FIDE World Cup.
Carlsen is  making the move.
SOCAR is the main sponsor of the game.

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage.
Many of us use internet on a regular basis and even have access to it from our homes! 

The ‘net’ in internet really stands for network. A network is two or more computers connected 
together so that information can be shared, or sent from one computer to another. The internet 
is a vast resource for all types of information. You may enjoy using it to do research for a 
school project, downloading your favorite songs or communicating with friends and family. 
Information is accessed through web pages that companies, organizations and individuals 
create and post. It’s kind of like a giant bulletin board that the whole world use! But since anyone 
can put anything on the internet, you also have to be careful and use your best judgement and 
a little commonsense.

Just because you read something, on a piece of paper someone sticks on a bulletin board 
doesn’t mean that it’s a good information, or even correct, for that matter. So you have to 
be sure that whoever posted the information knows what they are talking about, especially 
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if you are doing research! But what if you’re just emailing people? You still have to be very 
careful. If you’ve never met the person that you’re communicating with online, you could be 
on dangerous ground! You should never give out any personal information to someone you 
don’t know, not even your name. And just like if you can’t believe the information on every 
website out there, you can’t rely on what strangers you ‘meet’ on the internet tell you either. 
Just like you could make up things about yourself to tell someone, someone else could do the 
same to you.

Notes :
Internet : network - two computers connected information shared - vast resource - 

research - songs - entertainment - judgement required to use.
Information : All information on net - not good - should be careful about posts - emails 

- guarded - communication with unknown - dangerous - don’t give out personal details - even 
name - Don’t rely on strangers you ‘meet’.

Summary
Rough copy :
Internet is used to pass on communication between two people It has vast resources. It 

can be used for entertainment. But a lot of judgement is required to use the net.
All information posted on net is not good. Emails should be treated carefully 

communication with unknown people is dangerous. No personal details, even name should 
not be disclosed. Don’t rely on strangers.

Fair copy
Internet - uses

Internet is useful in many ways. It has a vast source of information. But all the information 
posted need not be good. Internet is used for entertainment to download songs and videos. A 
lot of judgement is needed to use the internet.

Even use of emails should be guarded. Communication with unknown people is 
dangerous. We should not share any personal details including name while meeting strangers 
on internet. It is common knowledge that internet is used now to cheat people in many ways.
44. Identify the errors in the following sentences and rewrite them correctly.

a)  A earth goes round the sun.
 The earth goes round the sun.
b)  It poured outside now.
 It is pouring outside now.
c)  I can be fifteen next April.
 I will be fifteen next April.
d)  Her cousins as well as she is hard working.
 Her cousins as well as she are hard working.
e)  As we were late, so we apologised.
 As we were late,  we apologised.   
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45. Quote from memory.
Not mourning for ……....................
...........................................with cheer.
Not mourning for the things that disappear 
In the dim past, nor holding back in fear
From what the future veils; but with a whole 
And happy heart, that pays its toll
To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.

Part - IV
46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. 2 × 8 = 16

 a) The Emperor of Shining - orders - old people - to be - deserted - farmer - very 
sad - carries old mother - to Obatsuyama - leaves mother - arranges bed to sleep 
- mother warns - son - of danger - asks to follow - twigs - son moved - carries 
mother back home - hides - at home - Emperor orders - rope of ashes - farmer 
worried - old mother helps - emperor surprised - farmer revealed the truth - 
Emperor - calls back the order - abolished his cruel law. 

The old are wise
The emperor of Shining once ordered all old people to be put to death. A young farmer 

who loved his old mother felt sad about deserting his mother. He carried his mother to the 
hill top Obatsuyama to leave her there. The loving mother put twigs on the way for her son to 
return safely. He was moved and changed his mind.

The son carried his mother back home and hid her in the kitchen. The emperor ordered 
people to make a rope of ashes. The old mother gave an advice to make a rope of ashes. The 
emperor was surprised and learnt that an old woman gave the plan to make a rope of ashes.

He realised his folly and called back the order of deserting the old. He needed their 
wisdom.

Moral : The wisdom of the old is an asset to the mankind.
(OR)

b)  Prospero and Miranda - island cave - help of Ariel - raises storm - the shipwreck 
- the command of Prospero - Ferdinand separated - brought to cave - Miranda 
meets Ferdinand - both surprised - Prospero tries Ferdinand with hard tasks - 
Ariel brings Alonso and Antonio to Prospero - both repent - dukedom restored 
to Prospero - marriage of Miranda and Ferdinand.

Prospero - The Duke
Prospero and his daughter Miranda were sent out by his cousin. They lived in an Island 

cave. With the help of Ariel a spirit, Prospero raised a storm and wrecked the ship in which his 
enemies were travelling. Ariel brought Ferdinand the prince to the cave. Miranda fell in love 
with him. Prospero gave hard tasks to Ferdinand to test his love.

Ariel brought Alonso and Antonio to the cave. They both repented for their cruel action 
in sending Prospero away. Prospero forgave them and gave Miranda in marriage to Ferdinand.

All people travelled back to the kingdom with happiness.
Moral : All is well that ends well. Forgiveness is a divine quality.
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47. Read the following paragraph and answer the questions given below.
Books are the greatest treasure of mankind. The habit of reading them is a source of 

pleasure. He, who is in the habit of reading books should buy books for himself. He should 
start collecting books from his youth. The books collected and arranged properly in a room 
not only decorate the room but also make the presence of their authors felt. Books contain 
eternal truths and are better friends than those of flesh and blood as they not only entertain 
but also guide us.

Questions :
 1. What are the treasure and what gives pleasure ?
  Books are the greatest treasure of mankind. Reading habit gives pleasure.
 2. When should one start collecting books ?
  One should start collecting books from one's youth.
 3. What do books contain in them ?
  Books contain eternal truths.
 4. Mention any two uses of reading books.
  Books not only entertain but also guide us.

(OR)
b)  Read the following poem and answer the questions given below:

  It is not growing like a tree
  In bulk, doth make man better be;
 or standing long on oak, three hundred year,
 To fall a log at last, dry, bald, and sere;
   A lily of a day
   If fairer far in May,
  Although it fall and die that night -
  It was the plant and flower of Light.
 In small proportions we just beauties see;
 And in short measures life may perfect be.

Questions :
 i) Which shows beauty - the lily or the oak ?
  Lily.
 ii) What happens to the oak at last ?
  The oak becomes atlast a log, dry and bald and lifeless.
iii) Compare the life of the oak and the lily ?
  The lily lives for a short time but it is beautiful and gives light. The oak lives long but 

does not look beautiful. It becomes a log later.
iv) What do you learn from the last two lines ?
  Even if the life lived is short, it should be perfect and spread happiness to all.
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Memory Poems
Life

Let me but live my life from year to year, 
With forward face and unreluctant soul; 
Not hurrying to, nor turning from the goal; 
Not mourning for the things that disappear  
In the dim past, nor holding back in fear
From what the future veils; but with a whole 
And happy heart, that pays its toll
To Youth and Age, and travels on with cheer.
So let the way wind up the hill or down,
O’er rough or smooth, the journey will be joy: 
Still seeking what I sought when but a boy,
New friendship, high adventure, and a crown, 
My heart will keep the courage of the quest, 
And hope the road’s last turn will be the best.

  - Henry Van Dyke
I am Every Woman

A woman is beauty innate, 
A symbol of power and strength.
She puts her life at stake,
She’s real, she’s not fake!

The summer of life she’s ready to see in spring.
She says, “Spring will come again, my dear.
Let me care for the ones who’re near.”
She’s The Woman – she has no fear!
Strong is she in her faith and beliefs.
“Persistence is the key to everything,” 
says she. Despite the sighs and groans and moans,
She’s strong in her faith, firm in her belief!
She’s a lioness; don’t mess with her. 
She’ll not spare you if you’re a prankster.
Don’t ever try to saw her pride, her self-respect.
She knows how to thaw you, saw you – so beware!
She’s today’s woman. Today’s woman, dear. 
Love her, respect her, keep her near...

  - Rakhi Nariani Shirke.
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The Secret of the Machines
We were taken from the ore-bed and the mine,
We were melted in the furnace and the pit
We were cast and wrought and hammered to design,
We were cut and filed and tooled and gauged to fit.
Some water, coal, and oil is all we ask,
And a thousandth of an inch to give us play:
And now, if you will set us to our task,
We will serve you four and twenty hours a day!
We can pull and haul and push and lift and drive,
We can print and plough and weave and heat and light,
We can run and race and swim and fly and dive,
We can see and hear and count and read and write!
But remember, please, the Law by which we live,
We are not built to comprehend a lie,
We can neither love nor pity nor forgive,
If you make a slip in handling us you die!
Though our smoke may hide the Heavens from your eyes,
It will vanish and the stars will shine again,
Because, for all our power and weight and size,
We are nothing more than children of your brain!

  - Rudyard Kipling
No Men Are Foreign

Remember, no men are strange, no countries foreign
Beneath all uniforms, a single body breathes
Like ours: the land our brothers walk upon
Is earth like this, in which we all shall lie.
They, too, aware of sun and air and water,
Are fed by peaceful harvests, by war’s long winter starv’d.
Their hands are ours, and in their lines we read
A labour not different from our own.
Remember they have eyes like ours that wake
Or sleep, and strength that can be won
By love. In every land is common life
That all can recognise and understand.
Let us remember, whenever we are told
To hate our brothers, it is ourselves
That we shall dispossess, betray, condemn.
Remember, we who take arms against each other
It is the human earth that we defile.
Our hells of fire and dust outrage the innocence
Of air that is everywhere our own,
Remember, no men are foreign, and no countries strange.

  - James Falconer Kirkup

ÒÒÒÒÒ
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